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A Land Use Study of
THE BOB MARSHALL WILDERNESS AREA OF MONTANA
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, particularly since World War II, there has been a 
growing demand for outdoor recreation use of public land. Camping, hiking, 
hunting, fishing, nature study, and other forms of outdoor activity have 
increased in a society with more leisure time, more disposable income, and 
better and more rapid means of travel. National forest land, due to its 
many natural attractions, has been particularly popular for recreation use.
The United States Forest Service has administered national forest land 
since 1905 when forest reserves were transferred from the Department of 
the Interior to the Department of Agriculture and the Forest Service was 
established. The Department of the Interior retained control of certain 
mineral, oil, and gas rights, but otherwise management of forest lands has 
since been almost entirely the responsibility of the Forest Service.
From the days of Gifford Pinchot, first head of the Forest Service, 
agency management has been directed toward utilizing the resources of 
national forests for maximum yield and benefit under a multiple use policy. 
This has involved grazing leases, fire protection, watershed projects, 
public recreation, timber sales, and other functions. In recent years 
timber sales have been the foremost agency activity on many national forests.
Certain tracts of national forest land, however, primarily in the 
western United States, are classified as wilderness areas under Regulation 
U-l of the Department of Agriculture. These tracts, containing a minimum 
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of 100,000 acres, are for the most part public land, although there may be 
a few privately owned sections purchased prior to wilderness designation. 
There are no roads usable by the public within wilderness areas, and all 
forms of motorised transportation are prohibited. Commercial timber cutt­
ing is also prohibited, and no hotels, stores, summer homes, camps, lodges, 
or any other sort of private or commercial structures are allowed (38, p. 16). 
Forest Service policy is directed toward maintaining the primeval quality 
of these areas. Modification or elimination of wilderness is accomplished 
only on order of the Secretary of Agriculture.
Recreation use of wilderness has accompanied the over-all trend toward 
outdoor activity. The Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission study 
report on wilderness shows an estimated 380 percent increase in man-days 
use during the 1946-1959 period (8, p. 124). At the same time, groups and 
organizations interested in wilderness preservation have grown in power and 
expression.
Concurrent with a decrease in available timber and other resources on 
private land there has been a growing pressure from the lumber industry 
for the resources on government forest land. Since timber cutting is not 
allowed on wilderness areas, groups interested in expanding government 
timber sale operations have advocated the removal of some forest lands from 
proposed wilderness reservation.
Divergent opinions on the use and classification of wilderness lands 
have caused more and more tension over wilderness matters. Strongly opposed 
views were expressed in the hearings and discussions on proposed wilderness 
preservation legislation (S. 174) before Congress in 1961 and 1962. Known 
as the Wilderness Bill. S. 174 was passed by the Senate but rejected for
^See text of Regulation U-l, page 31. 
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vote by the House of Representatives in the amended form presented to 
that body in the fall of 1962.
It is important to examine the differing concepts of wilderness use. 
Society can benefit from an economic analysis of the situation, using it 
as a possible guide to future land management. With this objective, the 
Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission in 1960 investigated the 
general category of wilderness use and problems as part of its study of 
the nationwide aspects of outdoor recreation.
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This particular study is a socio-economic evaluation of land use 
and users of the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area of Montana in the year 1960. 
The subject area is almost a million acres of national forest land classi­
fied as wilderness under Regulation U—1. This economic analysis reviews 
the many facets of wilderness resources, development, use, and problems 
on which allocation is based and compares the present wilderness status 
of the Area with its possible role as regular multiple use forest land 
on which timber, water, recreation, wildlife, and forage are assumed to 
be the principle resource uses. It is further assumed that the Area will 
remain under wilderness classification.
With these assumptions the main hypothesis of this study can be 
stated as follows: Reservation as a wilderness is the best socio­
economic use of the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area in the year 1960.
People hold varying opinions about wilderness. To those interested 
in utilizing the natural resources of wilderness for industrial production,
2Part of the study was supported under a grant from the Wildland 
Research Center, University of California, as a segment of the ORRRC 
study on wilderness.
3Literature consulted in developing the economic analysis, as well 
as that relating to philosophy, management, and the work of the Outdoor 
Recreation Resources Review Commission, is reviewed in Appendix 2. 
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it represents a reservation of non-available inputs. To those interested 
in readily available fishing, hunting, and outdoor use, it is a remote land 
of restricted access. To the recreational wilderness user, it is a challenge 
to physical ability, an oasis from the tensions of society, a portrait of 
undisturbed nature. To the philosopher wilderness advocate, it is an idea, 
a vestige of the frontier, a place for contemplation and a natural state 
of being. To the scientist, wilderness is a possible control area for 
scientific inguiry and to some who never see it, wilderness may represent 
a part of America's cultural heritage. All of these concepts are valuable 
and point to the importance of wilderness, even though their variance com­
plicates discussion and study of the areas themselves.
Management of wilderness areas virtually in a primeval state is a 
complex problem for the Forest Service. Such management does not entirely 
reflect the basic multiple use policy of that agency. However, the charac­
teristics of isolation and minimum development are of prime importance to 
present wilderness users. Although extremely difficult, it is hoped that 
the practical Forest Service approach can be reconciled to the needs and 
desires of recreational users of the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area.
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II. BACKGROUND DATA ON THE BOB MARSHALL WILDERNESS AREA
A. Description of the Area
1. General
The Bob Marshall Wilderness Area comprises 950,000 acres of specta­
cular, unroaded mountains and valleys in the northern Rocky Mountains of 
Montana. Located some 30 airline miles south of Glacier National Park, 
it contains portions of the headwaters of two major rivers, the Flathead, 
flowing west to the Columbia River, and the Sun, flowing east to the 
Missouri River. The larger part of the Wilderness, 710,000 acres, lies 
in the Flathead National Forest and the balance, 240,000 acres, in the 
Lewis and Clark National Forest. All of the land within the Wilderness 
is federally owned. (See map — Appendix 1)
%
In the Flathead Forest portion of the Bob Marshall are four tribu­
taries of the Flathead River: the South Fork, Middle Fork, Spotted Bear, 
and White Rivers. The Flathead system is bounded on the east by rugged 
peaks of the Continental Divide, while to the west is the magnificent 
Swan Range, including Swan Peak, 9255 feet in elevation, high point of 
the Wilderness. The Flathead Range forms the southern boundary of the 
Wilderness. To the north the confluence of all tributaries except the 
Middle Fork flows through a gently sloping valley toward Hungry Horse 
Reservoir. Hungry Horse Dam, a Bureau of Reclamation project, is 67 miles 
north of the Wilderness boundary. The Middle Fork winds its way eastward, 
meeting the main stream below the reservoir near Coram.
The main river valleys of the South Fork and Spotted Bear rise in 
elevation from about 4000 to 5000 feet. The lowest elevation in the 
Wilderness, just below 4000 feet, is at the north boundary of the South
Fork.
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There are broad park-like flats on the South Fork, notably at Black 
Bear, Little Salmon Park, White River, Big Prairie, the Basin, and Danaher 
Meadows. Around these flats, once attractive to homesteading ranchers, are 
forests that extend into the higher and steeper slopes of the tributaries. 
Intermediate mountain ranges lie between the Swan and Flathead Ranges and 
the Continental Divide, providing numerous canyons and watersheds for the 
main streams.
The Middle Fork of the Flathead is in a narrow canyon, separated from 
the other tributaries by a high intermediate range that includes Pentagon, 
Trilobite, and Gable Peaks. River flats are limited in this sector, and 
the stream elevation is above 5000 feet. This has always been the least 
used and most primitive part of the Wilderness.
The Lewis and Clark Forest section lies to the south and east of the 
Continental Divide. It is bounded on the east by the rugged Teton Mountains 
and to the south by the Black Reef-Deadman Hill complex. There are inter­
mediate ranges between these and the Continental Divide.
Above 5000 feet in elevation, the Sun River section is generally very 
scenic. With large open parks and flats along the main forks of the river. 
These openings were once used for cattle pasture, but now the surrounding 
forest is encroaching on them at such points as Gates Park, Biggs Creek 
Flat, Pretty Prairie, Two Shacks Flat, and Circle Creek.
The Sun River is impounded about six miles east of the Wilderness 
boundary in a Bureau of Reclamation project at Gibson Dam. A first form 
reclamation withdrawal for possible reservoir extension is imposed on less 
than a section of wilderness land near Sun Butte.
There are numerous small sub-alpine basins throughout the Wilderness 
in the higher mountain recesses above 6000 feet. These are extraordinarily 
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scenic and are of special interest as summer habitat for wildlife. They 
include Pearl, Ahorn, and Grizzly Basins along the east side of the Con­
tinental Divide, Upper Clark Creek near Pentagon Mountain, and Albino 
Basin near Holland Peak in the Swan Range.
Another outstanding feature of the Wilderness is Big Salmon Lake, 
some four miles long, just above the South Fork of the Flathead. It is 
the result of a valley glacier descending from the Swan Range. There 
are many other small lakes in the Bob Marshall, the most spectacular 
lying in the southwestern portion of the Area.
The rocks and^mountains of the Wilderness come from marine deposition 
and erosion over .750 million years of geologic time, involving the Pre­
Cambrian, Paleozoic, Mesozoic, and Cenozoip Eras. Glaciation within the 
past fifty thousand years has shaped the valleys. The towering cliffs 
of exposed Cambrian limestone on the famous Chinese Wall, extending seven 
or eight miles along the east side of the Continental Divide, were formed 
by ice action. <'
Soils in the open valley bottoms of the South Fork of the Flathead 
and the Sun Rivers at such places as Big Prairie, Black Bear, Danaher 
Meadows, and Biggs Creek Flat are deep and well drained. Along the 
timbered canyons and higher areas the soils are often quite shallow.
There are no year-round weather records kept at any of the wilder­
ness stations. Climatic data are thus sketchy. Temperatures are quite 
variable, ranging from summer highs of 95° F. to winter lows of -50° F. 
with broad daily fluctuations. Killing frost is a problem every month of 
the growing season.-
Total precipitation for the period July 1, 1959 to June 30, 1960 at 
Spotted Bear Ranger Station, twelve miles north of the Wilderness on the
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South Fork of the Flathead, was 27.36 inches. Average annual precipitation 
on the west side is estimated at 21 inches. On the Sun River side annual 
precipitation is about 15 inches and is generally low on all areas in July 
and August. There is considerable snow from November through May, ranging 
in depth from an average of one foot in the valleys to six or eight feet 
in the higher elevations. Early November blizzards followed by periods 
of sub-zero temperatures are not uncommon.
This section of the Rocky Mountains is subject to severe dry lightning 
storms from July to September, and sometimes into November. Numerous forest 
fires are started by these storms. On the Sun River portion, east of the 
Continental Divide, violent winds are frequent throughout the year. This 
adds to the fire problem and makes control difficult.
Due to the remote nature of the Wilderness, fires are a major management 
problem. Before the days of the white men, fires burned considerable acreage 
each summer. Severe fires have occurred in recent times in 1889, 1910, 1919, 
1926, and 1934. Over 35 percent of the Wilderness has been burned since 
1885. Since 1940 only three fires over 100 acres in extent have occurred 
in the Wilderness, two of them caused by man.
There are some 38 entrances to the Wilderness. Many of these are on 
mountain passes and are from four to over 25 miles from the points of access.
Since the country between the roadheads and the wilderness boundaries 
is mostly undeveloped and is often very similar to the Bob Marshall country 
it is used as wilderness and is generally so considered. Thus, in the 
Ourdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission's study report on wilderness, 
the Bob Marshall tract is taken to include the classified Wilderness Area 
plus an additional 1,029,520 acres in parts of the Lolo, Flathead, Helena, 
and Lewis and Clark National Forests (8, p, 46).
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Current management plans of the Forest Service call for road deve­
lopment and resource utilization in these unclassified lands within the 
next few years.
2. Vegetation and Ecological Aspects
Vegetation types in the Wilderness vary considerably with elevation 
and aspect. The most common lower (below 6000 ft.) elevation forest type 
found along the South Fork of the Flathead, the Sun River near Pretty 
Prairie, and the Spotted Bear River, is Douglas-fir. Trees in this type 
are: Douglas-fir, Pseudotsuga menziesii (Mirb.) Franco; western larch, 
Larix occidentalis Nutt.; sub-alpine fir, Abies lasiocarpa (Hook.) Nutt.; 
white fir, Abies grandis (Dougl.) Lindl.; lodgepole pine, Pinus contorta 
Dougl.; western white pine, Pinus monticola Dougl.; Engelmann spruce, 
Picea engelmannii Parry; black cottonwood. Populus trichocarpa Torr, and 
Gray; and aspen, Populus tremuloides Michx.
Shrub associates in this type are: Saskatoon serviceberry, Amelanchier 
alnifolia (Nutt.) Nutt.; Scouler willow, Salix scouleriana Barrett; choke­
cherry, Prunus virginiana L.; Rocky Mountain maple, Acer glabrum Torr.; 
dwarf juniper, Juniperus communis L.; Rocky Mountain juniper, Juniperus 
scopulorum Sarg.; and beargrass, Xerophyllum tenax (Pursh.) Nutt.
Lodgepole pine forest type is found on old burns and around the open 
prairies on the Sun River or Danaher Meadows on the west side. Shrub 
associates are the same as for the Douglas-fir type with the addition of 
big sagebrush, Artemisia tridentata Nutt. Lodgepole pine is gradually 
replaced by Engelmann spruce on moist sites at higher elevations and by 
Douglas-fir on drier sites at lower elevations.
Ponderosa pine, Pinus ponderosa Laws., is the only tree species in 
the ponderosa pine forest type. It is limited to about 1500 acres.
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principally on the South Fork of the Flathead River at White River Park 
and Big Prairie. Associated with this type are: blue bunch wheatgrass, 
Agropyron spicatum (Pursh.) Scribn. and Smith; Idaho fescue, Festuca 
idahoensis Elmer; buffalo bunchgrass, Festuca scabrella Torr, in Hook; 
Saskatoon serviceberry; kinnikinnick, Arctostaphylos uva-ursi (L.) Spreng.; 
and shrubby cinquefoil, Potentilla fruticosa (L.) Rydb.
The spruce forest type is found throughout the Wilderness at elevations 
above 6000 feet and along streams above the main rivers. Between 6000 and 
7000 feet the trees in this type are: Engelmann spruce, sub-alpine fir, 
lodgepole pine, black cottonwood, and aspen. Above 7000 feet in the sub- 
alpine zone Engelmann spruce is associated with limber pine, Pinus flexilis 
James; white bark pine, Pinus albicaulis Engelm.; and alpine larch, Larix 
lyallii Pari.
Associated with the spruce forest type are: red-osier dogwood, Cornus 
Slolonifera Mlchx.; alder-leaved buckthorn, Rhamus alnifolla L'Her.; blue 
jointgrass, Calamagrostis canadensis (Mlchx.) Beauv.; willow, Salix spp.; 
and butterweed, Senecio sp.
In grassy openings and parks in the Ares tj u c.y rne Area are Idaho fescue; beargrass;
willow; kinnikinnick; serviceberry; needlearass n=n<-h • , »
y, neeaxegrass, Danthonia unispicata (Thurb.) 
Munro; and bog birch, Betula glandulosa Mlchx (12).
An acreage estimate of the dominant cover types in the Wilderness in 
1940 is shown below, as reported by Ralph S. Space, then an associate 
forester, U. 3. Purest Service, Missoula, Montana. There is some overlap 
in this tabulation among the forest types describe k




Mixed lodgepole pine and Douglas-fir 234,600
(lodgepole pine predominating)
Douglas-fir, lodgepole pine, and
Engelmann spruce (young growth) 199,500
Engelmann spruce 23,400




Lodgepole pine is present over large areas of the Wilderness. It
has been the most common fire type to regenerate on burned sites. Its
age on old burns ranges from 30 to 40 years up to 100 years.
In the Douglas-fir type the approximate age of the dominant trees is 
from 100 to 200 years. Dominants in the ponderosa pine type are some 150 
to 200 years old.
Fires, as indicated previously, have covered much of the present 
Wilderness. They have caused considerable site deterioration and erosion, 
particularly on high south and west slopes. Forest vegetation has been 
removed in many areas of rock and shallow soil and has been succeeded by 
shrubs and grasses. Other areas have been reforested by lodgepole pine.
During the period between fires and reforestation, forage for game 
has increased and animals, notably elk, have thrived. With the closing 
of the forest canopy, game forage has decreased and the animals have moved 
to open slopes and down into stream bottom openings. Heavy grazing by 
wildlife and wilderness user livestock in these same openings has caused 
a change in plant succession, as well as forage and erosion problems.
On the South Fork of the Flathead River vegetation changes (also due 
to heavy grazing) have included the replacement of Idaho fescue grass by 
needlegrass at Murphy Flat, the Basin, and Big Prairie. In the Danaher 
the trend has been from palatable willow to bog birch.
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Past commercial stock grazing on the North Fork of the Sun River and 
the cutting of lodgepole pine for railroad ties in the 1880s have had their 
effect on east side plant succession. Along the edges of large openings 
on the Sun River lodgepole pine and aspen are encroaching upon the grasslands.
Current fire protection methods using smokejumpers and helicopters have 
all but eliminated fire as an ecological factor in the wilderness.
3. Fish and Wildlife
The South Fork of the Flathead, the White River, and the Middle Fork 
of the Flathead are famous trout streams. Big Salmon Lake is also noted 
for trout. To a lesser extent, the east side branches of the Sun River are 
popular for fishing, along with numerous lakes and streams at higher 
elevations.
Mule deer, white-tailed deer, elk, coyote, black bear, grouse, and 
heron are comonly seen in the wilderness. Mountain goat, mountain sheep, 
moose, grizzly bear, wolverine, wolf, 
marten, mink, fisher, weasel, beaver.
The larger animals, particularly grizzly bear, moose, mountain 
mountain goat, and elk are of great interest to visitors. The
mountain lion, badger, lynx, bobcat, 
and otter are seen less frequently.
sheep,
Wilderness
is home to one of the largest remaining populations of grizzly 
the sight of this imposing animal is 
those fortunate enough to observe it
Most of the game species remain
The elk, however, migrate in the late fall, 





and thrilling experience for 
native habitat (Table 1). 








xhe Sun River Game Preserve onfaki• , , .
declining elk population, covers the east sid/V^1 ,to protect a then 
Continental Divide east to the North For> * *>° Wildemess from the the South Pork of the North Md^b^^
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Table .1
Estimated Game Populations — 1959 
















Big Prairie Dist.^ 130 50 60 240 550 5 260 10
Spotted Bear Dist.^ 130 40 90 170 1000 20 320 10
Sun River Dist.^ 150 40 500 1000 2500 5 100 100
Teton Dist.4 100 25 200 8000 1500 25 250 20
Totals 510 155 850 9410 5550 55 930 140
1USFS District records, Big Prairie Ranger Station, Flathead National 
Forest.̂Letter from Flathead National Forest, Supervisor's Office, Kalispell, 
Montana, September 8, 1960. Population estimates are for 1958.
^USFS District records, Augusta Ranger Station, Lewis and Clark National 
Forest.
4USFS District records, Choteau Ranger Station, Lewis and Clark National 
Forest.
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to the winter game range managed by the Montana Fish and Game Department
at the edge of the Great Plains.
The elk on the South Fork of the Flathead River have been a problem 
for many years. Hunter harvest in this isolated area has not been adequate 
to keep the population down to the carrying capacity of the range, and 
severe overgrazing has occurred. Elk have wintered in openings along the 
river, such as those at Big Prairie, Black Bear, and the Basin.
Predators of big game include coyote, mountain lion, and to a lesser 
extent bear. These have not been major influences in population control.
4. Timber Resources
Wilderness timber volume estimates are presented in Table 19 of 
Appendix 5.
Basic data on timber obtained by the Forest Service during the years 
19S8 to 1960 by use of a sampling survey and aerial photographs. No volume 
data was gathered in the Wilderness, but figures were estimated from com- 
parable plots outside (42)(42). Stands were checked in the field by the author 
in the summer of 1961.
Total acreage of commercial forest 
seedling, sapling, or non-stocked acres 
commercial saw timber of size 11 inches 
forest are shown in Table 2.
land in the Wilderness, not including 
and estimated total volumes of 
up (diameter breast height) by
5. Water Resources
Water resources of the Wilderness Aron
can only be described generally, 
since wilderness water is used by the nnhn7 tne public outside the Area. 
The Hungry Horse Dam and Reservoir a U S r
, x , a u. s. Bureau of Reclamation project
completed in 1953, involves the South Fork of th. m
6 Flathead River, the White 
River, and Spotted Bear River.
involves the South Pork of the Flathead
Primarily a flood control project for the
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Table 2
Estimated Total Commercial Forest Acreage and Saw Timber Volumes 
Bob Marshall Wilderness Area^









(Thousands of Board Fee
1,799,826
Lewis and Clark National 
Forest
Four Rivers Working Circle 126,047 721,653
Totals 493,730 2,521,479
*U. S. Forest Service Timber Management Plans for Coram and Four 
Rivers Working Circles, Montana. Missoula, 1960-61 (Mimeographed) and 
Timber Management Division records, USFS, Region 1 Office, Missoula.
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Columbia River System, this project includes no reclamation benefits at 
present. It does provide 285,000 kilowatts of installed electric capacity, 
and the reservoir area accessible by road offers outdoor recreation 
opportunities (S3).
For the Middle Fork of the Flathead River, the Bureau of Reclama­
tion proposes to construct a dam and reservoir about 32 miles northwest *•  
Of the Wilderness at Spruce Park. This project, now in the planning stage, 
would provide reservoir recreation facilities as well as an 88,000 kilo­
watt powerplant that would operate in connection with the Hungry Horse ' ..
Re3iO6p1; Perso”al letter’ B^iserid^ho^Se't^' BUr9<“ °f Reolamatlon> 
Peterson, M. j Engineer U s r,- Septamber 21, 1961.
interview. Great Falls, Montana: A^stTJ9w.E’Ola“ti“- p~«nal
Project.5
Gibson Dam, another Bureau of Reclamation development completed in - 
1929, is the major improvement of the Sun River Project.' Besides regulating 
stream flow on the wilderness branches of the Sun River, its reservoir . : ■< 
irrigates over 83,000 acres of farmland in the Port Shaw and Greenfields . 
areas of Montana. Some 200,000 acre feet of
water come annually from the 
Sun River Project, of which an estimated 75 x - , „
estimated 75 percent or 150,000 acre feet \ 
come from the Wilderness Area.6 . , /
6- Service Installations and ,
The Bob Marshall Wilderness 4 ,llderness Area is under the jurisdiction of four 
Forest Service rangers, two on o=r.i,
the national forests. Big Prairie 
Ranger District on the Upper South Fork Fl.tw «
rk, Flathead National Forest, is the 
only wholly wilderness district Th® xk- 
as H.K x WiU * to
as dichotomous districts jusef t ' lnTO1Vln9 Wild— Part regular muitiple
use forest. The....... Spotted Bw
3 Dlstrlct, Including the South
These are:
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Fork, Spotted Bear River, and Middle Fork, Flathead National Forest; Teton 
Ranger District, including the North Fork of the Sun River, with headquarters 
at Choteau, Montana; and Sun River Ranger District, covering the lower 
North Fork and West Fork of the Sun River with offices at Augusta, Montana. 
The last two districts are in the Lewis and Clark National Forest.
The Forest Service uses airplanes in the Wilderness for administrative, 
fire control, and supply purposes, but the chief means of Forest Service 
travel is by horse. Horses are used to supply lookouts (of which there 
are but six remaining of a formerly large network) and work crews.
Work center cabins are located at various points throughout the 
Area and serve as a base for management operations. These are connected 
with ranger stations by telephone or radio, and there are some trail phones 
for emergency use.
The wilderness ranger station at Big Prairie is a complex of eight 
or so structures including barns, warehouses, ranger's and packer's houses, 
bunkhouse, and corral-stable facilities. There is an airstrip here, to 
which supplies are brought by the patrol plane. Other South Fork airstrips 
are located at Basin Creek, Holbrook Creek, Black Bear, and just outside 
the Wilderness at Meadow Creek. On the Sun River there are airstrips at 
Gates Park and Pretty Prairie. There is no airstrip in the Wilderness on 
the Spotted Bear River, but there is one just outside at Schafer Guard 
Station on the Middle Fork of the Flathead River.
Wilderness management activities include fire prevention and control, 
insect and disease control, trail, phone line, and building construction 
and maintenance, visitor contact, wildlife, watershed, and range management, 
land use planning, general administration, and procurement.
With regard to fish and wildlife, the Forest Service works in
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cooperation with the Montana Fish and Game Department. The Department
regulates hunting and fishing in the Wildernesst carries out law enforcement, 
and makes fish and wildlife research studies. It deals with game, range, 
and animal population problems, and administers the Sun River Game Preserve. 
B. History and Development of the Wilderness
1. Early History
Before the advent of the white man, the Blackfeet and the Indians of 
the Flathead Valley hunted and fished in the Wilderness. Sometime in the 
1840s the two tribes had a major battle, probably involving hunting rights, 
m the vicinity of Basin Creek on the Upper South Fork of the Flathead River. 
These neighboring Indian populations continue to use the Bob Marshall for 
hunting and fishing.
Mining and agriculture brought the first 
Montana in the 1860s. Since there was little 
the farming potential was low, white populations remained sparse. Most 
of their settlements were in the lower valleys, and the present Bob Marshall 
was seldom penetrated except by trappers or occasional miners. By 
July 2, 1864, the Northern Pacific Railway was granted a large 
of Montana land in alternate odd-numbered non-mineral
white settlers to western





some forty miles each side of theirtheir railroad plus lieu lands in the outer 
ten miles of the grant. Around 69,000 acres of this grant _ <
uus grant was in the
present Wilderness.
Homesteading on the Great Plains Plains and railroad construction brought a 
local demand for lumber and ties. About 1886 c ,
About 1886, Charles Biggs and others 
began cutting railroad ties on Headquarters Creek and Bic n
oxeex and Biggs Creek in the 
eastern portion of the Bob Marshall area and
. . t „„ , Snd floatlng them down the North
Fork of the Sun River for the Helena branch of th r
ranch of the Great Northern Railway. 
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Some 200,000 ties and 25,000 cords of fuelwood were cut in this locality 
between 1886 and 1899 (2, p. 63). However, these operations proved 
uneconomic due to insufficient water in the Sun River and the long distance 
to market.
Under provisions of the Forest Reserve Act of 1891 President Cleveland, 
in 1897, established the Lewis and Clark Forest Reserve. This reservation 
included all of the present Wilderness. The Flathead Forest Reserve,
7 
including what is now Glacier National Park and the former Blackfoot 
National Forest, was established at the same time. Both reserves were 
combined as the Lewis and Clark Forest Reserve in 1903.
The U. S. Department of the Interior was responsible for forest 
reserves in those days. In 1897, a Division of Geography and Forestry 
was set up in the Interior Department's Geological Survey to handle 
surveying, mapping, and resource data collection. In 1899 H. B. Ayres 
of this Division made a survey of the Lewis and Clark Reserve. He 
observed some grazing on the North Fork of the Sun River and possibly 
a few squatter cabins. His comments on the scenery are particularly 
interesting:
"This region, though not as alpine as the Flathead Reserve, 
has many high mountains and rugged hills.
"There are a few glaciers, small one at the head of Gordon
Creek, one near McDonald Peak and the Stanton Glacier, west of
Essex, one of the largest in the range.
"The peaks about the Stanton Glacier, Scapegoat Mountain, 
Turret Mountain, Silvertip, and Pentagon on the main range, three 
or four points on the Kalispell Range, and McDonald Peak of the 
Mission Range, are 8,000 to 10,000 feet high and afford 
excellent views, while the valleys, though much marred by fires, 
contain many attractive places. The opening of the trails by 
the forest rangers is rapidly making the region accessible by 
saddle and pack horses" (2, p. 55-56).
7
Glacier National Park was created by act of Congress in 1910.
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In the coarse of his survey Ayres visited the Danaher-McCrea stock 
ranch in what is now called Danaher Meadows on the upper South Fork of the 
Flathead River. Thomas Danaher and A. P. McCrea each settled 160-acre 
tracts in this area in 1898. They were probably the first white men to 
attempt settlement on the upper South Fork drainage. They built houses, 
barns, and other structures, sowed 60 acres to timothy hay, and grazed 
some 160 head of cattle and 20 horses. The stock were pastured on forest 
land in the summer and on native grass and hay in the winter.
The Danaher and McCrea operations were affected adversely by climatic 
conditions resulting in insufficient yields of hay for wintering stock, and 
by the great distance to markets over poor trails. McCrea abandoned his 
land, and Danaher sold out to the Missoula Hunt Club in 1907. The Hunt 
Club planned to raise horses on the Danaher ranch but failed. The tract 
eventually went to one Sam 0. Acuff.
When the Forest Service was created as part of the Department of 
Agriculture in 1905, responsibility for forest reserves, including the 
present Bob Marshall Wilderness, shifted to that agency.8 Thus began the 
stage of national forest management aptly classified by Clawson and Held 
as the "era of custodial management" (10). The Forest Service gave national 
forests the best management possible, with the limited technical knowledge, 
staff, and funds at its disposal. Fire control, prevention of trespass, 
and positive measures toward grazing use and timber harvest constituted the 
major activities.
8In 1907 the name forest reserve was changed to national forest That 
portion of the present Wilderness west of the Continental Divide was'separated 
from the Lewis and Clark National Forest anH j dS seParaxeaForest in 1908. lncluded the Flathead National
Gifford Pinchot, as first head of the Forest Service from 1905 to 1910, 
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enunciated a policy of opening up and developing the forests as producing 
units. In contrast to those favoring national forests as closed reserves, 
he implemented the doctrine of "highest use" and "the greatest good for 
the greatest number in the long run" (18).
On June 1, 1906, Congress passed the Forest Homestead Act. By this 
Act, forest lands chiefly valuable for agriculture rather than public 
purposes were opened to settlement. Tracts could not exceed 160 acres 
in area or one mile in length. There could be no outright purchase of 
lands after a short settlement period — patent could be obtained only 
after proof of five years residence and cultivation of the land.
There was no substantial demand for national forest resources at 
that time, and timber sales were small. In 1910 a total of 1,350,000 
board feet of timber was cut on the non-wilderness portion of the Coram 
Working Circle of the Flathead National Forest. There was some mining 
activity on the wilderness portions of the Middle Fork of the Flathead 
River, where the Ralston brothers attempted unsuccessfully to develop 
a coal mine, and limited mining and cattle grazing were carried on in 
the Sun River country.
The disastrous fire of 1910 burned much of the present Wilderness 
and undoubtedly affected homestead entry. In 1911 land in Gates Park 
on the Sun River was homesteaded and in 1913 four tracts in the Danaher 
Meadows were entered but not occupied.
The Agricultural Appropriations Act of August 10, 1912 required 
selection, classification, and segregation of all lands opened to entry 
under the homestead acts applicable to national forests. In 1915 
David H. Lewis, then district ranger of the Big Prairie District, Flathead 
National Forest, submitted a comprehensive agricultural report on the 
upper South Fork of the Flathead River. He indicated the limited number 
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of farm acres, the high cost of transportation and schools„ and the difficulty 
of developing road access for subsistence level farms. Combining these 
factors with the severity of the winters and the short growing season, the 
lack of demand for timber, and the small possibility of farming or grazing 
success, Lewis suggested that the land was not suitable for agriculture.
a
He recommended that all land south of Black Bear Creek be closed to entry, 
under the 1906 Forest Homestead Act. At the same time he stressed the 
significance of the area's fish and wildlife, its importance to hunters 
and fishermen, and the fact that settlers would reduce fish and game.
Lewis' discussion of the accessibility of the now wilderness portion 
of the South Fork of the Flathead River in 1915 is relevant in light of 
more recent activities in the Bob Marshall region:
"The present routes of travel are trails, where it is only 
possible to use saddle and pack horses. The distance (south) 
from Coram, a flag station on the Great Northern Railway, to 
Black Bear is 70 miles, to White River 83 miles and to Big Prairie 
91 miles. The distance (northward) from Ovando (itself 40 miles 
from the Northern Pacific Railway) to the following localities 
is as follows:
Danaher Creek 40 miles
Basin Creek 50 miles
Big Prairie 60 miles
White River 68 miles
Black Bear 81 miles
There are 15 miles of wagon road leading out from Ovando 
connecting with the trail to Danaher. The trails leading into 
this country from Coram and Ovando were constructed by the 
Forest Service and are very fair trails. These are the only 
routes of travel into the Upper South Fork" (19, p. 6).
In 1916 a more detailed classification by township was made of the 
upper South Fork of the Flathead River by Eldon H. Myrick of' the Forest 
Service. He recommended some possible agricultural areas for more detailed
There is no agricultural land on the wildernes 
Fork of the Flathead River north of Black Bear Cre«k 
rock walled canyon.
s portion of the South 
• The area is a rugged
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study, discussed water and forest values, and brought out the importance
of possible summer home areas as well as hunting and fishing opportunities.
Certain areas were classed as administrative sites, most of which are today 
the locations of wilderness work centers or patrol nab-i ns„
About this time the commercial outfitters and others who pack parties 
into various parts of the present Wilderness entered the local picture.
In general the early guided parties consisted of people of means, many from 
the East, who came primarily to hunt. Some of these people returned to 
the area many times.
One of the old-time outfitters, Joe Murphy of Ovando, established 
his camp at the mouth of White River on the upper South Fork^° in 1919 
under Forest Service permit. He uses the same site, known as Murphy Flat, 
today.
2. Development of Wilderness Status
(a) Concept and definition of wilderness; Aldo Leopold was one
of the first members of the Forest Service to express the need for 
wilderness areas. Writing in the Journal of Forestry in 1921, he suggested 
that while many people want recreation areas with hotels, automobile roads, 
etc., there is a substantial minority desiring just the opposite. Questioning 
Pinchot's doctrine Leopold declared:
"Pinchot's promise of development has been made good. The 
process must, of course, continue indefinitely. But it has 
already gone far enough to raise the question whether the policy 
of development (construed in the narrow sense of industrial 
development) should continue to govern in absolutely every instance, 
or whether the principle of highest use does not itself demand 
that representative portions of some forests be preserved as 
wilderness" (18, p. 718).
^In addition to availability of animals, the establishment of the 
Sun River Game Preserve and the later creation in 1923 of the Spotted Bear 
Game Preserve on the lower South Fork of the Flathead River may have 
encouraged more concentrated hunting on the upper South Fork and in the 
Middle Fork of the Flathead River.
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Using what is now the Gila Wilderness Area in New Mexico as an example 
Leopold went on to describe what a wilderness area policy should be. He 
pointed out that it is much easier to keep wilderness than create it and 
that national parks networked with roads and excluding hunting do not 
provide the wilderness experience desired. His criteria for wilderness 
involved:
"A continuous stretch of country preserved in its natural 
state, open to lawful hunting and fishing, big enough to absorb 
a two weeks7 pack trip, and kept devoid of roads, artificial 
trails, cottages or other works of man....Such wilderness areas 
should occupy only a small fraction of the total National Forest 
area — probably not to exceed one in each State....Only areas 
naturally difficult of ordinary industrial development should be 
chosen....Each area should be representative of some type of 
country of distinctive recreational value or afford some distinc­
tive type of outdoor life, opportunity for which might disappear 
on other forest lands open to industrial development" (18, p. 719).
-There were adequate lands at this time to meet Leopold7s criteria; 
competitive resource demands were limited in most areas of the West.
Forty years later, in a book copyrighted in 1961 by The Sierra Club, 
Wilderness --America7s Living Heritage, Sigurd F. Olson expressed a 
significant aspect of wilderness philosophy:
...We are trying to bridge the gap between our old racial 
wisdom, our old primeval consciousness, the old verities and the 
strange, conflicting ideologies and beliefs of the new era of 
technology. One of the most vital tasks of modern man is to 
bridge this gap. Though we as Americans cherish the
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The relevance of this statement as applied to people presently 
visiting wilderness areas will be indicated in the discussion on the 
wilderness user.
(b) Primitive areas: In 1926 the Forester,11 W. B. Greeley, requested 
an inventory of possible national forest wilderness areas for use in policy 
formulation. The inventory was prepared by L. F. Kneipp, Assistant 
Forester, who suggested a roadless tract of 230,400 acres as a minimum 
requirement for such areas. Greeley, however, in directing his regional 
foresters to make a survey of the possible wilderness areas, indicated 
that size was not important and that natural factors and fire protection 
road needs were the significant considerations (8, p. 18-19).
■^Originally the head of the U. S. Forest Service bore the title 
"Forester." This continued into the administration of F. A. Silcox in the 
1930s when it was changed to "Chief."
The regional survey resulted in the original Forest Service Regulation 
L-20 in 1929, by which the wilderness lands were to be established as 
primitive areas. This regulation, with slight amendments made in 1930, 
stated as follows:
"The Forester shall determine, define and permanently record 
...a series of areas to be known as primitive areas and within 
which will be maintained primitive conditions of environment, 
transportation, habitation, and subsistence, with a view to 
conserving the value of such areas for purposes of public edu­
cation and recreation. Within any area so designated, except 
for permanent improvements needed in experimental forests and 
ranges, no occupancy under special use permit shall be allowed, 
or the construction of permanent improvements by any public 
agency be permitted, except as authorized by the Forester or 
the Secretary (of Agriculture)" (45, p. 61).
Additional instructions accompanying the L-20 regulation indicated
that the purpose of primitive areas was:
, "...to conserve, so far as controlling economic conditions
will permit, the opportunity to the public to observe the conditions
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which existed in the pioneer phases of the nation's ^®’®^°^®J^' 
and to engage in the forms of outdoor recreation characteristic 
of that period; thus aiding to preserve national traditions. 
Ideals and characteristics, and promoting a truer understanding 
of historical phases of national progress (44, p. 61).
Utilization policy, as expressed in the instructions, somewhat contradicted 
P-
the basic regulation:
"The establishment of a primitive area ordinarily will not 
operate to withdraw timber, forage, or water resources from 
industrial use, since the utilization of such resources, if 
properly regulated, will not be incompatible with the purposes 
for which the area is designated. Primitive areas are not 
natural areas under another name. If what is really desired by 
the withdrawal is to preserve the vegetative cover in an 
unmodified condition, the lands should be placed under withdrawal 
as a natural area. In primitive areas, as elsewhere in the 
national forests, the principle of highest use will prevail....
"Neither will the establishment of a primitive area result 
in Any reduction in the standards of fire prevention warranted 
by the existing circumstances. Roads, trails, telephone lines, 
lookout towers, etc., required to give the area adequate protec­
tion will be installed as in other similar national forest areas 
but with due regard to the preservation of primitive values" 
(44, p. 61).
The present Bob Marshall Wilderness Area was created from three primitive 
areas. The first of these, the South Fork Primitive Area, was established 
in 1931. According to Forest Service findings timber in this primitive 
area was considered to be commercially inaccessible for 30 to 50 years.
The area was not important as a water source for power or irrigation and 
there were no permanent mining claims, although prospects had been initiated 
over many years.
Stipulations for the South Fork Primitive Area were more or less the 
same as those for present wilderness areas: no roads existed or were to 
be allowed in the area, improvements in the area were to be limited to 
shelters needed for administration and trails, there were to be no private 
structures or developments, and landing of private planes on administrative 
airfields was to be prohibited except in case of emergency. In addition, 
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campers were not to stay longer than one week at any one camp (37, P» 2).
There was considerable public support for the establishment of this 
primitive area, voiced in particular by the late Howard Toole, a Missoula 
attorney.12 Within the Forest Service, perhaps the prominent figure in 
the establishment of this and the other primitive areas that now constitute 
the Bob Marshall Wilderness was Meyer H. Wolff, Assistant Regional Forester 
for Recreation and Lands in Missoula, who is said to have located the 
major boundaries on a map in his office.
12Toole, Howard. Personal letter to Hon. T. J. Walsh, U. S. Senator, 
Washington, D. C. Missoula, Montana, March 12, 1932.
The original South Fork Primitive Area contained about 584,000 acres, 
involving the drainages of the South Fork of the Flathead River, the White 
River, and some of the tributaries of the Spotted Bear River. John C. Fox 
and Sam 0. Acuff each owned tracts in Danaher Meadows, and the Northern 
Pacific Railway owned 69,000 acres in the area. The balance was public 
land. Under provisions of the General Exchange Act of 1922, the Forest 
Service acquired the Fox, Acuff, and Northern Pacific lands for the public 
in 1935, 1940, and 1950 to 1955 respectively.
The Pentagon Primitive Area, 95,000 acres of public land including 
the upper Middle Fork of the Flathead River, was established in 1933. 
Pnbli n sentiment was favorable, and there were no developments or roads. 
Restrictions similar to those placed on the use of the South Fork Primitive 
Area were imposed here by the Forest Service.
The Pentagon Area was separated on the southwest from the South Fork 
Area by a non-primitive strip of 31,000 acres of public land on the head­
waters of the Spotted Bear River. This had not been included in the 
original establishment because there was some possibility of water power
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development or road construction from Spotted Bear over to the road at
Bench Mark on the Sun River (35). In 1939, following considerable dis­
cussion, the Spotted Bear River strip was added to the Pentagon Primitive 
Area with similar restrictions on development and use.
The Sun River Primitive Area, 240,000 acres of public land lying east 
of the Continental Divide and joining the east edge of the South Fork 
Primitive Area and the south edge of the Pentagon Unit, was established in 
1934. While there was no contemplated demand for timber resources at that
time and no farming, occupancy, or prospects for mining claims, there was 
some commercial cattle and horse grazing under permit. There was also an 
18,000 acre reclamation withdrawal, later released, held by the Bureau of 
Reclamation in connection with the Sun River Project.
Forest Service opinion of this primitive area was varied at first, 
but eventually favored its establishment. Public sentiment, however, 
remained divided. The dude ranchers and hunter-users wanted a primitive 
area, but some local groups preferred to retain grazing, make land available 
for summer home leases, and build roads in the area for more public use. 
The Forest Service felt that there were already sufficient roaded recreation 
areas in that general vicinity (37, p. 3).
Restrictions similar to those placed on the other primitive areas were 
addition it was stated that no commercial 
grazing permits were to be allowed except for outfitters 
or others using the recreation resource of the area 
to protect forage (37, p. 3).
imposed on the Sun River area. In
Use
guides, dude ranchers.
was to be regulated
primitive areas, as
From 1926 to 1936 the
Elk management and harvest were problems in the 
they are today in the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, 
elk population increased very rapidly on the Upper South Fork of the Flathead 
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River. At the same time winter range conditions were deteriorating over 
much of the area and hunter harvest was limited due to trail access and 
great distances to roads (26r p. 45).
While the elimination of the Spotted Bear Game Preserve in 1936 
helped somewhat in the excess elk problem, the Forest Service also considered 
the possibility of reducing the elk herd by allowing hunters to fly into 
the administrative airfields on the South Fork on an emergency basis. To 
allow the use of airplanes in this manner would have been in opposition 
to Service policy, but since this had not been publicly proclaimed for 
the South Fork area it was an alternative vigorously discussed, and there 
was considerable divergence of opinion among Forest Service officials (35).
The Montana Fish and Game Department favored opening the primitive 
area airfields and lengthened the 1937 hunting season on the South Fork 
to help elk herd reduction. Groups such as the Dude Ranchers Association, 
however, opposed the airfield use idea.
On September 7, 1937, Bob Marshall, then Chief of the Division of 
Recreation and Lands in the Washington office of the Forest Service, 
wrote Regional Forester Kelly opposing the use of the airfields for public 
purposes and making suggestions concerning other methods of elk population 
control:
" (I) do not think area should be opened to airplanes
even with the rigid restrictions you propose. Precedent of 
opening a primitive jjea to commercial airplane entry will 
be very serious...."
The project was dropped September 8, 1937.
(C) Bob Marshall and the establishment of wilderness areas: Aman 
of energy and dedication, Bob Marshall was trained in forestry and served
13Marshall, Robert, Chief, Division of Recreation and Lands, U. S. 
Forest Service. Personal letter to Regional Forester E. W. Kelly, Missoula, 
Montana. Yellowstone Park, Wyoming, September 7, 1937.
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some years in the Forest Service Experiment Station in Missoula, where he 
became acquainted with the primitive areas. Always interested in remote 
mountain country and its preservation, he wrote at length on the importance 
of wilderness and, in 1935, used his personal wealth and organizational 
ability to establish the Wilderness Society.
In the Scientific Monthly in 1931, Marshall wrote of wilderness as 
follows:
"...I shall use the word wilderness to denote a region which 
contains no permanent inhabitants, possesses no possibility of 
conveyance by any mechanical means and is sufficiently spacious 
that a person crossing it must have the experience of sleeping 
out. The dominant attributes of such an area are: first, that 
it requires anyone who exists in it to depend exclusively on his 
own effort for survival; and second, .that it preserves as nearly 
as possible the primitive environment. This means that all roads, 
power transportation, and settlements are barred. But trails 
and temporary shelters, which were common long before the advent 
of the white race, are entirely permissable...(20, P- 43).
"A thorough study should forthwith be undertaken to determine 
the probable wilderness needs of the country....Once the estimate 
is formulated, immediate steps should be taken to establish enough 
tracts to insure everyone who hungers for it a generous oppor­
tunity of enjoying wilderness isolation" (20r P- 52).
Here was a man with a definite idea of what wilderness should be, and 
he applied it in practice when he became Chief of Recreation and Lands for 
the Forest Service in 1937.
Reflecting public concern over the effectiveness of the L-20 regulation 
for primitive areas, Marshall developed Regulations U-l, U-2, and U-3a to 
supersede it. These new regulations defined Forest Service policy on wil­
derness and delineated area values and criteria. They were issued on 
September 19, 1939, two months before Bob Marshall's untimely death at the 
age of 38, and are still in effect.
Although the major provisions of the U-l Regulation14 regarding
Regulation U-3a concerns roadless recreation areas on national forest land.
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wilderness classification have been discussed in the introductory chapter, 
it is pertinent to give them more complete treatment here and to emphasize 
that under U-l the final decision on classification rests with the Secretary 
of Agriculture rather than the Chief of the Forest Service.
"(a) Upon recommendation of the Chief, Forest Service, 
national forest lands in single tracts of not less than 100,000 
acres may be designated by the Secretary (of Agriculture) as 
'wilderness areas,' within which there shall be no roads or 
other provision for motorized transportation, no commercial 
timbat cutting, and no occupancy under special-use permit 
for hotels, stores, resorts, summer homes, organization camps, 
hunting and fishing lodges, or similar uses:
"Provided, that roads over national forest lands reserved 
from the public domain and necessary for ingress and egress to 
or from privately-owned property shall be allowed under appro­
priate conditions determined by the forest supervisor, and 
upon allowance of such roads the boundary of the wilderness 
area may be modified to exclude the portion affected by the 
roads. ,"(b) Grazing of domestic livestock, development of water­
storage projects which do not involve road construction, and 
improvements necessary for the protection of the forest may 
be permitted...subject to such restrictions as the Chief deems 
desirable. Within such designated wildernesses when the use 
is for other than administrative needs and emergencies, the 
landing of airplanes and the use of motorboats are prohibited 
on national-forest land or water, unless such use by airplanes 
or motorboats has already become well-established; and the 
use of motor vehicles is prohibited unless the use is in 
accordance with a statutory right of ingress or egress.
"(c) Wilderness areas will not be modified or eliminated 
except by order of the Secretary. Except as provided in 
paragraph (a) above, notice of every proposed establishment, 
modification or elimination will be published or publicly 
posted by the Forest Service for a period of at least 9U 
days prior to the approval of the contemplated order; and 
if there is any demand for a public hearing, the regional 
forester shall hold such hearing and make full report there 
on to the Chief of the Forest Service, who will submit xt 
with his recommendations to the Secretary (38, p.
Primitive areas were to be reclassified to come under the new 
Regulation U-l. While in most cases this has been a slow process, 
impeded by World War II and later involved in group interest conflicts, 
the three primitive areas with which we are concerned - South Fork, 
Pentagon, and Sun River - were classified together under Regulation U-l
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on August 16, 1940 and named in honor of Bob Marshall.
In the U-l classification document for the Bob Marshall Wilderness
Area it was stated:
"The L-20 conditions are adequate for U-l, no change in 
requirements; therefore, advertisements and 90 days notice to 
change to U-l are not necessary....Local public sentiment has 
staunchly supported establishment of primitive areas and no 
questions regarding change are expected... (38# P« D*  
Ninety days public notice of change should have been given for this 
reclassification. Had there been a public hearing, the present wilderness 
status, now frequently questioned, might have been completely legitimized 
in the eyes of the public.
3. Recent Developments
(a) Uses: Recreation has increased steadily as the major use of the
Bob Marshall Wilderness Area since wilderness classification, and particularly 
since World War II. The major recreation attractions of the Wilderness 
include opportunities for hunting, fishing, camping, nature and wildlife 
study, horseback riding, photography, and hiking. Because of the distance 
from roads, most visits require camping overnight. Thus day use is limited 
and the majority of recreational users are those wishing to spend several 
days or more in the area.
Most of the visitors go in on horseback, with only a small minority 
travelling by foot. People come to the Wilderness from all over the United 
States, though persons from Montana probably make up the largest single 
group. By season, the heaviest use seems to occur in the fall, from 
September to about November 1, when hunters come from great distances to
150riginally, it was planned to name the Selway-Bitterroot Primitive 
Area after Bob Marshall. Regional Forester Kelly contended that the three 
Flathead-Sun River primitive areas would be more appropriate due to the 
attractiveness of the area and to Marshall's personal interest in it. His 
suggestion was followed.
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seek elk and other big game animals. Elk constitute the largest portion 
of the harvest, and quite a few deer are taken. The kill of grizzly bear, 
mountain goat, and sheep is small and primarily related to specific areas 
(Table 3).
Summer visitation is more sporadic, extending over the July to 
September period. There is no hunting during this season. Visitors 
are interested.in a variety of. activities and tend to travel over more 
of the Wilderness than do hunters. Visitation in all seasons is generally 
by parties of two or more persons. The increased use of the, Area since
r ; j, ft, x, V
World War II is shown in Table 4.
As specified, in Regulation U-l there are no commercial visitor 
developments in the Wilderness, and entry into the area is free. Many 
people are taken in by commercial outfitters and guides, who provide 
horses, food, and tentage, and establish camp sites for their guests. 
The visitor provides his own clothing, sleeping bag, and necessary 
equipment for hunting, fishing, or other activity.
Besides the recreational use of the Wilderness in recent years, 
the Forest Service and the Montana Fish and Game Department have carried 
on studies in the Area. These have included game management and forage 
studies, as well as wilderness management investigations. There has been 
some prospecting for minerals, petroleum geologists have been interested 
in wilderness area formations although no subterranean explorations have 
been made, and both the U. S. Geological Survey and the U. S. Coast and 
Geodetic Survey have carried on surveying and mapping operations in the 
Area. There has been no grazing of cattle, sheep, or other domestic 




Estimated Hunting Harvest — 1959 
Bob Marshall Wilderness Area




Black Grizzly White- Mule Elk Jtfoose Mountain 
Goat
Mountain 
SheepBear Bear tailed Deer 
Deer
Big Prairie Dist.^ 10 1 5 30 200 60Spotted Bear Dist.^ 18 8 12 2 94 10Sun River Dist.^ 1 1 50 50 400 15 10Teton Dist.4 — — 20 200 375 5
Totals 29 10 87 282 1069 90 10
2Letter from Flathead National Forest, Supervisor's Office, Kalispell, 
Montana, September 8, 1960. Population estimates are for 1958.
3USFS District records, Augusta Ranger Station, Lewis and*Clark  
National Forest.





Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, Montana, 1943-1959
■'■Recreation use of wilderness type areas. Report of C. L. Tebbe, 
Regional Forester, USFS, Region 1, Missoula, Montana, to Chief, U. S. 
Forest Service. October 26, 1960. 5 p. (Typewritten)
^Man-days use means number of visitors times length of stay and 
is the same as visitor-days.




















(b) Problems: During World War II activities in the Wilderness were 
reduced, as they were in most civilian recreation areas. After the war, 
however, the increased demands for almost all resources on federal forest 
lands led to a variety of problems and to inevitable conflicts.
On the Sun River, the Bureau of Reclamation, in the 1940s, wanted to 
expand its irrigation project by developing a new Sun Butte Dam and Reservoir. 
As proposed, this development would have flooded some of the wilderness 
lands. The project was dropped in May of 1952, however, when Secretary of 
the Interior Oscar Chapman stopped investigations on the site. In the 
late 1940s and early 1950s extensive exploration by oil and gas interests 
led to pressure for possible leases in the Wilderness Area. The Forest 
Service considered these demands incompatible with wilderness preservation 
and opposed them, backed by the Department of the Interior as granting 
agency (35).
The greatest post-war expansion in forest resource demand was for 
government timber, and the Forest Service entered what Clawson and Held 
have called the era of intensive management. The Service made more timber 
sales and built more access roads than it had in the previous period of 
custodial management and greatly augmented the annual revenue from national 
forests (10, p. 36).
A major conflict developed early in 1954 when the Forest I 
announced plans to offer for sale some 23,000 MBF of Engelmann 






north and outside of the Bob Marshall 
on the west side of the South Fork of the Flathead River, 
operations required a road parallel to the wilderness boundary 





needed to complete the sale and control the beetle infestation. This 
road would have joined the existing road at Spotted Bear.
Local opposition to the salvage program was aroused by an article 
in the Kalispell, Montana. Daily Interlake criticizing the Forest Service 
proposal. The article was written by a local outfitter and dude rancher 
whose interests would be affected by the road development (3, p. 114-115).
The Forest Service publicly explained its plans, including a 
presentation to the Flathead Lake Wildlife Association. This association, 
however, with support from outside groups, presented a petition against 
the Bunker Creek road to the Secretary of Agriculture. The petition 
further asked that an area of some 279,000 acres of roadless area between 
the north boundary of the Bob Marshall and the south boundary of Glacier 
Park, including the Bunker Creek drainage, be added to the Wilderness.
In addition to the north extension of the wilderness boundary 
requested in the petition, various groups wished to extend the south 
boundary of the Bob Marshall to include another 50,000 acres of roadless 
area on the North Fork of the Blackfoot River. A memorial to Congress 
from the Montana legislature asking for extension of the Wilderness was 
unsuccessful.
Local people opposing the Forest Service plan for the Bunker Creek 
drainage were vocal and effective on this issue. Outside aid came in the 
form of letters to Washington from influential clients of local outfitters. 
The Montana Fish and Game Department also opposed the Bunker Creek plan 
and backed extension of the wilderness boundaries. Although the road up 
Bunker Creek was viewed by some as violating the Wilderness, it would not 
In fact have done so. It would, however, have considerably modified the 
wilderness quality of the country immediately adjacent to the Bob Marshall.
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In response to this negative public reaction, the Forest Service rallied 
support for its salvage proposal and in opposition to wilderness extension.
However, because of road building costs, it was difficult to find a purchaser 
for the salvage timber. The Forest Service made an economic analysis and 
concluded that the operation was not feasible without additional volumes 
or appropriated road funds (35). Late in 1954, the insect epidemic having 
passed its peak, the salvage program and road plans were dropped.
Wilderness boundaries were not extended as petitioned or discussed, 
but the Forest Service did assign a Region One committee to study the 
wilderness boundaries with particular reference to the proposed extension 
sections. The Forest Service committee suggested some boundary adjustments 
in the Bunker Creek, Spotted Bear River, and Middle Fork, Flathead River 
localities. After considerable discussion the Secretary of Agriculture 
rejected any boundary changes, partly due to possible complications with 
the previously described (p. 16) Spruce Park Dam project of the Bureau of 
Reclamation. ,
Wilderness bills: Such pressure group conflicts as those involved 
in the Bunker Creek issue may well have influenced the proponents of the 
original Wilderness Bill (S. 4013), first introduced in the United States 
Senate by Senator Hubert Humphrey of Minnesota on June 7, 1956. As originally 
proposed, this bill was:
"To establish on public lands of the United = v . . ,
Wilderness Preservation System for the permanent good of the ^hole 
people, to provide for the protection and administration If 1 
areas within this System by existina Federal ration of the
gathering and dissemination of information to^nci-168 f°r 
ledge ano appreciation of wildemes™„ its k"°W-
enjoyment by the people, to establish a NaHona? Wild^ "3' “d 
Preservation Council, and for other purposes" (23, pf ™”
Th. National Wilderness Preservation System would include lands in 
national parks, Indian reservations, national wildlife refuges and ranges. 
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and in the national forests. It would include the Bob Marshall Wilderness 
Area. Under wilderness as defined in the Bill, existing boundaries of 
classified areas such as the Bob Marshall would be fixed by Congressional 
act, plans would be made for classification or reclassification of other 
areas, and the degree of development and uses of areas specified. The 
Bill proposed a National Wilderness Preservation Council consisting of 
the chairman and ranking minority members of the House and Senate Committees 
on Interior and Insular Affairs, Chief of the Forest Service, Directors 
of the National Park Service and Fish and Wildlife Service, Commissioner 
of Indian Affairs, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution (as secretary 
of the Council), and six informed citizen members. The Council would 
serve as clearinghouse and coordinator on wilderness infoxmat ion and 
preservation (23).
After numerous hearings through several sessions of Congress and 
re-introduction of new bills in each session, S. 4013 was altered to 
eliminate the National Wilderness Preservation Council, the Indian 
reservation areas, and certain other controversial features. In 1961 
a new version, S. 174, introduced by Senator Clinton P. Anderson from 
New Mexico, former Secretary of Agriculture, and supported by the Forest 
Service^ was passed by the United States Senate. In 1962, the House of 
Representatives7 Interior and Insular Affairs Committee offered a much 
altered version of the bill which never reached the House floor for a 
vote (29).
This proposed legislation, re-introduced in 1963, has focused national 
attention on wilderness preservation and would fix by Congressional act 
the present boundaries of the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area.
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C. The Forest Service: Wilderness Management and Multiple Use
1. The Forest Service Organization
As noted previously, the designated wilderness areas on the national 
forests of the United States are managed by the Forest Service. The Forest 
Service is a line-staff organization in the Department of Agriculture. The 
head of the organization is the Chief in Washington, D. C., under whom are 
line administrative officers. In the first step below the Chief and his 
staff are the experiment station directors, director of the Forest Products 
Laboratory, and the 10 regional foresters. Forest supervisors are under 
the regional foresters and, in the field administration of the forests, 
district rangers are under the forest supervisors.
In addition to these are staff officers at each level who are specialists 
in various fields, such as timber management, range and wildlife management, 
fire control, lands, recreation, watershed management, and others. At the 
district ranger level the number of staff assistants varies according to 
the work load, and in some cases there may be no staff specialists.
Within the complex framework of the Forest Service, the district ranger, 
usually a graduate forester, plays a key role as executive, planner, and 
woodsman - his actions largely structured by those above him. Plans for 
use of forest resources includina those nn9 rnose on wilderness areas are produced
by individual ranger districts.
er for local irrigation.
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In some cases, of course, these resources, particularly timber, could be 
used by non-local processors, but in the western Montana area local needs 
are served primarily.
2. Multiple Use Management
Over the years the utilitarian Forest Service policy of Gifford Pinchot 
developed from a custodial administration of the resources of the forest 
in a time of abundance and limited specialized demand to multiple use 
management —. integrating resource allocation toward highly competitive 
and increasingly conflicting demands.
The current management basis of the Forest Service is stated in its 
publication Wilderness;
"...The deliberate and carefully planned integration of 
various forest land uses so that each interferes with the 
others as little as possible and supplements the others as 
much as possible.
"Multiple-use management coordinates the development 
and use of the renewable resources. It calls for sustained 
yields of the resources at as high a level of productivity 
as can be reached without impairment of the land's ability 
to produce....
"The guiding principles of multiple-use management insure 
that all resources, all uses, and all users are considered in 
developing management plans for the National Forests. Within 
this framework and consistent with policy of over 35 years 
standing, the Forest Service is protecting and maintaining 
in their natural state those parts of the National Forests 
which have been designated as wilderness..." (45# P« 12).
On this basis, the uses of timber, water, forage, wildlife, and
recreation are to be harmoniously integrated so as to minimize conflict.
When resource demands were few, this was relatively simple. Today, such 
harmony is difficult to achieve, particularly on forest districts containing 
wilderness areas.
We have seen in the Bunker Creek controversy how timber use and 
wilderness-type use are in conflict, partly because of the need for timber 
access roads and partly because of the complete preservation of the forest 
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in non-developinent wilderness conditions. In contrast to such conflicts 
other uses of the Bob Marshall, including a form of isolation recreation 
(to be elaborated on later), water, and wildlife are carried on with a fair 
degree of amity.
The dichotomous ranger district is naturally oriented toward multiple 
use on its section open to full development. Coordination and communication 
between ranger districts having responsibility for parts of the same wilder­
ness area may be negligible or lacking. No one person within the field 
organization is conversant with the problems of an entire wilderness area. 
In the case of the Bob Marshall, this is complicated by the large area of 
undeveloped land around the Wilderness — desirable from the standpoint of 
the wilderness user but an impediment to Forest Service management coordination.
Dr. J. A. Zivnuska, Professor of Forestry (economics) at the University 
of California, points out the complexities of multiple use management in 
his August, 1961, Journal of Forestry article, "The Multiple Prob]ams of 
Multiple Use:"
"...Decisions affecting the multiple uses of forest land 
cannot be made by standard formulas or rules learned by rote 
Neither will economists nor other research specialists develop 
neat analyses providing all the answers. Instead, the forester 
must work in uncertainty and controversy, the heat of which 
will reflect the growing importance of the resource for which 
he is responsible. In this very real sense, multiple use is 
more the symbol of the problems we face than a simple method 
for their solution" (52, p. 560). P d
Relative to wilderness management the Forest Service alludes to these 
complexities in the Forest Service Handbook:
- -The wilderness classification precludes many other types
main t^t^ 18 nec®ssary to consider all competing values A 
majority of people who go to the forest for recreation \ A 
have the ability or the desire to get awav from thl do not 
made possible by roads. They are interested in *aSy travel their oars, picnicking, touring and 'isl^?! Campl?g near 
resorts. Many feel thit the wi’ldX^X^^T “ 
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discriminatory because it permanently excludes them from areas 
which might otherwise be developed for their enjoyment.
"All physical, psychological and financial factors must
be evaluated to resolve conflicting interests and arrive at, 
or recommend, an equitable decision. The volume of wilderness 
use is unpredictable and the value of such use cannot be 
expressed in dollars, yet the area's potential yield in terms 
of commodities, labor, and less primitive forms of recreation 
must be appraised and compared with wilderness values. For 
this there is no simple formula and no substitute for a thorough 
and unbiased analysis of all functions involved..." (38, p. 105).
The administrative organization for the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area 
is, in its basic framework, the same as for lands outside, subject to the 
limitations of access and resource development. Recognizing that manage­
ment guidelines given by the Forest Service Manual require some special 
approaches to work on the Wilderness Area, the job positions generally 
carry the same training and responsibilities as those on the outside. 
Little training is given summer employees in the purpose, history, or 
concepts of wilderness, although this is proposed for the future.
All things considered, it is not surprising that management activities 
in the Wilderness have related largely to functions best developed for 
general multiple use management but applicable within the limitations of 
the wilderness criteria. Fire control has been the major activity in the 
Bob Marshall, with trails and other fire control improvements interrelated. 
Wildlife management has also been advanced. Since the majority of users 
come by horse with outfitters, guides, or dude ranchers bringing them in, 
management activities have centered around horse use; outfitters, guides, 
and dude ranchers have designated campsites and grazing rights, leased for 
the season on special use permits. (Activities of the outfitters, guides, 
and dude ranchers are discussed in Appendix 3.)
While the Forest Service proposes to collect more specific data on 
wilderness users and their needs, the general management approach is to 
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provide rustic facilities in certain sites to get better distribution of 
human use and stock grazing. Visitor education and interpretation of the 
natural scene to users and interested non-users are as yet in the embryonic 
stage. Overall planning to include such educational benefits of wilderness 
and the peculiar interrelationships of the wilderness biotic system lies 
in the future. Without such considerations there is danger of over—develop­
ment and intensely competitive human and biological relationships in an 
already partially controlled environment.
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III. STUDY AND EXPERIMENTAL METHODS
A. Collection of Field and Office Data
This study was the first of its kind conducted in the Bob Marshall 
Wilderness Area. Information on the area was limited and field work in 
this vast tract of mountainous land was time-consuming and difficult.
In the fall of 1959 and the winter of 1960, detailed study was 
made of writings and administrative records concerning the Wilderness 
at the Regional Office of the Forest Service in Missoula. At the 
same time the School of Forestry, Montana State University, and the 
Forest Service entered into three—year cooperative agreements (to end 
January 1, 1963) for a research study of the use and economic aspects 
of the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area. The author was assigned as the 
wilderness study investigator with separate agreements for both the 
Flathead and the Lewis and Clark National Forests.
Under the terms of the agreements the Forest Service allowed the 
investigator and related workers to use field stations in the Wilderness 
as operational bases. The Service also provided pertinent data as 
needed by the investigator during the study. The investigator submitted 
to the Forest Service relevant information on human use of the Wilder­
ness and other study aspects and prepared for them a list of his study 
destinations and related activities.
In the spring of 1960, arrangements were made with Dr. James P. 
Gilligan of the Wildland Research Center of the University of California 
for financial aid to support a study in the Bob Marshall Area. The 
Center requested that field interviews be made of wilderness vacationists 
during July and August 1960, using the ORRRC questionnaire. The Center
also wanted total use data for 1960 with an activity breakdown, as well 
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as a brief narrative report describing use, physical characteristics, and 
administrative problems of the Bob Marshall Wilderness, with a supplemental 
section on Forest Service administrative costs.
An additional amount of money was granted for Professor R. W. Steele 
to make the ORRRC study on the role of forest fire in the Wilderness. Dr. 
W. L. Pengelly's study on elk in the Wilderness was not coordinated by the 
author, but was made on a direct grant from the Center. Funds from the 
Wildland Research Center made possible the employment of a Montana State 
University forest recreation student, James S. Lambert, to help with field 
interviews, data collection, and assembly.
To aid in the collection of information on the number and types of 
wilderness users during the 1960 season, contact was made with all out­
fitters, guides, and dude ranchers licensed by the Montana State Depart­
ment of Fish and Game to take parties into the Bob Marshall Area. These 
people were most cooperative and provided data on their own parties as 
well as others encountered during the 1960 season.
From June 30 to July 4, 1960, Mr. Lambert and the author made a 
trip into the Wilderness (Spotted Bear to Black Bear and return) to pre­
test the ORRRC questionnaire, after which the Wildland Research Center 
revised the questionnaire to the form shown in Appendix 4.
This study procedure was not exactly the same as that followed in 
other ORRRC investigation areas, but patterned instead to the author's 
Itinerary. This was acceptable to the Wildland Research Center. The 
Center, for example, wished to obtain a quota of four interviews per day 
to get a certain distribution of aqe sex vsex, and number of people per party, 
and to vary methods between heavily and lirrh+i-., , .y ct lightly populated areas. This was 
not possible in the Bob Marshall because of 4-k .necause of the distribution and number of 
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users during the 1960 season. Nevertheless, 35 interviews were obtained 
throughout the Wilderness from June 17 to August 22, 1960, following the 
instructions of the Center. In every party contacted at least one person., 
and sometimes two (depending on the size of the party) were interviewed. 
Many additional miles were covered to reach parties in out of the way 
locations. Generally speaking, users were interviewed at their camps 
in the forenoon or early evening and each interview required about 40 
minutes to complete. Very few people were contacted on the trail due 
to the time involved and the difficulty of stopping horse parties.
Final tallies of area users in the summer of 1960 indicate that 
the persons and parties interviewed were representative of the user popu­
lation for that year. All major use locations in the Wilderness were 
checked.
The sample taken in th^ Bob Marshall was a judgement sample rather 
than a probability sample, and thus is not adaptable to detailed theoreti­
cal application.16 Data were collected in this manner because there 
were no adequate guides from previous studies and cost was a limiting 
factor.
16The limited statistical tests used in this thesis were developed 
after explanation and discussion of this matter with Dr. Lyle Calvin of 
the Statistics Department, Oregon State University.
Persons over 18 years of age were interviewed in the field and were 
later mailed a post-questionnaire as a follow-up on their wilderness trips.
The questionnaire consisted of four main sections! 1) Background 
characteristics of wilderness users, such as age, income, sex, occupation, 
education, and marital status; 2) Types of wilderness trips taken, including 
size of party, transportation mode, length of stay, and activities engaged 
in; 3) Psychological appeals and benefits of wilderness areas and experience;
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and 4) Knowledge of an attitude toward policies of wilderness management 
(8, p. 126).
While vacationists were interviewed using the ORRC questionnaire only 
in the Wilderness per se, numerous discussions were held with people on the 
fringe areas where uses are less restrictive. For example, a member of 
the Montana Pilots' Association was contacted at Meadow Creek airstrip, a 
non-restricted landing field at the edge of the Wilderness on the South 
Fork of the Flathead. Motor scooter users, timber operators, geologists, 
dude ranch operators, power boat users, and others interested in various 
resource uses were interviewed during the study.
In addition to interviews conducted during the 1960 summer field 
trips, data were collected on many facets of the Wilderness. Trail condition 
and distances, physiographic features, scenic attractions, water conditions, 
vegetation types, timber quality, effects of insect and disease damage, 
evidence of past fires, established campsites, possible campsites and their 
condition, forage areas and condition, general effects of human and animal 
use, and other related details were noted in the course of the trips. 
Forest Service wilderness administrative procedures and
proceaures and management activities 
were observed in action.
Conservation Council.
otherwise checked and
As a supplement to the regular hiking trips, 
a one week guided horse pack trip, July 17 fo 23
This trip covered portions 
provided the opportunity to
Professor Steele made independent observati- 
role of forest fire in the Wilderness, coupled with d <-
data obtained at ranger 
stations and in the offices of the Flathead and r •
d and Lewis and Clark National 
Forests. Mr. Lambert and the author also gathered ad • •
administrative cost, 
the author took part in 
I960, with the Montana 
of the Wilderness not 
study outfitter operations, 
ions on the effects and
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use, and general management information by making trips to these offices 
in Kalispell and Great Falls, respectively.
Due to the kindness of Mr. Tucson Jones, Forest Service trail crewman, 
a detailed record was kept from August 15 to November 5, 1960, of the 
daily trail use on the Pendant Creek Trail #457, one of the principal 
wilderness access routes from the Swan Valley at Holland Lake over to 
Big Salmon Lake and the South Fork of the Flathead River. This record 
is reproduced in Table 6, p. 57.
Although the Wildland Research Center was interested primarily in 
a check of summer use, the author suggested that the importance of fall 
hunting in the Bob Marshall Area necessitated some interviews of hunter 
users. Accordingly, Mr. Lambert and the author made a trip into the 
South Fork of the Flathead portion from September 14 to 20, 1960, to 
contact hunters during a special early season restricted to that locale. 
(The hunter questionnaire results are shown in Appendix 4.) Thirteen 
fall interviews were completed. These were simpler than the summer 
interviews since most of the hunters operated out of more or less 
permanent base camps and hunting was restricted to the South Fork of 
the Flathead River south of Black Bear Creek.
During the late fall of 1960 use reports were sent to the author by 
outfitters, guides, and dude ranchers, and an estimate of total wilderness 
use was compiled for the 1960 season.
After a careful review of the data collected in 1960, it was evident 
that detailed cost and income data was needed on wilderness related 
operations. Information was obtained from the following sources:
Outfitters, guides, and dude ranchers responded excellently to 
requests for their costs and income for the 1960 season, along with 
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estimates of their total investment in the packing business.
The Forest Service made available timber survey information on the 
Wilderness, as previously discussed, and provided details on logging and 
road costs, timber appraisal methods and cost items, and non-wilderness 
district administrative costs.
Timber operators and mill owners in the area surrounding the Wilder­
ness answered questions as to the status of their industry, lumber and 
plywood demand, logging costs, and the desirability of Bob Marshall Wilder­
ness timber.
Montana Fish and Game Department officials supplied current costs of 
wilderness wildlife management projects, and an estimate of these costs if 
the area were road accessible.
Various offices of the Bureau of Reclamation gave information about 
resource use and development plans in the Wilderness and contiguous lands.
A good part of the 1961 field season was spent in collecting the above 
data, and field trips in the Wilderness were made to spot check wilderness 
timber stands as to site quality, species, and volume, to check access 
and road possibilities, to investigate proposed mining activites, and to 
study portions of the Wilderness not covered in 1960.
During the summer of 1962 additional portions of the Wilderness not 
previously seen were visited. At the end of that summer most of the 
Wilderness had been inspected by the author.
B. Method of Data Analysis
Assuming Forest Service administration of the Wilderness Area to be 
permanent, with current policies and laws in force, and using 1960 as the 
base year, management approaches are analyzed as they are under wilderness 
status with what they might be under full development multiple use as 
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practiced on nearby lands of the same national forest. The existing 
distribution of income is assumed as given. The allocation of public 
funds for the purpose of administering the Bob Marshall Area as wilderness
17is assumed to be on a welfare economics basis where the wilderness provides 
primarily social benefits rather than resources sold in the market place.
Recreation is valued indirectly.
In the year 1960 the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area was managed to 
provide wilderness recreation, wildlife, and water. As regular multiple 
use land it would theoretically provide timber, forage, developed recrea­
tion, wildlife, and water. 8 Therefore, resource uses on the Bob Marshall 
Area as wilderness and as theoretical full development multiple use land











On the Bob Marshall Area forage considerations would not greatly change 
with or without wilderness status. Since there is not now enough forage 
for visitorsz stock, Forest Service animals, and wild herbivores in the 
Area, there would not be any available for sale to commercial stockmen 
under regular multiple use management. Therefore, forage (grazing) is 
dropped from this analysis.
It is assumed that water resource use would not change under full 
multiple use status. Currently, water needs are met by the previously
involves: "...a
Z3 of introducing from outside of economics various ethical 
embodied technically in what is called a social welfare func-
^7Welfare economics, according tojialey^etjil.,
systematic way <
norms (as <_______  _
tion..." , . . j. ,,18Mining as previously indicated, is primarily the province of the
Interior Department and is not considered as one of usual multiple use 
resources It will be considered later in its relationship to this Wilderness. 
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mentioned projects at Gibson Dam and Hungry Horse Dam, and will be further
accommodated by the proposed Spruce Park project. All of these are controlled
by the Bureau of Reclamation and are located outside the Wilderness. More
detailed projects
with road access.
might be developed in managing the watersheds themselves
However, the U-l Wilderness Regulation does allow non­
road access water storage developments. The Federal Power Commission,
under provisions of the Federal Power Act of 1935, could exercise some
control over water and power developments on existing withdrawals under
either status as exemplified in the Sun Butte proposal of the Bureau of
Reclamation, a Federal Power Commission withdrawal. Water is thus not a
critical consideration under the assumptions of this study.
The wildlife resource is subject to the hunting and fishing laws of 







ana State Department of Fish 
without regard to wilderness boundaries. The grizzly bear popula- 
Bob Marshall would almost certainly decline in a change to 
management, as would perhaps mountain goat and trout populations, 
hand, elk might increase with full resource development creating
new forage areas for wild game. In general, it is argued here that condi- 
tions for wildlife would about balance each other under 
form. The existing status of Fish and Game Denarf™^^cune Department management and law 
enforcement would not be significantly changed, 
wildlife, like water, is not a major element i
The comparative resource uses to be
either management
Thus it is assumed that
in this analysis.
wilderness recreation under wilderness status 
timber under multiple use status.
considered here are, therefore, 
and developed recreation and
The analysis examines possible development of 
in the first stage of production.
the Wilderness for timber
" logs or similar products. Costs and
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possible returns are considered. Timber management is evaluated on the 
basis of two large timber sales (for 1960), one on the Flathead National 
Forest (South Fork of the Flathead River) and the other on the Lewis 
and Clark National Forest. It is assumed that any multiple use development 
of the Bob Marshall would require roads to Big Prairie Ranger Station 
on the South Fork of the Flathead River and to Gates Park on the North 
Fork of the Sun River. This would reduce present administrative costs 
and provide a basic road for multiple use development.
Next, the costs of administration under both full multiple use and 
wilderness status are reviewed. The various aspects of wilderness recrea­
tion __ activities, types of users, and the economic relationship of the
outfitters, guides and dude ranchers to the users — are described. 
Developed recreation is examined in relation to attractions, existing 
facilities, costs, and demand.
An attempt is made to indicate how the public interest, both local 
and national, might best be served in the management of the Bob Marshall 
Area. The possibility of user fees is discussed.
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IV. STUDY RESULTS, DISCUSSION, AND ECONOMIC ANALYSIS
A. Nature of Wilderness Uses
1. Recreation; Summer Visitors and Fall Hunting
In 1960 it was estimated from personal observations and reports from 
outfitters, guides, and dude ranchers that approximately 3470 people visited 
the Wilderness. Of this number, 1690 or 49 percent came in the summer from 
June 15 to September 15, and 1780 or 51 percent came in the fall from 
September 15 to November 25. Of the 35 persons interviewed during the 
summer 6 percent were hikers with backpacks, 3 percent were hikers with 
horses, and 91 percent were on horseback. Guided parties accounted for 34 
percent of summer use, while independent parties comprised 64 percent. In 
the fall, when the primary purpose of visitation was for elk and other big 
game hunting, 100 percent of the 13 people interviewed came by horse and 
guided parties increased to 62 percent as opposed to 38 percent for inde­
pendent parties. Of summer interviewees, 34 percent were from out of 
state points as compared to 46 percent in the fall (Table 5).
19The long travel distances to and in the Wilderness and the rugged 
nature of the terrain probably account in part for the inGrease of horse 
use over backpacking. Hunters need animals in the fall to carry out the 
heavy carcasses of killed game. Also, fall hunters use outfitters more 
than summer visitors due to the uncertainty of game locations and the 
difficulties caused by sudden and severe fall storms.
It was found that guided parties, particularly the more elaborately 
equipped ones, tend to be partly insulated from the realities of the wilder­
ness. Special food, portable toilets, and tents obscure the crude aspects
1 Questionnaire results indicate that 55 percent of the summer visitors 
traveled 51—100 miles on their wilderness trips.
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Table 5
Visitor Use by Season, Service Received, and Mode of Travel 



















1780 62 38 54 46 100
3470
Travel method and residence figures are for people interviewed and 
may not reflect the total population of 1960 visitors.
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of wilderness travel.
Intensity of use fluctuated during the 1960 season — apparently a 
yearly occurrence. It increased up to about July 25 and then declined into 
early August. It rose in late August and then decreased again until about 
September 10 when outfitters and hunters began the fall hunting season. 
Hunting use increased to September 25, dropped, and then rose again in 
early October, declining after October 20. Part of this pattern is shown 
in the daily record for the Pendant Creek Trail #457, a main access route 
from the Swan Valley into the South Fork of the Flathead River (Table 6). 
The fluctuation in 1960 use made a total use estimate difficult and aggra­
vated the problem of finding interview respondents.
Users, particularly horse parties, generally congregate around certain 
areas where there is adequate stock forage, water, and good fishing and 
hunting. These sites are the usual location of the camps of outfitters, 
guides, and dude ranchers. Sometimes several camps are located in the 
same general vicinity.
These areas of intensive use also are the winter range for elk, and 
heavy use of forage by visitors' stock complicates the wildlife problem 
the following winter. As the 1960 fall season approached forage conditions 
were particularly poor in such areas as Little Salmon Park, Salmon Forks, 
Biggs Creek Flats, and Basin Creek. In order to protect the range, the 
Forest Service posted signs in some areas asking campers to move to other 
sites.
The 1960 questionnaires showed that summer users came to the wilderness 
to pursue a number of activities, and that visitors could be grouped into 
three distinct categories according to home location. The first group were
Montana people living within 50 miles of the Wilderness. These people were
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Table 6
Bob Marshall Wilderness Area Trail Use 
Pendant Creek Trail #457 
August 15 to November 5, 1960^
Day of 
Month
Daily Use by Month (Number of Persons) 
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From U. S. Forest Service District Ranger Records 
Ranger Station, Flathead National Forest, I960 
2Total for November 1 to 5, I960. *




all riders who owned their stock and were farmers, ranchers, or businessmen 
in small towns. One third were college graduates. Their main activities 
were fishing, primitive camping, and horseback riding.
The second group were also from Montana but from the larger cities 
and towns 50 to 250 miles away. Seventy percent were owners of their stock, 
10 percent were hikers, and 20 percent were on guided trips. They were 
ranged from businessmen and laborers to professional people. One fourth 
were college graduates. Their major activities were more numerous than 
those of the first group, with fishing of primary importance followed 
by primitive camping, hiking, horseback riding, photography, and nature 
study.
Group three comprised out of state residents from localities 500 or 
more miles from the Bob Marshall. Ninety-two percent of this group were 
with outfitters, including one party of boy scouts hiking with horses. 
The other eight percent were using rented stock. Adults in group three 
were business executives and professional people. Over 80 percent were 
college graduates. Their major activities in the Wilderness included 
horseback riding, hiking, nature study, photography, swimming, and 
fishing.
Simple chi square tests of independence run on activity data from 
these three anntmer groups show, at the five percent level, a significant 
difference in fishing as a major activity among groups. Group two 
people from Montana were much more concerned with fishing than were people 
in the other groups. Out of state people were not primarily interested in 
fishing but came to the Wilderness to participate in many forms of recreation 
and to see the attractions of an area they might not see again. Local group
one people were, as indicated, interested in significantly fewer activities 
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than were persons from larger Montana towns or from out of state (see 
Appendix 4).
Relative to administration of the Wilderness, 65 percent of the
35 summer interviewees knew that the Forest Service was the responsible 
agency, 18 percent named other agencies, and 17 percent did not know. 
Of the fall users, 42 percent named the Forest Service, eight percent 
named the Department of Agriculture, and 50 percent did not know. About 
an equal percentage of summer and fall users favored Forest Service regu- 
lation of the Wilderness over a Congressionally enacted wilderness system 
(43 percent agency regulation over 37 percent federal law, summer, and 
44 percent agency regulation over 24 percent federal law, fall). The 
balance of both summer and fall persons interviewed expressed no definite 
opinion in the matter. One hundred percent of summer users and 92 percent 
of fall users were in favor of reserving undeveloped public land as 
wilderness areas; the eight percent balance of fall users were undecided. 
A larger percentage of summer users had heard of the Wilderness Bill (57 
percent) than had fall users (46 percent).
On the post-questionnaire summer users indicated, by 90 percent or 
more, that they were against camps providing accommodations for visitors, 
public airfields for airplanes and helicopters, resort hotels, timber 
cutting, mining, cattle grazing, and building of dams for water storage 
and power development. One hundred percent were against building primitive 
roads for public use in the Wilderness. While opposed to the above 
developments, 69 percent of summer users felt it would be a good idea to 
replant trees in burned or barren areas.
As to motivation for going to a wilderne^wixaerness, the greatest percentage 
of 1960 summer interviewees indicated that it was very important to get 
away from the sounds, sights, and smells of civilisation (80 percent) and 
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to observe the beauty of nature (77 percent). Other highly rated reasons 
for being in the wilderness were: To get away from the demands of the 
work-a-day world (69 percent), to be rid of tensions (66 percent), and to 
be far away from crowds of people (66 percent). Sixty-five percent of 
fall users indicated a desire to observe the beauties of nature as the 
uppermost reason for coming to the Wilderness. The second most frequently 
mentioned reason was to get away from the pressures of modern society.
The beauty of nature observances relate to aesthetics, while eliminating 
tensions relates to health. All the other items have to do with being 
away from civilization.
As shown above, when asked to list the most important single reason 
for being in a wilderness, the highest percentages of both summer and fall 
users listed aesthetic and exit-civilization (escape from modern urban 
society) items. For the summer groups, the least important items were 
health and the thrill of facing the dangers of the wild (pioneering). 
Spending lots of time with one's family and health reasons rated lowest 
with fall hunters.
On a special post-camping questionnaire hunters were asked if they 
would hunt in the back country even if they could get a good supply of 
meat near a road. Preference for back country hunting was registered by 
94 percent of the respondents. At the same time, 81 percent were of the 
20 opinion that comparable good hunting areas do not exist near roads.
It was found that 52 percent of the summer wilderness users and 46 
percent of the fall visitors were college graduates or had some college 
work. For the United States population this figure was 14 percent based
20The results of these special hunter post-camping inquiries are 
shown in Appendix 4. As previously indicated, the hunter inquiry was not 
part of the regular ORRRC study.
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on figures reported in the ORRRC wilderness study report (8, p. 131). 
Considering no one under 19 was interviewed, 77 percent of the summer contact 
and 62 percent of the fall contacts were 40 years of age or older. During 
the summer 40 percent of the interviewees were accompanied by children 12 
or under and 55 percent by young people 13 to 18 years of age.
Over 80 percent of the people contacted were men; and as to total 
family income, 57 percent of the summer respondents and 63 percent of the 
fall were in annual income brackets of $10,000 or over.
Analysis of the summer post-questionnaire data indicated that the 1960 
average length of trip in the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area for respondents 
was 7.4 days at an estimated average total trip cost including round trip 
transportation of $81.75 per person, not including equipment or non—wilder­
ness side trips. While data for fall users was not available, it was found 
that 84 percent of the users questioned planned to stay eight days to two 
weeks.
All summer respondents were willing to pay a yearly license fee in 
order to preserve wilderness areas for recreation use. A division was made 
of responses into three groups according to length of stay and license fee 
amounts. A chi square test of independence was made of the results which 
indicated, at the 5 percent significance level, that the amount people were 
willing to pay varied with the length of stay (Appendix 4). Longer visits- 
tions meant a higher yearly license fee.
Relative to Forest Service policies of wilderness management, summer 
users knew that roads, timber cutting, and resort development were not I
permitted, and that hunting and predator control were allowed. They did
Hunting trips are generally around 10 dev. .
discussions with users and guides, are more expensive1?^ a"d' bMed 
due to costs of game removal and ixtra stockaded™ tripS 
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not know that mining, grazing, water storage, and forest insect spraying 
were authorized in some instances.
2. Scientific Study
There has been some interest in the Wilderness from a scientific 
study standpoint. Geologists have been interested in the Area because 
of the formations exposed there that are beneath the earth's surface in 
other sections of Montana. Several students from the University of 
Massachusetts have been studying the geology of the Upper South Fork of 
the Flathead River and were working in the Area in 1960. Scientists 
from the U. S. Geological Survey were working in the Sun River area of 
the Wilderness this same year.
The Montana State Department of Fish and Game in cooperation with 
the Forest Service makes periodic examinations of forage conditions on 
the South Fork and in the Sun River area. Such a one was made in 1960. 
Several studies, previously mentioned, have been made of game populations, 
notably the elk.
Professor Steele's previously mentioned ORRRC study on the effects 
of fire on the Wilderness may serve as the basis for other studies in 
the general aspects of fire and plant succession.
3. Mining
The only "active" mineral prospect in the Wilderness through the end 
of 1961 was a 160 acre barite claim in Section 16, Township 23N, Range 13W, 
MPM on Black Bear Creek, filed in 1958 by one Levi Guastadt.
Material from this claim assayed as highly productive at the time of 
filing. Under the terms of the general mining law of 1872, Guastadt can 
patent this land in five years after performing the necessary annual 
improvement work. Patent processing is administered by the Bureau of
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Land Management in the Department of the Interior. While the Forest Service 
objects to this activity, their control is limited. The Forest Service must 
allow him the right of ingress and egress over trails, or by road if he 
wishes to build one.
By the end of 1961, however, Guastadt had removed no commercial loads 
of barite from this remote and inaccessible site. Several attempts to sell 
the rights to commercial interests were unsuccessful.
4. Water
Large water projects relating to the Wilderness streams and oriented 
mostly toward flood control, hydroelectric power generation or irrigation, 
have been described. On the individual watersheds there are numerous 
evidences of erosion and the possibility of small watershed projects. In 
1960-61 the Forest Service carried out one small project on Cayuse Creek 
near Big Prairie Banger Station. This involved the diversion of water from 
a rapidly eroding stream channel to a more stable course and at the same 
time provided irrigation water for improving the production of forage. 
B• Land Uses and Problems Related to the Wilderness
1- Miscellaneous Would-be Users
are
and
The present activities of oil and gas companies, small watershed 
developers, and mechanized transportation users are involved in the adminis­
tration of the Bob Marshall Wilderness. Of these, the former two groups 
not directly related to our analytical comparison. Their activities 
described in Appendix 3. Users of mechanicmecnaniz«d transportation, however, 
a significant element in the concept of recreation^
ational use of forest lands 
their activities are germane to the development of th.
pmenr or the comparison that
are
are
follows in the economic analysis. 
Airplane users. who now can fly int° °Pen fields at the edge of the
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Wilderness (Meadow Creek, Schafer, etc.), wish to fly into the fields 
within the Wilderness at Big Prairie, Pretty Prairie, Gates Park, and 
others. Discussions with airplane users indicate that they feel present 
restrictions are discriminatory and open airplane use would improve 
wilderness usage. Air travellers are few in number. Also, air turbulence 
is a real problem for small plane operators, particularly on the Sun River 
side of the Bob Marshall. Most of these airfield users do not go very 
far from their airplanes, but fish, camp, or picnic nearby. Helicopters 
may also consititue a problem in the future.
Persons with specialized motor scooters, often called Tote Gotes 
after the nama of one type of vehicle, wish to go into the Wilderness 
via the trails. Currently, under U-l regulations banning mechanized 
transport, this is not permitted, and, in addition, access trails above 
such places as Monture, Holland Lake, and the South Fork trail above 
Spotted Bear are closed to them. These machines are quite difficult 
to ride, and riders have trouble on steep, rocky trails. They are a 
danger to horse parties and pack trains, but are increasing in numbers 
yearly and will be a problem in wilderness management unless ample non­
wilderness trails are open to them.
Some recreationists, including summer sightseers, picnickers, hunters, 
and fishermen have provided themselves with all the comforts and necessities 
of life in a portable condition and would like to drive into the Wilderness 
Area. Estimates in the Spotted Bear vicinity indicate increasing use by 
these people at roadhead camps, and the picture is somewhat the same at 
other road-end areas approaching the Wilderness. There are still many 
unroaded areas outside the Wilderness in which to provide developed 
recreation, and the pressure on the Wilderness itself from this source 
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may not be too great for some years.
At the time the wilderness-primitive area concept was proposed in the 
1920s differences between the horse and buggy era and current technology 
were not too great. Now, however, problems generated by the airplane, the 
motor scooter, and the automobile recreationist serve to point up the dis­
parity between primitive type horse and foot access to wilderness lands 
and the modes of modern transportation.
2. The Local Timber Industry
Local demand for timber of the types found in the Bob Marshall Wilder­
ness Area has been a growing problem with regard to national forest manage­
ment. An examination of the local timber industry as a land use problem 
in 1960 should perhaps be prefaced by a review of the early timber develop­
ment in western Montana and a discussion of the industry in recent years.
There was some timber harvesting in western Montana before and during 
the 1880s for local farm, home, and railroad construction. However, a 
significant timber harvest west of the Continental Divide did not develop 
until after the construction of the transcontinental railroads in the 1890s. 
Much of the early cut was ponderosa pine from the valley bottoms, and 
western white pine. The mines at Butte took considerable volume for their 
operations from the late 1800s almost to the present.
In the Flathead Valley, around Kalispell, Columbia Falls, and Flathead 
Lake, a prospering lumber industry developed over the turn of the century, 
cutting timber primarily on private lands. This Industry became quite 
important to the local economy.
National forest timber was of little importance for Flathead mills 
in the years before World War II, and access to the higher forest areas 
was limited. However, th. gradual cutting over of many private lands and 
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the building boom in the late 1940s led to a great increase in timber 
sales on national forest land. Species such as the true firs and lodge­
pole pine became merchantable, the position of Douglas-fir and larch 
improved, and the number of Flathead sawmills expanded. On the Coram 
Working Circle, in which the Wilderness lies, the construction of 
Hungry Horse Reservoir on the South Fork of the Flathead River, in 
the 1949 to 1952 period, provided some 90 million board feet of saw­
timber^ for local mills and improved the road access to Spotted Bear. 
Better technology made mountain timber economically feasible to log. 
By the end of World War II, the Forest Service had become the principal 
timber supplier for the mills in the Flathead Valley.
As the Flathead area expanded its industry, the only other economic 
area with timber interests near the Bob Marshall — the Choteau-Augusta 
region east of the Lewis and Clark National Forest — remained primarily 
a cattle ranching and farming area not dependent on the forest industry 
(43, p. 37). The actual cut was very low relative to allowable cut on 
the Four Rivers Working Circle for the fiscal years 1957 to 1960 (Table 7).
In recent years, Montana forest industries have provided softwood 
lumber, mostly for building construction. However, growth rates are lower, 
and volume per acre and grade recovery are less than for the Douglas-fir, 
spruce-hemlock, and redwood forests of the west coast states. In the 1953-55 
period Montana softwood lumber shipments were divided according to desti­
nation roughly as follows: eleven western states 23 percent; plains 
states, 9 percent; lake and central states, 60 percent; northeastern states, 
3 percent; and southern states, 3 percent (13, p. 67).
22lhis sawtimber came from land withdrawn by the Federal Power Commis­
sion for the Bureau of Reclamation project at Hungry Horse and was not 
credited to the Flathead National Forest.
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Table 7
Actual and Allowable Timber Cut
Four Rivers Working Circle, Lewis and Clark National Forest, Montana 
Fiscal Years 1957 — 1960^
(In thousands of board feet)
^U« S. Forest Service, Timber management plan. Four Rivers Working 
Circle, Lewis and Clark National Forest, Montana. Missoula, 1960. 
Page 81 (Table 11).
Fiscal Year Allowable Cut Actual Cut
1957 15,000 300
1958 15,000 60
1959 15,000 330 •
1960 15,000 250
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Tied largely to building construction, the timber industry has tended 
to fluctuate with building cycles. In the Flathead Valley, mill output 
has varied and the number of mills has dropped from an estimated 104 in 
1956 to about 60 in 1957. Small mills producing less than one million 
feet per year have had a particularly difficult time (6, p. 3). The 
local industry has the disadvantage of being far from its main markets. 
Any reduction in transportation costs in competing’geographic areas 
constitutes a problem. West coast mills, for example, have enjoyed 
cheap water rates to the east coast, and while distance from the coast 
to the plains, lake, and central states is nearly twice that from 
northwestern Montana, freight costs are only, slightly higher (4, p. 75).
In the Flathead Valley, current demands for lumber are being met 
with the timber provided from public and private sources. Some of the 
older, obsolete mills are closing, while more modem operations are 
expanding. Total timber cut on the Flathead National Forest from 1948 
to 1960 is less than the total allowable cut, and the allowable cut has 
been increased periodically (Table 8).
Table 8 indicates that timber sold and cut varies with the market 
demand for timber products, while allowable cut increases with reinven­
torying of stands. The fact that total timber cut is less than total 
timber sold relates in part to the varying length of sales, operator 
efficiency, and access conditions, but may also indicate that operators 
prefer "to hold timber on the stump until demand for logs or other 
products increases. Checks of timber sales on the Coram Working Circle 
show that the latter condition prevails in many cases. However, the 
fact that\otal allowable cut, even in peak years, exceeded amount sold 




Commercial Timber Cut and Sold and Allowable Timber Cut 
Flathead National Forest, Montana
Fiscal Years 1948 — 1960^ 




Timber Cut Timber Sold2 Allowable Cut3
1948 45,429 24,399 60,000
1949 21,051 6,520 60,000
1950 13,148 17,558 60,000
1951 19,080 72,785 60,000
1952 36,688 23,986 60,000
1953 65,658 82,648 60,000
1954 72,812 83,424 60,0001955 102,537 129,717 60,0001956 93,689 39,536 60,0001957 79,989 55,304 60,0001958 92,423 90,145 107,0001959 88,490 112,001 115,3001960 98,707 144,420 134,000
829,701 882,443 956,300
^U. S. Forest Service. Timber business bv fii d i i
Missoula, 1948 — 1961. (timber Management dvisio^recoSs )R 9 
“Sale periods vary in length, some are for several years 
'’Allowable cut from 1948 to 1957 includes trees 11" (DBH) and over 
from 1958 on it includes trees 5" (DBH) and over. *
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Recently established plywood plants in the Flathead Valley are making 
use of western larch and other species and may complicate the timber situa­
tion in that area, due to their greater operational efficiency. However, 
the situation might improve if pulp and paper plants, not tied to 1nmh»r 
industry residue go into operation. These plants use the small material 
below sawlog size that has only recently been considered in the allowable 
cut (13, p. 101).
As supplier of the national forest timber in the Flathead Valley, 
the Forest Service plays an important role in the iocal economy. A. W. 
Bolle points out in his study on multiple resource use in the North Fork 
of the Flathead River Valley:
"The community is dependent on the level of public in­
vestment for resource development not only for the generation 
of taxable resources and growth, but also for the twenty-five 
percent of national forest income which is returned to the 
local county treasury. The community has, therefore, a direct 
interest in management which will maintain the flexibility of 
the resource in order to meet changing demand over time.
Public management of the forest results in stability for the 
industry. The twenty-five percent return to the county is 
even more stable than the return from industry. The stability 
of both brings a high level of certainty to the county. The 
admini si-ration of the Forest Service must take into account 
the returns from both use and taxes" (5, p. 6-7).
In the summer of 1961 the author met with lumber and logging operators 
in the Flathead Valley to discuss the state of their industry and the 
nature of buying timber on Forest Service sales, particularly those on 
the South Fork of the Flathead River. In general, the lumber market was 
low in 1960 and 1961 and operators had difficulty competing with west coast 
and Canadian mills on quality lumber grades. There was some dissatisfaction 
with Forest Service timber sale procedure and the amount and standard of 
road to build for sale access. Mills were getting adequate amounts of
timber for their operations, however, and prospects were good for larch 
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plywood. The one plywood mill checked was optimistic about future sales 
from non-wilderness national forest land and the lack of local competition. 
One or two sawmill operators were interested in possible future timber sales 
in the Wilderness, but present interest in such sales was generally very 
limited.
The manager of the Plum Creek Lumber Company — a plant obtaining logs 
from the Spotted Bear area north of the Wilderness in 1960 and 1961 — indi­
cated that the timber in that area was rather poor and that sales of less 
than 10 thousand board feet per acre were generally not economic. The con­
tract logging manager stated that the company paid $50 per thousand board 
feet to log areas with 3,000 to 5,000 per acre and that it often cost $60 
per thousand to get logs to the mill (approximately 70 miles from sale
23 area near Spotted Bear).
Several operators mentioned some dissatisfaction with the Forest Service 
timber appraisals, a complaint heard in many Quarters of the West. However, 
a detailed study of the economic aspects of Forest Service appraisal 
policies and prices made by Sidney Weintraub, Professor of Economics at the 
University of Pennsylvania, in 1958 reveals that present policies are 
generally quite fair. He states that purchasers expect to obtain a more 
valuable product than surfaced dry lumber — the basis of Forest Service 
appraisals — and thus overbids are common. There is, says Weintraub, no 
available evidence that forest regions are withholding stumpage with the 
aim of securing high prices. He concludes:
"It may be surmised that any likely change in the Forest
Service appraisal techniques will probably have little 
effect on the vast majority of Forest Service * °
(49, p. 157). .’
23L. 0. Rude, General Manager, Plum Creek Lumber Co m.- t
Logging Manager, Royal Logging Co. Personal interviews *pLTfS°n'
Montana, July 24, 1961. interviews, Columbia Falls,
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Road construction to serve the local timber industry thus far has 
reflected the varying timber situations in areas adjacent to the Bob 
Marshall. On the Sun River side of the Wilderness there had been no 
road development in the Bench Mark area through 1960, and with the 
slight existing demand for timber there, none is contemplated in the 
near future. On the west side however, where the Flathead Valley mills 
are operating, the situation has been quite different.
As shown on the map #1 in the Appendix, by the end of 1960 timber 
access roads extended up the Spotted Bear River beyond the ranger station, 
and operators had started to build a road up the west side of the South 
Fork to reach the Meadow Creek and Bunker Creek timber areas adjoining 
the Wilderness (the location of the original Bunker Creek controversy 
of the 1950s).
By the summer of 1962, these roads were extended a few miles up 
both streams to some eight or nine miles from the Bob Marshall. Several 
timber sales were in operation, many under contract to the Plum Creek 
Lumber Company of Columbia Falls.
Forest Service tentative plans, as explained to the writer in July, 
1961, by F. J. Neitzling, then supervisor of the Flathead National Forest, 
are to build the road up the South Fork to Meadow Creek, possibly estab­
lishing a ranger station there. Roads are to be extended up Spotted Bear 
River along the edge of the Bob Marshall, while a road is to be built 
into Schafer from U. S. Highway 2 via Challenge, The old Schafer Ranger 
Station is to be re-established.
It is generally Forest Service policy to pay road costs by timber
24Neitzling, F. J., Supervisor, Flathead National Forest. Personal 
interview. Big Prairie Ranger Station, Montana, July 17, 1961. 
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sales. Stumpage (standing timber) prices to the operator are reduced by 
the cost of the road and the operator builds the road. The road to Schafer 
and probably some sections of the road up the Spotted Bear River will have 
to be paid for by direct federal appropriation, since timber values will 
not be adequate to finance them.
As sales proceed up the South Fork toward the Bob Marshall, haul 
distances increase. Timber stands tend to contain an increasing volume 
of less desirable species such as true firs and lodgepole pine. There is 
less high value western white pine, a species carrying a high portion of 
road costs in lower areas. Also, as the Wilderness is approached, average 
volume per acre declines well below 10,000 board feet. This is particularly 
true proceeding south into the Wilderness above Meadow Creek in the rugged 
rocky canyon of the South Fork, where old burns have been only partly 
restocked.
Much of the Coram Working Circle outside the Wilderness has been only 
slightly or not at all developed for timber resource use. In general the 
better sites with highest volume per acre are in the northern portion around 
Hungry Horse Reservoir.
Any future roads into the Wilderness for general resource use or for 
timber would probably be constructed on the South Fork of the Flathead 
River south from Spotted Bear to Big Prairie and on the east side from 
Bench Mark north to Gates Park via the North Fork of the Sun River. Either 
of these routes would make accessible the greatest amount of country.
3. Activities on Adjoining Lands
The timber industry activities on adjoining lands that might affect 
reservation of the Bob Marshall Wilderness have been discussed above.
Most timber activities on other areas would not be connected with the 
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subject area for both physiographic and administrative reasons. Operations 
in the Swan-Clearwater Valleys are limited by the high mountains of the 
Swan-Flathead Range. To the south in the Blackfoot area the same is partly 
true, plus the fact that such operations here are under the jurisdiction 
of the Lolo and Helena “National Forests. Timber activities stemming 
from the Schafer region of the Flathead Forest are limited by low volume 
and site, while those from the northeast, south of Glacier Park, and to 
the east are limited by mountains.
On the Lolo and Helena National Forest sectors adjoining the Wilder- 
nes, however, roads and timber sales are being extended up Monture Creek, 
near Seeley Lake, and toward the Bob Marshall along the North Fork of the 
Blackfoot River. Developments in these areas have been strongly opposed 
both by local people and by outside groups and individuals interested in 
wilderness preservation. Some other persons support Forest Service plans 
to convert the areas to multiple resource use emphasizing developed 
recreation and timber for lumber mills in the Lincoln vicinity.
It was noted earlier that the ORRRC wilderness study report considered 
the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area as part of a larger wilderness tract of 
almost two million acres. Over one million acres lie outside, surrounding 
the Wilderness in the Flathead, Lewis and Clark, Lolo, and Helena National 
Forests. The existence of this remaining undeveloped area partly accounts 
for the pressure by various groups to keep it unchanged. This is true 
particularly where local outfitting and dude ranching interests are 
involved and where groups use a specific isolated region as they would the 
Wilderness itself.
Man-days recreation use increased for the Flathead and Lewis and Clark 
National Forests from 1946 to 1958, and non-wildemess us. Increased in 
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the Spotted Bear Ranger District after the completion of Hungry Horse Dam 
in 1953 to 1960 (Tables 9 and 10).
Numerous outfitters and dude ranches guiding visitors into the 
Wilderness or into the undeveloped areas outside are located on the peri­
phery of the Wilderness. Their activities are discussed in Appendix 4. 
In addition, there are some ten cabins on Forest Service special use permits 
in the Sun River locality, now accessible only by trail, and other public 
facilities such as a campground and guard station at Bench Mark. (This is 
also a major take-off point for Forest Service supply operations and guided 
trips.)
The Forest Service has made extensive developments in the Seeley Lake 
tourist area, a small business community containing numerous private homes 
and special use cabins. From Seeley Lake it is only four miles by steep 
mountain trail to the Wilderness boundary at Pyramid Lake. Holland Lake 
is another developed Forest Service area with campgrounds, summer homes, 
and Holland Lake Lodge, offering guest accommodations and guided trips. 
There is a large corral here and a storage area for Forest Service supplies. 
Holland Lake is a major base point for outfitter and guide fall hunting 
trips.
Other developments exist at Condon and similar areas. At Spotted 
Bear there is a Forest Service ranger station, and the airfield from which 
fire patrol and supply trips are made to Big Prairie Ranger Station in 
the Wilderness. Also at Spotted Bear are the KNL Resort, Diamond R Resort, 
and Wilderness Pack Train Resort, all providing accommodations and guide 
service. There is a Forest Service campground here as well as a supply 
point for guided parties.
With the numerous pressures for expanded resource uses of these lands
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Table 9
Recreation Use — Flathead and
Lewis and Clark National Forests-Montana -- 1946-1958
(In man-days^)
Year Flathead Lewis and Clark




















ljj. S. Forest Service, General 
and Clark National Forests.
statistical 
Kalispell and
reports, Flathead and 
Great Falls, Montana,
^Man-days are the same as visitor—days
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Table 10
Recreation Visits — Spotted Bear Ranger District 
Flathead National Forest,, Montana — 1953-19601 

























lU. S. Forest Service.. Annual statistical report. Spotted Bear 
Ranger District, Flathead National Forest, Kalispell I960.
includes use of undeveloped back country adjoining Bob Marshall 
Wilderness Area. Bob Marshall Wilderness Area visits not shown.
^Road travel not counted 1959 and 1960.
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adjoining the Wilderness it appears that the area will be road developed 
in the foreseeable future. There have already been clashes of pressure 
group interests similar to those in the Bunker Creek issue (pp. 36-38) 
as the Forest Service pushed forward its development plans.
4. Sun River Game Preserve
Established in 1911 before wilderness reservation, the Sun River 
Game Preserve is mainly the responsibility of the Montana Fish and Game 
Department and covers most of the Lewis and Clark National Forest portion 
of the Wilderness. It also constitutes a problem in wilderness management.
It is argued that opening the area to hunting would disturb the 
orderly eastward migration of the Sun River elk herd, perhaps causing it 
to go west across the Continental Divide to winter on the South Fork of 
the Flathead River. However, many groups, including some hunters, are 
anxious to have the Preserve opened. It is a source of difficulty to 
Forest Service administrators because it concentrates hunters in a 
narrow firing line east of the North Fork of the Sun River and its 
principal forks.
5. Fire, Insects, Disease
Fire is one of the major problems in Forest Service administration 
of the Bob Marshall Wilderness. Lightning is the chief cause of fires 
in the Area, particularly in hot, dry, summer months. It started fires 
here long before the coming of the white man.
In the past large uncontrolled fires covered vast acreage of the 
Wilderness. Over 35 percent of the present Bob Marshall has been burned 
since 1885 by fires of over 500 acres, the great fire of 1910 covering 
over 25 percent. In his study of fire in the Bob Marshall Wilderness
’ Area, R. W. Steele lists two major groups of fires by occurrence: 
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(1) Large fires of the type mentioned above, ’which occurred before the 
advent of modern prevention methods; and (2) fires that have occurred 
since the development of effective protection methods and have been con­
trolled while small (Tables 11 and 12).
Increased protection will probably prevent fires of the magnitude of 
the 1910 burn from happening again. The effects of this fire on the subject 
area are still manifest, however. Extensive site deterioration and erosion 
resulted from it, and thousands of acres, primarily on south and southwest 
slopes burned in 1910, support no timber today. Generally, the forest 
fuel situation in the Wilderness is not critical. Steele classifies almost
25the entire area within the Medium-medium classification or less (31, p. 10).
Forest Service fire protection began in 1905 and for many years was 
the major administrative effort in the Wilderness. Most of the trail system, 
the telephone system, the vast lookout network (once comprising 23 manned 
lookouts), the 17 guard cabins, and 2 ranger stations all related to the 
fire control effort. With the development of the smokejumper program (using 
airplanes), improved airplanes for patrol activity, airborne fire retardants, 
and helicopters for quick transport of fire fighters, the lookout network, 
phone system, and personnel were reduced.
The cost of fire control on this undeveloped land is great in relation 
to the total Forest Service annual administrative costs of the Wilderness, 
and in 1960 (fiscal year 1961) was estimated to be 57 percent of the total 
expenditure, or $55,127.
Steele found that there are many small mountain valleys and basins in 
the Wilderness surrounded by natural fire breaks, and stated-
25 ...The Medium-medium classification is a f 




Number of Forest Fires
Bob Marshall Wilderness







A 188 6 194
B 28 6 34
C 5 3 8
D&E 1 2 3
Total 222 17 239
Number of Forest Fires by Ranger Districts and Cause
Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, Montana, 1940-1960
Cause of Fire_____
National Forest_________District Lightning------ Man------ Total----
Flathead Spotted Bear
Big Prairie















W The role of forest fire in the Bob Marshall
Missoula, Montana State University, 1960. p. 16. 
Spot fire, one fourth acre or less.
One fourth acre to 10 acres.
10 to 100 acres.
100 to 300 acres.
Over 300 acres.
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"I believe there are enough places in this wilderness area 
where natural fire breaks exist that they could be classified 
and mapped as areas capable of receiving less intensive fire sup- 
presssion if favorable weather lay ahead. They are for the most 
part in the alpine or sub-alpine zone. In order for such a 
classification scheme to be made and then used throughout the 
entire wilderness, better knowledge of fire behavior and better 
multi-day weather forecasts will certainly be required....
"This all refers to lightning caused fire. Man caused
fire should always receive first rate fire suppression....
"The public relations problem arising from tolerating
fire in a wilderness area is one that would require consider­
able preparation...should such a policy be undertaken. The 
public has been 'schooled' for logging slash burning, so 
it could probably be made to understand this, too, with proper 
orientation....
"It has been learned...from studies of logging and slash 
burning, that small areas of burn can occur on lands used for 
watershed and still allow adequate yields of pure water there­
from. Such is the case in the Wilderness Area, where small burns 
would not adversely affect water yields" (31, p. 29-31).
The higher altitude valleys and basins where there are natural barriers 
to fire spread are, in some cases, the summer range for elk and other big 
game. While small burns there might improve summer forage conditions, the 
critical area for elk is the winter range on the lower valley bottoms 
where fire probably cannot be tolerated and where visitors tend to congre­
gate. Here, elk management, as indicated by Pengelly, has been a problem 
for many years.
Unlike some of the areas around the Wilderness, notably the Bunker 
Creek region, the Bob Marshall has not yet suffered greatly from insect 
and disease attacks. However, there are areas where insect damage has 
occurred - in the upper reaches of Big Salmon Creek, for example, above 
Gooseberry Cabin on the Middle Fork of the Flathead River, and on Ahom 
Creek in the Sun River country. Some evidence of rust disease of the 
whitebark pine has been noted in the upper Limestone Creek area southwest 
of Danaher Meadow. The Lewis and Clark National Forest 1961 cost estimate 
of $22 for wilderness insect and disease control reflects th. minor nature 
of the current insect and disease problems in the Wilderness.
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C. Economic Analysis for the Year 1960
1. Timber
It has been shown that timber access roads are still several miles 
from the Wilderness boundary, that present demand for Wilderness timber 
is not currently (1960) pressing, and that there is virtually no market 
for timber on the Lewis and Clark side. In order to analyze the present 
timber resource potential, two hypothetical timber sales are here 
developed using Forest Service appraisal cost guidelines and methods, on 
a 1960 calendar year basis. Suggestions and advice came from Missoula 
regional office timber management personnel.
Commercial timber in the Wilderness averages 6,600 board feet to 
the acre on the Flathead National Forest side and 5,900 board feet per 
acre on the Lewis and Clark side. This is below the economically desirable 
limit for most Montana areas, but there are some compartments with higher 
volumes per acre and emphasis was placed on these in constructing the 
hypothetical sale. The best volumes and species sites are found north 
of the Wilderness along Hungry Horse Reservoir. While there are 
considerable volumes of other products below 11 inches diameter (breast 
height) on these lands, the appraisal was based on the commercial size 
material and current market conditions. The assumption that trees 
concerned would be of commercial size was based on the higher cost of 
logging small material (operators generally take only material greater 
than 11 inches DBH).
The Forest Service considers timber sites below 6,000 feet elevation 
to be best, with most sites above this of limited volume and poor access!- 
bility for commercial timber production (42, p. 9). Therefore, all 
hypothetical sale areas were chosen in rones below the 6,000 foot contour 
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and excluding areas where heavy burns, such as that of 1910, have depleted 
timber stands.
Following the general pattern of the proposed Forest Service develop­
ment south of Spotted Bear, a timber access road was projected on the South 
Fork of the Flathead River on the west side of the Wilderness south to Big 
Prairie Ranger Station. (Map 2 of Appendix 1 shows the hypothetical road 
locations, compartments, and sale areas.) Using average Flathead Forest 
road costs > conservative for the area involved — a road network of 60 
miles of main road and 81 miles of secondary road was projected at an 
estimated cost of $1,218,640.
This road would be built by the operator, and his stumpage prices 
would be reduced accordingly. It would include necessary bridges, culverts, 
etc. for timber access to the compartments and would be of a standard 
necessary for logging and general public use.26 Spur roads for within 
compartment access, 38 miles, and loading landings, some 150, would con­
stitute an additional $81,000. The setting up of logging camps, as is now 
done in the Spotted Bear area, would cost $200,000 or $0.84 per thousand 
board feet of timber based on a 10 year sale.
*®It should be pointed out that th 
conservatively low. For general public 
probably be necessary.
Tinker volumes and species were allocated to the proposed sale by 
compartment (Table 13 in Appendix 5). Total volume for the sale was 
236,000,000 board feet to be sold on a 10 year basis. Forest Service 
timber sales in operation in 1960 were included in the appraisal. Volumes 
were allotted so as to give a fair apportionment of lower elevation species, 
particularly high value western white pine, which, as mentioned earlier, 
carries a good proportion of road costs. Also, operation areas were chosen 
e road cost estimate used here is use considerable imprest woSld
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in compartments where field checks indicated the best timber production 
with the best access and highest volume per acre. Main and secondary­
road costs were allocated to volume by species (Table 22 in Appendix 5).
The timber was appraised to the Columbia Falls market area, where 
the largest and nearest mills are located and where timber from the 
Spotted Bear area is currently going. The average truck haul to the 
Columbia Falls market from the sale areas on the South Fork of the 
Flathead River was 105 miles. Using Flathead National Forest appraisal 
cost guidelines, this haul would cost $18.95 per thousand board feet 
(MBF) with unloading and decking costs (36, p. 8). Road maintenance 
was figured for a minimum mileage within the sale area of 64 miles at 
$0.06 per MBF per mile or $3.84 per MBF for the sale.
Log felling and bucking, skidding, and loading were figured conser­
vatively for good logging chances for a total of $9.60 per MBF. General 
logging, including overhead, supervision, miscellaneous supplies, vacation 
pay, etc., was the Flathead Forest average of $3.20 per MBF. It was 
estimated that logging crews would have to travel an average of 30 miles 
round trip per day from camp at a cost of $0.17 per MBF. These figures 
were based on Flathead Forest appraisal cost guidelines, as were slash 
disposal ($1.91 per MBF), erosion control ($0.22 per MBF) and fireline 
construction ($0.29 per MBF). After making a field check of snag areas, 
snag disposal was estimated at $0.43 per MBF.
Lumber production is the basis of Forest Service timber appraisals, 
and lumber selling price converted to log scale (L. S.) was figured for 
each species in the hypothetical sale. Starting with forest or regional 
average percentage of grade recovery, lumber prices by grades were multi­
plied by the percentage of that grade. These were totalled to obtain the 
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selling price per MBF lumber tally (L. T.) for each species. Commission 
and sales costs (5 percent and 2 percent — Factor 0.931) were then deducted 
and an overrun factor was added to convert from lumber tally to log scale 
(Table 23 in Appendix 5).
Forest Service timber appraisals develop stumpage and Knudsen-Vanden- 
berg (K-V) deposits (used by the Forest Service for timber stand improvement 
work after logging) by adding lumber manufacturing costs per MBF ($31.07 
average for Region 1 USFS all species plus a standard overrun) to total 
logging costs. These are then subtracted from lumber selling price log 
scale (L. S.) per MBF with allowance for operators' profit margin.27 Thus, 
for western white pine in this sale appraisal stumpage and K—V per MBF was;
Selling price log scale $116.59
Less total production cost log scale 98.65
($62.92 + 35.73)
Conversion
Less appraisal profit margin




The base rate is the minimum amount per MBF that the Forest Service 
is willing to accept for stumpage and K-V for a particular species. For 
western white pine. Region 1, 1960, this was $7.50. Using the Forest Service 
appraisal summary, the complete appraisal of the timber in the hypothetical 
timber sale on the South Fork of the Flathead River is shown in Table 13.
As indicated by the appraisal stumpage and K-V values per MBF for each 
species, all of the species except white pine have a negative stumpage value, 
and white pine is below the acceptable base rate. On the basis of this
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Table 13
Appraisal Summary of Hypothetical Timber Sale
South Fork of Flathead River, Flathead National Forest, Montana, 1960
Unit
Species
% Volume by Species
Item
Volume
Selling price L.T. 
Less Commission and
Sales (5% + 2%) 
Overrun % factor 
Selling price L. S. 
DEVELOPMENT
Main and Sec. roads 
Spur roads & Landings(150 
Camp cost
Subtotal
LOG MAKING TO TRUCK 
Felling & bucking 
Skidding & loading 
Subtotal
TRANSPORTATION 











Fire line construction 
Subtotal
Total logging cost
Manuf. cost L. T. 
x Standard overrun 
Manuf. cost L. S.
Total Prod. Cost L. S. 
Conversion
Appraisal profit margin 
Appraisal STPG. & K-V 
Appraisal profit ratio % 
Base rate 



















3600 360 69,450 100,360 21,640 40,590
108.89 86.67 71.65 77.37 62.41 75.87
101.38 80.69 66.71 72.03 58.10 70.63
115 112 116 115 117 120
116.59 90.37 77.38 82.83 67.98 84.76
23.13 6.77 2.35 6.88 —— 6.88
.34 .34 .34 .34 .34 .34
.84 .84 .84 .84 .84 .84
24.31 7.95 3.53 8.06 1.18 8.06
2.80 2.80 2.80 2.80 2.80 2.80
6.80 6.80 6.80 6.80 6.80 6.80
9.60 9.60 9.60 9.60 9.60 9.60
18.95 18.95 18.95 18.95 18.95 18.95
3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84 3.84
22.79 22.79 22.79 22.79 22.79 22.79
3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20 3.20
.17 .17 .17 .17 .17 .17
3.37 3.37 3.37 3.37 3.37 3.37
1.91 1.91 1.91 1.91 1.91 1.91
.22 .22 .22 .22 .22 .22
.43 .43 .43 .43 .43 .43
.29 .29 .29 .29 .29 .29
2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85 2.85
62.92 46.56 42.14 46.67 39.79 46.67
31.07 31.07 31.07 31.07 31.07 31.07
1.15 1.12 1.16 1.15 1.17 1.20
35.73 34.80 36.04 35.73 36.35 37.28
98.65 81.36 78.18 82.40 76.14 83.95
17.94 9.01 -.80 .43 -8.16 .81
13.41 10.39 8.90 . 9.52 7.82 9.75
4.53 -1.38 -9.09 -15.98 -8.94
13 13 13 13 13 13
7.50 4.00 2.00 2.00 1.00 2.00
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conservatively calculated appraisal this sale would not be economically 
feasible. Smaller sales tried in this area showed the same results, while 
larger ones would be hampered by increased road costs. Therefore, in the 
year 1960, the opportunity cost in wilderness use of the timber on the 
Flathead National Forest portion of the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, 
based on Forest Service appraisal methods and the assumptions of this 
study, was zero.
On the Lewis and Clark National Forest portion of the Wilderness 
another hypothetical timber sale was developed. The most logical road 
approach to this area took advantage of the largest area of accessible 
commercial sawtimber below 6000 feet elevation. This approach was from 
Augusta into Bench Mark, down the South Fork of the North Fork of the Sun 
River to the North Fork of the Sun River and up to Gates Park, with side 
roads up the major and most productive tributaries (Map 2 of Appendix 1).
Using average Lewis and Clark Forest road costs, and allowing for 
some six miles of existing road that would have to be rebuilt for timber 
hauling purposes, a road network of 33 miles of main road and 38 miles of 
secondary road was projected at an estimated cost of $349,851. Road costs 
were less than on the Flathead side since the amount of rock and general 
topography allow for easier construction. Again, this road was to be 
constructed by the operator, with stumpage reduced by its cost and 
necessary bridges, culverts, etc. included to provide a timber access and 
not a general use road. Spur roads were figured at 13 miles with 52 
landings at a cost of $19,552. Logging camp cost was $200,000 on a 10 
year sale basis, or $1.32 per MBF. Since there was no timber industry on 
the east side of the Continental Divide on which to base the sale, and no 
existing sales on this route, the timber was appraised to the nearest mill 
at Lincoln, Montana, an average truck-haul distance of 108 miles from the 
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sale area. The cost was $19.64 per MBF for hauling and unloading.
Total volume on the Lewis and Clark sale was 152,000 MBF on a 10 
year basis, with volumes and species allotted by compartment inside and 
outside the Wilderness (Table 14). Road locations and timber allocations 
were based on field checks of the area. The allocation of road costs to 
timber species and volume was done in the manner described previously. 
Road maintenance was figured for a minimum of 31 miles at $0.06 per MBF 
per mile or $1.86 per MBF.
Log felling and bucking ($4.25 per MBF), skidding and loading ($5.63 
per MBF), and general logging costs ($2,74 per MBF), were figured as the 
lowest costs for east side Rocky Mountain operations in 1960 (39, po 1).
Crew haul of $0.17 per MBF was the same as for the Flathead Forest sale, 
as was fireline construction ($0.29 per MBF). Because of fewer snags, 
less erosion, and generally lighter slash, these figures were less per
MBF than on the Flathead sale.
The selling prices and lumber tally by species were figured as in 
the previous example. Douglas-fir and spruce prices were slightly 
different from those on the Flathead sale due to the difference in grade 
recovery experience.
Appraisal stumpage and K-V figures were derived in the same manner 
described in the Flathead Forest hypothetical sale. The complete apprai­
sal of the Lewis and Clark National Forest timber in this hypothetical 
sale, using the Forest Service appraisal summary, is shown in Table 14.
The appraisal stumpage and K-V values reveal that all species have 
negative values on the basis appraised for the year 1960. The approach
used in setting up the sale is the most feasible one for the Sun River
area based on field checks and Forest Service inquiries It is concluded
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Table 14
Appraisal Summary of Hypothetical Timber Sale
Sun River, Lewis and Clark National Forest, Montana, 1960
Unit
Species
% Volume by Species
MBF MBF MBF MBF
D.fir Spruce Afir LPP
15.6 30.8 7.2 46.4 
Item
Volume 23,750
Selling price L. T. 69.83
Less Coinmission and
Sales (57o 4- 2%) 65.01
Overrun % factor 116
Selling price L. S. 75.45
DEVELOPMENT
Main & Sec. roads .28
Spur roads & landings (52) .13
Camp cost 1.32
Subtotal 1.73
LOG MAKING TO TRUCK
Felling & bucking 4.25
Skidding & loading 5.63
Subtotal 9.88
TRANSPORTATION











Fire line construction .29
Subtotal 2.28
Total logging cost 38.30
Manuf. cost L. T. 31.07
x Standard overrun 1.16
Manuf. Cost L. S. 36.04
Total Prod. Cost L. S. 74.34
Conversion 1.11
Appraisal profit margin 8.68
Appraisal STPG. & K-V -7.57



























1.15 1.17 1.2035.73 36.35 37.28
76.24 74.37 78.526.63 -6.39 6.249.53 7.82 9.75-2.90 -14.21 -3.5113 13 132.00 1.00 2.00
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that the timber on the Lewis and Clark National Forest portion of the 
Bob Marshall Wilderness Area had a zero opportunity cost in wilderness 
use in 1960, predicated on Forest Service appraisal methods and the 
study assumptions.
Further, since the 1960 opportunity cost of timber in non-timber 
use was zero for both national forest wilderness portions, it was zero 
for the whole Bob Marshall Wilderness Area.
It should be emphasized that costs of road construction and 
transportation were the main items contributing to negative timber 
values. These costs related directly to the undeveloped status of 
land around the Wilderness. As development is pushed toward the 
boundaries, road costs will diminish and the demand for wilderness 
timber, particularly on the South Fork of the Flathead River, will 
increase.
However, since the current timber demand is not yet sufficient to 
call for wilderness timber and there is much undeveloped timber land 
outside the Area, and since stumpage values are negative, the Forest 
Service would probably not put the Bob Marshall timber up for sale at 
the present time (1960) even if there were no wilderness reservation.
Considering desirable species, volumes per acre, site quality, 
large amount of land in unproductive old burn areas, and some 42 percent 
of th. area at an elevation of 6,000 feet or more,28 the forest of the 
Bob Marshall Wilderness is not unique from a timber standpoint.
percentage of high elevation area is based upon calculations 
by Ralph S. Space in 1940.
Thus, timber use can be eliminated from our present analysis and 
the us. comparisons devolve to developed outdoor recreation versus 
existing wilderness Isolation outdoor recreation.
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2. Developed versus Isolation Recreation
As discussed previously, the demand for public developed outdoor recrea­
tion is increasing in areas outside the Wilderness, and roads are being 
extended into those regions. There are still numerous possibilities for 
general recreation in these peripheral areas to meet the demand for many 
years to come. Sites around Hungry Horse Reservoir, for example, have a 
great unrealized potential for developed recreation. Also, since much of 
the land adjoining the Bob Marshall is many miles by poor roads from the 
nearest main travelled routes (i.e.. Spotted Bear is 59 miles from U. S. 
Highway 2 and Bench Mark is 31 miles from U. S. Highway 89), recreation 
use pressure is less than at more accessible areas such as Glacier National 
Park or Flathead Lake.
As the area around the Bob Marshall, now used for wilderness purposes, 
is developed with roads for timber production and developed recreation the 
Wilderness itself will become unique for the type of isolation recreation 
it provides. This recreation aspect of the Bob Marshall Wilderness can 
exist only so long as roads and general development are excluded.
In order to provide developed recreation under full multiple use in 
the Bob Marshall itself, the main road networks to Big Prairie and Gates 
Park, an estimated 74 miles of road costing $797,296, would have to be 
built.for access. Considering the 1960 negative timber values revealed 
in the above discussion, the road would not be built without special fede­
ral appropriations for construction. From the public welfare standpoint 
such a federal appropriation would not seem justified. These funds would 
provide greater public return if applied to build the proposed road south 
from U. S. Highway 2 to Schafer Station, thus opening a region closer to 
market, reducing road costs which now make timber development uneconomic. 
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and providing a possible connecting road to the Spruce Park Reservoir 
area. This reservoir, if constructed, will furnish water-oriented developed 
recreation for public use.
For purposes of analysis, disregarding the improbability of direct 
federal appropriations for the main roads, let us assume that the roads 
are built with direct appropriations, that they are now completed; that 
full development multiple use can be carried on in the subject area; and
29that some $80,000 have been spent to provide camp grounds. The timber 
resource must be re-introduced briefly under these assumptions.
Based on the volumes of timber present in the Wilderness, and using 
the Forest Service rule of thumb of 1.5 percent of total volume as the 
annual allowable cut, we obtain a figure of 27,000 MBF for the Flathead 
portion and 11,000 MBF for the Lewis and Clark side.
A comparison can be made of gross costs and returns of present 
wilderness and multiple use status (with an existing main road) based 
upon estimates made with the help of the Forest Service. It is assumed 
that the average bid prices paid for stumpage and K-V on two sales of 
comparable timber in the Spotted Bear area in 1959 and 1960, and adjusted 
for species volume percentages found on the South Fork of the Flathead
30 River and the Sun River hypothetical sales, are the timber prices.
These are $3.65 per MBF for the Flathead side and $3.46 per MBF for the 
Lewis and Clark side. Total gross timber incomes are $98,550 and $38,060, 
respectively.
29These would cost an average of $1000 per unit, with 10 units at 
Meadow Creek, 10 at Black Bear, 10 at Salmon Forks and 20 at Big Prairie 
on the Flathead Forest. On the Lewis and Clark side 10 units would be 
built at Pretty Prairie and 20 at Gates Park, a total of 80.
30These sales were the Bent Creek sale of 9500 MBF in compartments 
403 and 404 made in September, 1959; and the Stony Hill sale of 3995 MBF 
made in June, 1960. Both were purchased by Plum Creek Lumber Company 
of Columbia Falls, Montana.
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Costs and returns used are for I960, since it is not known what year 
such roads could be completed. These are compared under present wilderness 
management and under hypothetical full development multiple use management 
(Table 15).
Costs for multiple use are estimates provided by the Forest Service 
for comparable non-wilderness districts, except the Lewis and Clark Forest 
figure. That figure is prorated from outside wilderness existing costs. 
Fire suppression costs are not included in the Flathead Forest multiple use 
figure. Montana Fish and Game Department costs under full development are 
based on data provided by representatives of that agency. It is assumed 
that Fish and Game yearly costs can be combined here with Forest Service 
fiscal year costs.
Income figures for wilderness include camp use and grazing fees from 
outfitters, guides, and dude ranchers. The income figures for multiple 
use include timber ($136,610), $2,500 for oil leases on the Lewis and Clark 
Forest, and $1,500 for recreation leases. Since many users hunt or fish 
outside the Wilderness as well as in, fishing and hunting license fees were 
not included as Income. While the income is much greater under full deve­
lopment, the costs are much greater also, and in deducting income from 
cost it is apparent that there would be a greater excess of cost over 
income under full development than under wilderness reservation on the 
basis of the assumptions made here. This is the case even though no fire 
suppression costs were added for the Flathead Forest portion under full 
development.
These cost figures bring an important question which relates to 
county receipts from national forest income. The counties receive 25 
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their acreage in a particular forest. Thus, Powell County, Montana receives 
a portion of Flathead National Forest timber income even though all of its 
Flathead acres are in the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area. County returns 
might therefore be improved over time either by expanded timber sales or 
by charging fees for wilderness use.
From the post-trip questionnaires used in the ORRRC study of wilder­
ness users, it was found, as previously discussed, that summer visitors 
were willing to pay a yearly license fee to preserve wilderness areas for 
recreation use. While nothing was specifically stipulated as to the col­
lecting of fees and the allocation of monies collected, it can be assumed 
that a specific fee would be collected for the Bob Marshall Area. The 
average amount users would be willing to pay, based on the questionnaire 
returns, was $3.60 per person or about $0.49 per visitor day. Extending 
this amount by the 1960 estimated visitation of 3470 persons (including the 
fall users in this extension) a return of $12,492 might have been collected 
in the year 1960 for Bob Marshall Wilderness Area users. Although this is 
not a large amount relative to overall administrative costs, it would add 
to federal and county receipts and might improve acceptance of wilderness 
reservation among resource users.
On the basis of the above discussion and analysis, it would appear 
that the public interest Is presently best served by reserving the Bob 
Marshall Area as a wilderness. It is probably costing the general public 
less this way, and at the same time is providing an area for isolation 
recreation, as well as other intangible benefits of a cultural, philosophi­
cal, or scientific nature. The two national forests have a form of land 
use which they would not have without wilderness reservation. Wilderness 
is the best economic use of this Area as of the year 1960.
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3. Wilderness As It Is
Having compared wilderness reservation with multiple use develop­
ment in the Bob Marshall Area, it is now important to examine the Wilder­
ness economically under current reservation. With wilderness adminis­
tration by the Forest Service, it is possible to compare private benefits 
and public costs of the Bob Marshall Area in the year 1960. Accordingly, 
simple benefit—cost ratios can be developed. These procedures are 
similar to those followed in determining the economic feasibility of 
federal water development projects, although procedures used by the 
Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps of Engineers, U. S. Army, are more 
sophisticated.
In such cases, it is assumed that benefits to users must justify 
the government expenditure with a benefit—cost ratio equal to 1, or 
benefits must just offset public costs. Public costs consist of Forest 
Service and Montana Fish and Game Department 1960 administrative costs, 
$110,234. For user benefits to balance public costs the total net user 
benefit must equal $110,234, or gross benefits less associated user 
costs must equal that amount.
Based on the post-trip questionnaire it was found that summer 
visitors cost estimates of wilderness trips, not including non-wilderness 
side trips or equipment purchased, revealed an average cost of $11.05 
per visitor day, with an average trip length of 7.4 days.3
Multiplying the estimated number of visitors for the 1960 season, 
3470, by the average trip length, a total of 25,678 visitor-days was 
obtained. Estimated total associated user costs was found to be $283,742 
(25,678 x $11.05) and gross benefits $393,976 ($283,742 + $110,234).
----- TT-------- " x. __4. available but are assumed to be equal to31Fall user costs were not avallaoie our « outfitter rates are
and Drobablv greater than summer cost_». , , ,ana prooawxy yi more costly since more stock are needed forhigher and trips are generally 
hunter-kill removal.
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On a visitor-day basis, benefits to users must equal $15.34 ($393,976 —
25,678). The average estimated cost per visitor day was $11.05. This
means that visitors were subsidized by the federal government at the rate 
of $4.29
entrance
per visitor-day or should have paid this much per day as an 
fee to balance public expense.
The development of this benefit-cost ratio is as follows:
Public Costs:
Forest Service administrative costs
Montana Fish and Game Department costs 







Estimated user total benefits per visitor-day
393,976 $15 3425,678 *15°34
Estimated user cost per visitor day
$15.34
11.05
Difference — Additional charge to user per visitor 
day or federal subsidy per visitor day $4.29
This benefit cost analysis assumes that the visitors using the Area
are the proper group to be publicly benefited and does not consider the
important question of use by other groups.
In considering the Wilderness as it is under present Forest Service 
management, it should be stated that the discussion throughout this analysis 
and most of the study, has concerned recreation as the principal use. 
Recreation here is valued indirectly in an economic sense by comparing it 
with other alternatives and by Indicating the possible extent of federal 
subsidy of wilderness users. This is neaassarwis necessary in comparing wilderness 
allocation with other resource use possibilities
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•There are significant aspects of wilderness reservation other than 
recreation, such as the vicarious interest in wilderness by.people who 
never visit the areas but who are nonetheless genuinely‘concerned about 
, them as a part of the heritage of the people. Scientifically, wilderness 
lands serve as great control areas for experimentation and as locations 
'■ for Research studies of near-natural communities. All of these aspects 
' -ar*  Important in the allocation of areas to wilderness resarvationoand
’’deserve proper consideration.
- . < 'Wilderness as a land area then is a resource of which recreation is
....  oh*  of th. uses. Though the wilderness contains other resources, most of 
these ar. not allocated in the usual manner but serve to enhance the 
wilderness resource both aesthetically and physically in providing a 
physical entity remote from the highly mechanised and fast-moving modem 
urban community. The allocation of non-commerclal land as wilderness 
provides a resource of social and cultural value and gives flexibility 
for possible future planning. However, If wilderness is developed be- 
i for the use of timber, minerals, or otheryond its near-natural state tor rne u» 
resource entitles, . it will cease to be wilderness as defined here.
The Forest Service has an obligation to serve the general public 
interest in the management of national forest lands. The agency must 
therefore be attentive to both the national and th. local interest, 
ra. * Service offices to local communitiesDue to the proximity of Forest bervice
«vn for their economies and resource use the and its history of concern for tneir
, nn'mArv This is particularly the caselocal interest tends to become primary.
. difficult to define and the concerns of 
when the national interest
. ,aeem remote. Local group pressures are the general American public seem remor
. v «nd more expedient to placate.
often more persistent
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The development of programs for information on and interpretation of 
wilderness and its values might bring the problems and proposed solutions 
closer to national concern. Hearings on wilderness reclassifications and 
the Wilderness Bill, with their attendent group pressure machinations, did 
bring wilderness matters to a broader sector of the general public. Econo­
mic, ecological, and other studies can point out problem areas and suggest 
solutions, but public consent is imperative for effective management, most 
particularly for management of wilderness areas, where the resource is 
associated to a large degree with intangible values. Acceptance of pro­
grams by an informed public is just as important in maintaining wilderness
conditions as it is in changing reservation boundaries.
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V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
A. Summary
In this study wilderness is considered in the context used by the
U. S. Forest Service as its administering agency. A wilderness is a 
tract of undeveloped land over 100,000 acres in size with no roads or 
provision for motorized transportation. Commercial timber cutting is 
prohibited as are hotels, stores, resorts, summer homes, and similar 
developments. While there are exceptions to the above for mining, 
private lands within wilderness areas, and the use of airplanes for 
administrative purposes, management policy is directed toward the 
maintenance of the primeval quality of the land.
This study determines the best socio-economic use of the Bob Marshall 
Wilderness Area in the year 1960. In addition, a general description of 
this 950,000 acre tract of entirely public land on the Flathead and 
Lewis and Clark National Forests is given, as well as the history and 
problems of land use.
Interest in wilderness has increased since the recent congressional 
deliberations on the Wilderness Bill, S. 174. The different concepts of 
wilderness held by various local and national groups have been clearly 
expressed. This has focused attention on the present administration and 
management of wilderness by the Forest Service, which operates on a 
utilitarian multiple resource use basis on non-wildemess lands while 
maintaining an aesthetic, limited use, preservation approach toward 
wilderness.
From it. inception in 1905 under Gifford Pinohot, the Service has 
attempted to manage the resources of the National Forests for use, the 
users being primarily local individuals and communities. Every effort 
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has been made to maintain administrative control of personnel in field 
line positions. Thus administrative procedures have been uniform for all 
forest lands, with adaptations to the limited uses of wilderness resulting 
in a primary emphasis on fire control and its attendant trail building, 
lookouts, etc.
In the years prior to the end of World War II, with decline in lumber 
demand and ample private timber lands for supply purposes, the Forest Service 
was not pressed for resource uses such as timber production. Many areas 
of land lay undeveloped, by-passed by the advance of civilization. This 
was the custodial era of land management in which people such as Aldo Leopold 
and Bob Marshall stressed the need for reservation of undeveloped wilderness 
lands. They emphasized the demand of society for non—utilitarian visitation 
of primeval regions.
Forest Service Regulation L-20 provided for the establishment of such 
reservations as primitive areas, in which the horse and the human foot were 
the modes of travel as in pioneer times. Resource uses were not greatly 
restricted under this regulation. Since the conditions imposed by the 
primitive area classification were then not markedly different from the 
technological development of society, resource use conflicts had not deve­
loped in most areas, and there was apparently general acceptance of such 
reservations. Few major land use problems arose. Policies concerning the 
management and objectives of primitive areas were, however, not widely 
publicized.
Th. Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, originally three L-20. primitive areas, 
was never considered aesthetically or geologically unique in the national 
park sense. Glacier National Park did have these qualities, and was estab­
lished nearby. Attempts to farm the remote mountain valleys of th. Bob
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Marshall were failures. Cattle, mining, and timber operations on its 
east flanks were marginal or uneconomic. Hunting and fishing, however, 
were attractions, and local guides early provided service to visitors 
desiring extended pack trips into the vast wild region. Fire ravaged 
much of the area, especially in the large burns of 1889 and 1910.
Reports of early rangers, such as D. H. Lewis in 1915, stressed 
the uneconomic nature of agricultural development while pointing to the 
recreational uses. The Montana Fish and Game Department, beginning in 
1911, reserved portions of the area as game preserves to protect elk 
populations. What is now the Bureau of Reclamation obtained a with­
drawal of part of the Sun River region for the Sun River Irrigation 
Project. In those days automobile roads ended many miles from most major 
entry points. The primitive area classification was therefore a logical 
step in the administration of this land. Forest Service management included 
trail systems, lookouts, cabins, and administrative airfields and was 
primarily directed toward control of forest fires.
Elk over-population problems developed m the 1930s with decreasing 
forage and increasing competition with Forest Service and user stock on 
range lands. Plans to open administrative airfields to private plane use 
and thus bring in more hunters were never carried out. At this time the 
primitive areas existed in the center of a tremendous undeveloped region, 
all of which provided the forms of use now characterized by wilderness.
Concern was expressed about the permissive nature of the L-20 Regu­
lation, and in 1939 Bob Marshall, then Chief of the Division of Recrea­
tion and Lands in the Forest Service, proposed the more restrictive U-l 
Wilderness Classification to be approved by the Secretary of Agriculture. 
The L-20 Regulation was permissive in regard to utilitarian resource use. 
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allowing timber, range, and other resources to be harvested in many cases. 
The present study area was classified as wilderness under U-l in 1940 and 
named for Marshall, who had died in 1939.
Following World War II, with increasing demand for timber and with 
private forest lands largely cut over or consolidated into large owner­
ships, the Forest Service became a primary supplier of timber. This was 
particularly true in the Flathead Valley, northwest of the Wilderness, 
where Forest Service timber allocation became a major factor in the local 
economy. Timber sales and forest road development increased and the 
Forest Service entered the intensive management era. Hungry Horse Reservoir 
was built, occupying thousands of National Forest acres.
At the same time, a larger, more mobile, more leisured population demand­
ed more public outdoor recreation facilities on the forest land made ac­
cessible by new roads. Demand for wilderness-type recreation also increased. 
The intensive development of previously wild remote lands around the Bob 
Marshall led to conflicts over national forest management policies.
The Bunker Creek problem arose in 1954 on the South Fork of the Flat- 
head River over Forest Service proposals to salvage insect-killed timber 
in an undeveloped drainage adjoining the Bob Marshall. It demonstrated the 
nature of land use conflicts involving development of non-reserved wil­
derness-type lands. This particular issue indicated the strength of pre­
servation-oriented groups, the desire to protect local interests (wilderness 
related in this case), and the competitive nature of timber use and wilder­
ness reservation.
Sine, modern technology has advanced so far beyond th. hors, and fron- 
tl.r stag., it is not surprising that a gulf m und.rstanding exists between 
most of modem urban society and thes. who wish to retain undeveloped areas 
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accessible only by primitive transportation modes. This difference is 
manifested in the demand for motor scooter and airplane use of remote 
country, and in the reliance on portable electric light, TV, and fully- 
equipped trailers for camping.
Outfitters, guides, and dude ranchers have for many years served 
visitors going to the Wilderness, and have obtained special camp sites 
and forage permits for their stock. They have been the major source 
of wilderness information for their guests, and have provided an impor­
tant, if not always economically remunerative, service, especially for 
out of state visitors.
The Forest Service, while intensively developing the non-wilderness 
portions of the national forests in accordance with the multiple use con­
cept, has been generally limited in applying advanced technology to the 
Bob Marshall Wilderness, except in using airplanes for transportation 
and fire patrol, etc. Management policy, not too well defined publicly, 
is still custodial. It is primarily directed toward fire control and 
the expansion of recreation aspects. Information and interpretive fields 
of wilderness management have not been exploited in the Bob Marshall Area 
as yet. Training of Forest Service personnel in wilderness concepts 
has been limited. Dichotomous administrative ranger districts, part 
wilderness and part non-wilderness, with increasing resource demands on 
the non-wilderness portions, have complicated the picture. There has 
been some confusion as to the place of wilderness in the integration of 
multiple resource uses on national forest lands.
The Montana Fish and Game Department, in its management of the fish 
and wildlife resource in the Bob Marshall, has generally worked in close 
cooperation with the Forest Service. There have been some problems 
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involving land use questions, and the Sun River Game Preserve has caused 
some administrative concern, primarily in elk management.
Mining has been a minor problem so far with no economically feasible 
prospects. There has been considerable interest in oil and gas leasing on 
Sun River wilderness lands but to date applications have been denied by 
the Secretary of the Interior. Also, Bureau of Reclamation proposals for 
a dam at Sun Butte on the Sun River, which would flood a portion of the 
Wilderness, are now dormant. Under U-l regulations, airplanes have been 
excluded from wilderness airfield use, with occasional violators being 
fined, and motor scooters (tote gotes), also prohibited in the wilderness, 
have been accommodated on non-wilderness trails.
Timber use and road development, principally on the South Fork of 
the Flathead River, have gradually expanded and advanced closer to the 
Wilderness boundary. Though Forest Service timber sales are extremely 
important to the economy of the Flathead Valley and to county treasuries, 
current demand for timber has been amply met by the development of large 
unroaded areas north of the Wilderness. The operators, given the 1960 
market for forest products, have not been anxious to move further afield 
to obtain generally lower quality wilderness timber. Users of developed 
outdoor recreation have followed behind the timber operations, penetrating 
to the ends of each new road.
As yet, there is considerable acreage of non-reserved undeveloped land 
used for wilderness-type recreation. If this is developed, outside area 
users will move toward the Bob Marshall and wilderness-type land will become 
scarce compared to the present situation A+- <,im«ion. At the same time the Wilderness 
will be more accessible for users.
In the light of the expanded development around and toward the Wilderness,
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this study has attempted to probe the wilderness traveler and the nature 
of wilderness use and to make an economic analysis of resource use under 
current wilderness reservation and hypothetical full development multiple 
use in the year 1960. Wilderness can be considered one of the multiple 
use resources, and some Forest Service statements reflect this view. 
However, in this study, wilderness isolation recreation in itself has 
been compared with developed recreation and timber production.
Interviews with wilderness users in the summer and fall of 1960, 
taken from people 19 years and older, revealed that users come primarily 
by horse. The average of these users was in the upper socio-economic 
classes of society. Users were generally opposed to all utilitarian 
resource uses in the Wilderness, wilderness size reduction, and recrea­
tion development. They were in favor of Forest Service administration 
over wilderness legislation (while showing incomplete knowledge of 
Forest Service policies), and were willing to pay yearly license fees 
for wilderness preservation, the amount varying directly with the length 
of stay.
The motivations for wilderness visitation were generally a desire 
to escape the pressures of modern mechanized civilization and to enjoy 
the beauties of nature. These are the aspects of wilderness that were 
stressed by men like Sigurd Olson.
Users of the Bob Marshall Wilderness in the summer of 1960 were 
divided into three groups based on home origin, each with a differing 
number of wilderness activities enjoyed. The first group consisted of 
, Hvina near the Area. These people engaged local Montana farmer-ranchers living near
c-»„+^i+les and not being served by guides spent in the least number of activities, anu
, x. « «->»Tnnina. The second group were much of their time on the chores of camping.
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Montanans from the larger towns and were interested primarily in fishing.
Some of this group used guides. The third group consisted of out of state 
people who enjoyed many activities. Fishing was of secondary importance 
to this group. They were mainly business executives and professional 
people, and most were guided. Fall users were interested primarily in 
big game hunting. Thirty-five percent of the summer users and fifty-eight 
percent of the fall users contacted did not know that the Forest Service 
administers the Area.
The average visit to the Wilderness during the summer of 1960 covered 
7.42 days, with 55 percent of the visitors travelling 51 to 100 miles on 
their trips. Wilderness travellers concentrate on certain well—used sites; 
most of the Area seldom sees man except an occasional hunter or trail crew.
The economic analysis of 1960 resource use in the Bob Marshall Wilder­
ness Area, considering existing and full development multiple use aspects, 
began under full development with two hypothetical timber sales on the 
major drainages of the area. These proved to be uneconomic and under cur­
rent conditions would not be offered to buyers by the Forest Service. This 
eliminated timber as a current consideration.
In order to explore the possibility of developed recreation in the 
Area, the assumption was made that roads to major parts of the region 
would be built by federal appropriation. Timber sales and developed 
recreation were thus feasible under full development.
Comparing costs and returns to the public agencies, under both wil­
derness and full development, it was found that it would cost the public 
less to retain the Area as wilderness than to develop it on a 1960 cost­
return basis. This was the case even though some fire suppression costs 
under full development were not Included. The hypothesis of the study was
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consequently verified and wilderness was considered by itself.
The user fees agreeable to 1960 summer interviewees could return 
some of the costs of administration under wilderness management. Such 
fees would also help local counties. Cost reduction could be furthered 
by following R. W. Steele's findings that fire, as a natural occurrence 
in the Wilderness, might be allowed to burn in some high elevation 
contained drainages.
Under wilderness management a 1960 comparison of public administra- 
tive costs and wilderness user benefits showed a federal subsidy to 
visitors of $4.29 per visitor-day. Since the analysis valued recreation 
indirectly and recreation is just one of the benefits of wilderness as 
a resource, the solution Is not completely determinant. It does serve 
to point up the difficulty of comparing Intangibles with utilitarian mar­
ket-priced resources, and therefore the complexity of wilderness defense 
against local demand for measurable resource uses.
The Forest Service in its management of the Wilderness must serve 
both local and national interests. Local Interests are usually visible 
_j_e Viavo vVip adventclog of location m respect and defined. Their proponents have tne aavanxay*  
to the resource. National interests are often nebulous and transitory, 
if definable at all. Wilderness reclassification hearings and delibera- 
_ • e,i have manifested evidence of nationaltions on wilderness legislation nave manix® 
interest and public consent. Infection and education programs geared 
toward wilderness policy proposals and explanation of the wilderness 
concept can be all—important here.
In the final analysis economic and other studies delineate public 
. These solutions must be publiclyland problems and suggest solutions.
accepted to be legitimate.
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B. Conclusions
The hypothesis of this study has been substantiated. In 1960 wilder­
ness was the best socio-economic use, from a public welfare standpoint, 
of the land comprising the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area of Montana. If 
such considerations were the only ones the solution to land use of the 
Bob Marshall would be relatively simple. However, the problem here is not 
simple, and it is not even a single problem but a complex of many intri­
cate and involved sub—problems. Most of these have economic conseguences 
and few of them can be neatly solved. Facets of the land use problem 
are political, sociological, and biological, as well as economic. The 
Wilderness is a dynamic entity and we have considered it in a static 
sense for analytical purposes. It is important to maintain planning 
flexibility in accordance with future resource needs. For the Bob Marshall 
periodic re-evaluation ia necessary. In future years, pressure of increasing 
numbers of users may hinder the retention of wilderness conditions, despite 
U-l classification, demand for commercial resource uses may become signi­
ficant, or need for developed recreation areas may be paramount.
Assumptions on water and wildlife have over-simplified the analysis. 
More study should be devoted to these. Pengelly's Investigation on elk 
for the ORRRC report has been helpful in the wildlife area. Water will 
be most important in the future, and wilderness water contributions are 
already quite significant on the Sun River project. Much could be learned ‘ 
from the study of these comparatively unaltered watershed regions. Inves­
tigations of the wilderness user could be expanded with probability sampling, 
now that a basic study has been made.
It is important to contact ymng people (13-18 years of age) in the 
Area along with adults, for these are the users of the future as well as 
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the voters who will retain or abolish wilderness. The ORRRC study should 
have included these ages in the 1960 investigation.
Recognizing the class system in America as described by various 
sociologists, several social groups now use the wilderness, although 
those of the higher classes appear somewhat in the majority in our results. 
With development of areas surrounding the Wilderness, accessibility will 
increase and user class patterns may well change.
Over time pressures for utilitarian resource uses in the Bob Marshall 
Area will increase, especially for timber, gas, and oil. It seems 
probable that demand for these will be met in regions outside. In general, 
preservationists should recognize this probability and concentrate their 
efforts on the retention of the designated wilderness area rather than 
Aftempting to maintain all undeveloped outside areas in a wilderness con­
dition. The Wilderness itself will become unique as surrounding areas 
are developed.
As development approaches the Wilderness boundaries, use will 
increase and the characteristics which now endear the Wilderness to 
present generations will be altered. Since the nature of society also 
changes with advancing technology and expanding population, these altera­
tions may seem slight in comparison with outside civilization.
Given the largely Intangible values of the Wilderness, public consent, 
in the form of congressional legislation, bached by careful analysis of 
resource uses, will add permanence to wilderness status.
Fees for wilderness seem realistic and probably are justified to 
forego utilitarian development.
Wilderness is a resource of recreational, cultural, and aesthetic
32 j kora +o refer to*  a vestige of an earlier form of3ZCultural is used here to rerer
civilization.
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value, in which most resource components serve aesthetic rather than 
utilitarian functions. On this basis, and recognizing the inconsistencies 
of wilderness reservation that allow some uses for administration and 
not for visitors, timber production and wilderness reservation are not 
compatible.
The Forest Service, in its administration of the Wilderness, faces a 
difficult situation. There is great disparity between the intensive manage­
ment approaches on non—wilderness land, geared to integrated commercial 
resource use, and the custodial aspects of a preservation area d sanding 
a special sort of non-utilitarian attention. Most Forest Service personnel 
are not oriented by training.or temperament to handle both types of mAnag*-  
ment, and yet this is what the situation requires. This circumstance is 
further complicated by the mandate that the Service attend upon the d^nda 
of many types of user groups — groups whose understanding of each other 
is limited and whose powers in Congress are strong.
The range of management alternative stretches from gradual, piece­
meal, full development of the Wilderness under group pressure to complete 
withdrawal of primitive administration to preserve true wilderness conditions. 
Somewhere between these extremes may lie a point of optimum management appealin 
to wilderness enthusiasts and users and acceptable to other groups.
A bold approach to wilderness as a resource 4. , ,lesource, now suggested by many 
Forest Service leaders, includes training personnel in wilderness concepts. 
This is most important in effective wilderness administration. The special 
aspects of user demand need to be considered. Informational and interpretive 
devices should be employed to aid visitors and the general public in an 
understanding and appreciation of the Wilderness jiiaemess. Trained recreation aides 
are helpful in field administration.
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Uniform, all-wilderness ranger districts could be beneficial in this 
picture, and management should be geared to the overall purposes of the 
wilderness and its public attractions.
With reservation of the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, the Forest 
Service is providing for a clientele beyond the usual national forest 
resource users. This is an economic benefit to Montana and offers 
definite service in the national interest.
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Appendix 2: REVIEW OF LITERATURE
This section is concerned with literature on the subject of wilder­
ness use, history, philosophy, and management, and the economics of 
outdoor recreation as related to wilderness. While there are many 
writings on certain aspects of these topics, only those pertinent 
to the study of the subject area are covered.
A. Philosophy and Management *
1. Philosophy
Some of the major writings of Aldo Leopold (1921) and Bob Marshall
(1930) have been discussed in Part II of this study. There is no doubt 
that the writings of these two men had then, and continue to have today, 
an influence on Forest Service and preservation group wilderness policies. 
Sigurd F. Olson's previously quoted comments indicate a recent expression 
of wilderness preservation philosophy.
Various wildland managers and users recognize the need for wilderness 
areas but, because of expanding population and increasing commercial 
and recreational demands for wilderness resources they are concerned as to the 
amount and location of wilderness. Mr. W. D. Hagenstein, executive vice 
president of the Industrial Forestry Association expressed this concern 
in an article in American Forests:
"...This doesn't mean that wilderness should not be 
one of our important land uses....We think it should be. 
But it is unsound land management policy to establish any 
permanent wilderness until adequate land-use studies have 
shown such reservation can be made without impairing the n
needs of our growing population for more jobs and commodities...
(14, p. 8).
2. Management
The Forest Service has published an administrative study of a portion 
of the High Sierra Primitive Area of California, where annual man-days use 
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has risen from an estimated 49,000 man-days in 1947 to 253,467 man-days 
in 1959 (8). Arnold F. Snyder, Forest Service ranger on the High Sierra 
District and author of the study, summarizes his report as follows:
"The High Sierra Wilderness (Primitive) Area receives a 
steadily increasing use by human and recreation stock. More 
intensive use necessitates a corresponding increase in manage­
ment efforts, rules and regulations, access trail standards 
and mileage, and camping and sanitation facilities. These 
are all encroachments on the idealistic wilderness concept 
of naturalness*  above all other considerations, but are 
requirements if unlimited numbers of people are to be allowed 
to enter the area, and if the soil, vegetation, wildlife,1 water, 
and human health and safety are to be protected to the maximum 
extent.
...The distribution of both humans and recreation stock 
is a matter of primary importance. People tend to over-use 
areas along the main trails and ignore lateral areas. There 
are many ways of encouraging dispersement, among them are: 
ersonal contacts with, and help and advice from seasonal 
recreational aids. Betterment of the trail system, proper 
location of improved campsites with adequate signing or 
otherwise publicizing the locations. A greater understanding 
and cooperation on the part of commercial packers to obtain 
a more uniform use of the area.
"Most of the higher areas should be reserved for hiker 
use only. Reasons are: The excessive cost of constructing 
safe trails, the hazards of pushing stock over existing 
rou es, e fragility of very high mountain meadows and soils 
^d a def^ite antagonism against stock by a sizeable portion 
of hikers..." (30, p. 55).
It should be stated that use in the High Sierra Area is more by foot 
than by horse, the reverse of the Bob Marshall situation. Though user 
pressures are not so great in the Bob Marshall, many of the problems stated 
above probably will eventually face the Forest Service in this Wilderness.
The Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission
On June 28, 1958, the U. S. Congress established the Outdoor Recreation 
Resources Review Commission for the purpose of making an Intensive nationwide 
study of outdoor recreation. The mission of the Commission was essentially 
threefold:
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"To determine the outdoor recreation wants and needs of 
the American people now and what they will be in the years 
1976 and 2000.
"To determine the recreation resources of the Nation 
available to satisfy those needs now and in the years 1976 
and 2000.
"To determine what policies and programs should be 
recommended to ensure that the needs of the present and 
future are adequately and efficiently met" (24, p. 2).
The Commission consisted of eight congressional members and seven 
private citizens, one of whom, Laurence S. Rockefeller, was chairman. 
Their investigations covered many facets of the outdoor recreation 
picture, including a special study on wilderness.
1. General Report
The general report and summary, Outdoor Recreation for America, 
presented to President John F. Kennedy in January, 1962, contained 
many items pertinent to this study.
It was found, for instance, that hiking and horseback riding, 
the principal means of wilderness travel, decline markedly as activities 
beyond age 24. Participation in outdoor activities goes up with income 
and education (24, p. 38-47).
"Primitive areas present one of the most difficult prob­
lems of supply. They must often be large, and they must not 
be overused, or the delicate natural balance and the isolation 
which are their distinctive features will be lost. There is 
now a considerable acreage in primitive areas, most of which 
is in wilderness areas....
"The supply problems of primitive areas are particularly 
difficult because of the limited uses for which they are avail­
able; and opinions differ as to how restrictive their manage­
ment must be. There are strong pressures to open wilderness 
areas to certain commodity uses and against expanding wilder­
ness classification to new areas. Recreation seekers them­
selves may generate demands for facilities and services that 
change the character of wilderness areas... (24, p. 70-1).
In making a general classification for recreation areas in the
United States, the Commission set up a classification for primitive
, with the recommendation that:areas, including wilderness areas
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"Primitive areas should be carefully selected and should 
be managed for the sole and unequivocal purpose of maintaining 
their primitive characteristics.
"Once an area has been (selected as primitive), it should 
be managed so as to preserve the primitive condition and the 
isolation that qualified it for inclusion. There should be no 
development of public roads, permanent habitations, or recrea­
tion facilities of any sort. Their avoidance is the keystone 
of management. Mechanized equipment of any kind should be 
allowed in the area only as needed to assure protection from 
fire, insects, and disease. Any economic use of the area, 
such as the grazing of livestock, that may exist at the time 
of its establishment should be discontinued as soon as practi­
cable and equitable, and no further commercial utilization 
of the resources should be allowed" (24, p. 113).
Further, the Commission recommended that:
"Congress should enact legislation providing for the 
establishment and management of certain primitive areas as 
'wilderness areas'.
Primitive areas satisfy a deep-seated human need to get 
far away from the works of man. Prompt and effective action 
to preserve their unique, inspirational, scientific and cul­
tural values on an adequate scale is essential, since once 
destroyed they can never be restored.
Portions of national forests, parks, monuments, wild­
life refuges, game ranges and the unreserved public domain 
meet the basic criteria of primitive areas..." (24, p. 131-2).
2. Wilderness Report
The specific study on wilderness, ORRRC Study Report 3, is titled: 
Wilderness and Recreation — A Report on Resources, Values, and Problems. 
The study was made for the Commission by the Wildland Research Center, 
University of California, Berkeley, under the leadership of Dr. James P. 
Gilligan as Wilderness Project Director. Several case studies were made 
of individual wilderness areas. One of these was conducted by the author 
in the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area under a grant from the Wildland Research 
Center.
The wilderness report contains a general review of wilderness reser­
vation management, resources, and concepts. It deals with the National 
Park Service, Indian lands. Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife Areas, 
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and some miscellaneous and state lands in addition to national forest 
lands. It discusses the problems involved in the administration of these
areas now and in the future and contains a detailed section on the wil 
derness user and policy implications. It also contains an economic
analysis of wilderness areas.
Among the general findings of the wilderness report it was noted
that reserved wilderness tracts in the United States amount to some 19.3
million acres, rather than the generally reported figure of 40 mil 
acres, when areas under 100,000 acres are excluded and portions or
reserved areas containing extensive cultural developments are excepted.
Ninety percent of the total wilderness acreage was found to be in the 11 
western states. The South Fork of the Flathead River, Bob Marshall
Wilderness, was listed as a wilderness river recreation attractive for 
use by canoeists and kyakists from Salmon Forks north toward Hungry 




of its banks and drainage valley (8, p.
As to resources of the wilderness the report indicates:
"For motorized recreation — portions of most wilderness 
areas could be developed with roads, which could eliminate the 
wilderness condition, but the costs of road construction and 
maintenance would be unusually high. A large «ity of various 
-jr> 4-his country are now available to 
motorists3and there are millions of acres, particularly in the 
West, which can be. opened f-wtorized -reation^without^ 
jh ^C bee^sporadi^^pressures from conmunities and public 
Agencies to build roads through several existing wilderness 
regiO^”‘timber production - in the total area of wilderness 
tracts Sout one fourth may be capable of growing ^rcial 
traers a siemificance of these timber resources is smalltimber....The gnf * greater potential importance
on a national ' econOmically dependent on timber...(8, p. 6).
tO 1O«?ertainly1 w!t™t of soL 4.5 million acres of
Certain y Northern Rocky Mountain Statesproductive forest land in th^ md
of\E”“al forest land) will have some effect on 
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future timber production activities in this region. (This 
includes Montana). However, further expansion of the cut on 
the remaining non-withdrawn public lands can be achieved. The 
allowable cut on the national forests is currently estimated 
at 2.18 billion board feet, while the cut in the fiscal year 
1960 was 1.35 billion... .Thus, although the withdrawn produc­
tive forest land in this subregion is both absolutely and 
relatively greater than in any other major area, the regional 
effect is primarily one of placing a check on possible expan­
sion rather than contributing to difficult downward adjust­
ments in production as on the (Pacific) Coast..." (8, p. 85).
"For water storage and power...It is pertinent to add at 
this point...that aside from the potential alternative value 
of portions of wilderness areas as water development sites, 
the value of the areas themselves as watersheds is widely 
recognized to be an important one consistent with wilderness 
uses" (8, p. 6).
For mining At present there are no communities dependent 
on mineral resources of reserved areas; potential effects on 
local communities are therefore both speculative and limited 
to future development.... (But), the situation is uncertain 
because both the outcome of mineral exploration and the future 
strategic role of particular metals involve a high degree of 
speculation..." (8, p. 7).
The study illuminates part of the basic zone of concern in the Bob
Marshall Wilderness Area or any other national forest reservation when it 
points out that:
"...It is clear that interpretation of national versus 
local welfare is always a central issue in consideration of 
alternative values and uses for federally owned wilderness 
are*s It is not always feasible to reserve a large and 
unified wilderness area and also satisfy local (or regional) 
demands for resource development" (8 p. 7)
The report finds potential problems of attrition in wilderness 
reservations when primitive areas are reclassified. Also, the Forest 
Service lacks full jurisdiction over its reserved areas in the cases 
of the right of individuals to mine for uncomon minerals (mostly metals) 
under the 1872 Mining Act, water and power development by the Army Corps 
of Engineers, Bureau of Reclamation, or licenses of the Federal Power 
Commission, and big game management by the state game departments (8, p. 13).
The report states that management policy for wilderness lands lacks 
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distinctiveness in maintaining the natural environment of these lands. 
Minimum interference with the existing conditions is essential, parti­
cularly with regard to control of wildfire, insects, diseases, and 
predators. Wilderness is often managed primarily as a recreational 
resource and manipulated along these lines without due regard to the 
abstract and intangible values therein (8, p. 14).
Robert W. Steele, of the School of Forestry, Montana State University, 
in 1960 made a special report for the Wildland Research Center on the 
fire aspects of the Bob Marshall Wilderness. He described the fire history 
of the Wilderness, the past and present means of control, and the 
character of the forests and fuel types. His findings are discussed 
in Part IV of this paper.
Dr. W. Leslie Pengelly, also of Montana State University, made 
another special report for the ORRRC wilderness study on elk population 
problems in the Bob Marshall Wilderness Area. He traced the history of 
the elk population rise and fall, its rise after heavy forest fires and 
subsequent increase in forage, and other facets of the problem. Pengelly 
indicated that the peak of the elk population is past and that habitat 
manipulation will be necessary to restore hunting to its former prominence.
Such a course is not in harmony with maintaining natural conditions 
and reflects one of the dilemmas of wilderness management, Dr. Pengelly 
recognizes this in concluding that.
" The area has already been set aside as a unique 
area because of its wilderness features. If managing elk 
habitat would mean destroying the sanctity of wilderness 
perhaps a policy of non-management would prove to be the 
pcxiian . v_a+ acreaaes of mountainous countrybest management, vast acreages*  uau4 4-a4. „anexist outside wilderness boundaries and elk habitat can 
and is being developed there...7 (26, p. ooj.
Relative to wilderness vacationists, ORRRC Study Report 3 offers
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a great deal of valuable information. Interviews were conducted in seven 
wilderness areas throughout the United States, including the Bob Marshall 
Area, during the summer of 1960 and were analyzed for three areas (High 
Sierra Primitive Area, California, U. S. Forest Service and National Park 
Service; Boundary Waters Canoe Area, U. S. Forest Service; and the Mount 
Marcy Area of the New York Conservation Department).
Among the findings concerning wilderness users in the three areas
mentioned above, the following are the most significant for this study:
Wilderness recreation is still primarily a male activity. Most 
wilderness users are above average in education and income. They are 
predominantly city people with camping and other wilderness skills. 
The later the introduction to camping, the less is the user's commitment 
to wilderness use.
A majority of wilderness users were under 50 years of age, but all 
age groups were represented. Length of stay was directly related to 
income level. Most wilderness campers were satisfied with their trips. 
Wilderness trips were inexpensive, costing less than $3 per day per 
person for about half of the people in income brackets up to $15,000 
(8, p. 130-145).
In regard to the wilderness user the report concludes:
••two strongest motivations to wilderness use are 
a wish to escape from the routines and crowds of daily life and 
a desire to enjoy the beauties of nature. That these two moti­
vations should prove to be about equally persuasive might have 
been expected since they are complementary. The character of 
the wilderness stands in sharp contrast to the character of 
modern urban life, and those who wish a change from the latter 
can find it in the wilderness....
''What comes through most strongly in this analysis of the 
appeals of the wilderness is the singularly important function 
which wilderness serves as a means to relieve the anxieties 
and tensions of modern life..." (8, p. 151).
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These last statements relate rather closely to the philosophical 
expressions quoted earlier from Sigurd Olson.
Wilderness users were found to support strongly the reservation of 
wilderness areas and oppose any reduction in their size. Generally, wil­
derness users were in favor of leaving wilderness areas untouched. They 
were opposed to natural resource utilization, to extensive control and 
management of wildlife and vegetation, and to the addition of wilderness 
area recreation facilities (8, p. 162).
The wilderness report reveals that while rates of increase in use 
are variable from area to area, their nationwide projection indicates 
a tenfold increase in wilderness recreation use by the year 2000. National 
forest recreation areas use comparisons between 1946 and 1959 show a 
380 percent increase in man-days use in the United States and a 290 
percent increase in visits. The report states that wilderness use will 
probably rise when the seven million acres of undeveloped lands within 
the national forests, not now reserved as wilderness, are developed with 
roads and other improvements in the future. People using these lands now 
. ._ _ 1-iVaiv shift to reserved areas as developmentfor wilderness vacations will lixeiy l
ensues (8, p. 124).
c. Studies in the Economics of Outdoor Recreation
Basic to the analysis of land use in the Bob Marshall Wilderness 
Area is the allocation of available resources. While wilderness 
recreation is a special type of resource use, it is dealt with here as a 
part of the broader term "recreation.
In the past, numerous difficulties have been encountered in placing
^Resources are 
vidual and social, 
of attaining a given
of satisfying wants, indi- 
and the function or operation 
wants.
defined here as a means 
They are related to use 
end such as satisfying
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a value on recreation.,...,The following statement, h$s xi?e^n..tai-en from the 
published results of the National' Pa^k ,Service study Q:n.mQuei;a^y.v!!valuation 
q|f|9^) XqIfO^ erew arspv aeemebf tW
- i , , "Recreation is --.an ,i,ntangible, .a service*.,..It-is-vnot  ,a-••'•• ■• ’■' t ' • 1 1■> • r‘ , ■> i r> <5JDr» i,n GCt’1 XwJIJ.L .Lnstandardized or homogeneous service; it varies with every 
individual.. ...It is of the mind and.body, it cannot be stored 
or transported, it is a psychic value and it cannot be measured
tr,i,n objective terms. .Finally, ^the recreat ionalr,values.supplies 
by the National Park Service are not sold for a price under 
market ...place rules"... (47, p, 421,.... h__ on.r,r.,r ,
This study was carried on between 1947 and 1949., fltqW?^ directed by 
Prewitt,, National J^ark Service..pconomi^si; illWashington, D. C., and 
.involved consultations with several of.fthe nation's leading econ^iuists on 
the questions of methodologyain,.the ^valuation ,of „rgqreiation^and the 
possibility ,of achieving worthwhile ..results. .In general*  it was-Concluded 
that it ..was .impossible to measure the economic benefits of the National 
Park System in monetary value. jm
- • - t nee r «■• >!. .ariaiv n r eefietonz rtneo req
However, some ideas were presented byDr. Prewittand theconsultants 
that may hhv® some merit in this,,-recreation value context,. Dr. f.Haro Id 
Hotelling, of the University qf,North Carolina, suggested^e 3^,a of 
def ining^. concentric iz?h®a -arqund^eaqh park^area .th,a,tjn^rayel q^qt to 
the park from all points in each zone is approximately.qonstaot*.  ,.,The 
number of visito^
travel costs are figured for each zone. Assuming similar benefits, 
regardless of zone, those living nearest the park have a consumers' surplus 
equal to the difference in park travel cost between their,zone and the most
* •* oxs c*x  iOX JfitJlDS 1
distant zone. This consumers', to ..the number of .people
i e os ord e * irBa K 
coming.from the zone involved is the Jus^j, after deducting park operating 
costs, for figuring public recreational value benefits for the subject 
park in a particular year.
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Mr. Prewitt suggested that ’’economic values” of recreation should 
be forgotten and the effects of recreation on national income should be 
considered:
”....Due to the fact that individuals are willing to 
spend money for recreational services, there are definite and 
specific effects on the national income of the country• If 
recreation induces a certain expenditure which in turn gener­
ates national income, then it may be said that some indication 
of the benefit of recreation is how much of the national 
income is associated with induced expenditure” (4-3, P« 20). 
The national income method, suggested in the National Park Service 
report, develops an application problem in the determination of the 
amount of moneys
.People spend on vacation travel to national parks or. 
will spend to visit new areas, and how this expenditure is 
distributed...” (47, p. 21).
While the general tone of the National Park Service study of 
recreation economics was pessimistic about recreation valuation, some 
positive gains have been made since that time in methods of approaching 
the evaluation problem.
In considering the problem of recreation value on three areas in 
the Feather and Truckee Biver drainages in the Sierra Nevada of Cali­
fornia, Sacramento State College economist A. H. Trice, and S. E. Wood, 
President of Pacific Planning and Research, developed a method based 
on the consumers’ surplus approach of Dr. Hotelling. They assume that 
the distance travelled to and from the subject recreation area would 
be the same for every party originating in any one county, with dis­
tance based on the county seat or population center. The per mile
, „ c+a+a nf California cars on state businesscost (6.5 cents) of operating State oi uaxiioriu.
. •«, Fnr developing total travel costs per visitor day.was the primary basis for aevei p &
, vTava -fl cnired for each of the three locations. The Median travel costs were figur 
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difference between total travel costs at the bulk line (in this study the 
90th percentiles that corresponded to Hotelling's most distant zones) and 
the medians provided the basis for the consumers' surplus, free benefit, 
or travel cost index attributable to the recreation areas (32).
In 1956, Trice and Wood obtained, through public agency interviews, 
data on number of persons per recreation party, their origin, and the 
number of days spent by each party on the entire trip and in the Feather 
River and Truckee< River recreation areas. No data were gathered as to 
specific recreational intent or as to other recreation enjoyed on the 
trip (alternatives). Trice and Wood assumed that a proper charge of 
travel cost to the area under study was the percentage of the total 
round trip spent in the recreation area. These investigators obtained 
an average free benefit per visitor-day of approximately $2.00 for the 
three California areas.
The value of $2.00 was not considered as a market price, but 
rather a measure of intangible non—economic values beyond the user's 
payment capacity and applicable to the particular area of California 
at the time of data collection (1956). The authors state that this 
index is a monetary measure which represents recreational enjoyment 
beyond expenditure. It is not based on costs of recreational facility 
development or on differences of taste or wealth.
The consumers' surplus approach of Hotelling and as used by Trice 
and Wood in their Travel Cost Index idea does not consider the possibility 
of the use of alternative areas. These are important in considering many 
recreation situations. Dr. L. G. Hines, Professor of Economics at Dartmouth
College states:
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• "Although it is true that the 'costs of travel' index
avoids questions of income difference, taste, and object of 
travel expenditures, such considerations cannot properly be 
ignored in the determination of public policy" (16. p. 366).
Dr. Marion Clawson of Resources for the Future, Inc., an agri­
cultural economist and former head of the U. S. Bureau of Land Manage­
ment, has made extensive study of the problems of outdoor recreation 
in the United States and has developed an approach to establishing 
demand functions for outdoor recreation as an indication of value 
(9). In general, his approach involves the development of one demand 
curve for the total recreation experience and a second curve for the 
individual recreation opportunity, the latter being based on the former. 
He assumes that:
"...A large number of people will have a predictable
and meas^irable reaction to an outdoor recreation opportunity 
(9, p. 15).
Using figures on estimated cost per visit to certain national 
parks,, he developed curves of these values over thousands of visits per 
100,000 population. He then assumed that the use of the parks in 
question has expanded to a point where the value of the recreation site, 
at the margin, is zero or as near to zero as are the entrance fees.
Thus one point is established on the demand curve for the indi-
, , - , , ■! 4-ir Thp curve of increased entrance feesvidual recreation opportunity, me curve
over recreation visits is developed from estimating the effect of 
raising entrance fees to each of the subject national parks. The curves, 
developed by Clawson, are highly inelastic, and are constructed on the 
assumption that users view the increases in fees in a rational way. He 
feels that such curves approximate the true demand curves for each of 
the parks involved, subject to the inadequacies of the data used.
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In assuming that a large number of people's reaction to an outdoor 
recreation opportunity is predictable and measurable. Dr. Clawson weakens 
his approach. Here he transcends necessary knowledge which is essential 
to his final goal. Do we not need to do basic research concerning people's 
recreational reactions and habits as a basis for the valuation of outdoor 
recreation?
Dr. Zivnuska's comment on the Clawson approach is particularly relevant 
here:
"Unfortunately, this approach involves combining non- 
homogeneous items in developing the quantity variable and 
ignoring the highly important differences in alternate recrea­
tional opportunities characteristic of the user zones in 
developing the price variable. Thus again the model does 
not appear valid for its intended use.
"All such efforts to derive the economic value of pub­
licly supported recreation seem sure to end in frustration 
because of a failure to identify the exact nature of the 
value to be estimated. The services provided by a recrea­
tional area or opportunity are consumers' goods. Unlike 
producers goods such consumers' goods are not purchased to 
produce income; instead they are purchased for motivations 
which may not be known, but whose force is presumably reflec­
ted in market price..." (52, p. 558).
The Sub-committee on Evaluation Standards of the Federal Inter-Agency 
Committee on Water Resources has suggested that value benefits or recrea-? 
tional use be based on informed estimates of average value of recreational 
facilities to prospective users. These should be related to what people 
would be willing to pay and to actual charges paid by users on comparable 
areas with deductions for applicable costs. The beneficial effects that 
cannot be evaluated in this way, such as aesthetic and scenic values, should 
be considered as intangibles (46).
Dr. M. N. Palley, now at the School of Forestry, University of Cali­
fornia, proposed a procedure for comparing the economic importance of 
timber and wildland recreation in Michigan based on the national income 
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accounting approach of the U. S. Department of Commerce. Developed 
for a doctoral dissertation at Michigan State University, the method 
involved comparisons to be carried out at consumer level or the highest 
level of Michigan production, with measurement limited to income accruing 
to Michigan's economy. The basic framework for the approach was 
established and the problems of obtaining income increments were enu­
merated. These income comparisons were to be the basis of establishing 
land use priorities. No specific applications of the method were made 
by Dr. Palley, rather the need for more research, particularly in the 
recreation aspect, was stressed (25). However, Dr. Palley's approach 
for Michigan seems to eliminate some of the difficulties in the National 
Park Service method of using national income.
Dr. Vaux and Dr. Zivnuska, at the University of California, stress 
in recent articles the importance of charges for recreational use on 
pub! i r» lands. Vaux believes charges are necessary to pay for recrea­
tional developments, to ration facilities so that recreation values are 
not destroyed, to draw funds from the user rather than the general tax­
payer, and to set a charge pattern which could be followed by private 
landowners (48).
Dr. Zivnuska suggests that:
"...By bringing costs into closer coincidences within 
social groups, a reduction in conflicts could be achieved and 
that developing a 'recreational stumpage' would provide impor­
tant additional evidence as to desirable resource allocation. 
A fee structure would increase the quantity of recreation 
lands by bringing more private areas into the market...
(53, p. 67).
Dr. David N. Milstein, Department of Economics, University of 
Michigan, has suggested some contributions of economics to outdoor 
recreation:
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"...The major limits to the prospective contribu­
tions of economics to outdoor recreation research on 
prediction lie in those determinants of behavior which 
are outside the scarcity orientation. The effects of 
culture, institutions, tastes, attitudes, etc., can be 
handled by competent statistical researchers from any of 
the behavioral disciplines, if and when these effects are 
expressed operationally. An economist has no special 
disciplinary expertise in these matters, qua economist. 
The same is true on the supply side, for matters of 
technology, which are properly brought into social science 
models in the form of advice from qualified technical 
experts. When it comes to outdoor recreation policy 
decisions, current work is beginning to show that the 
economist can advise on the efficiency of resource alloca­
tion, but only in a very special welfare economics sense. 
Again, many /extra-economic' policy considerations, which 
may often be overriding, are beyond his special compe­
tence..." (21, p. 88).
The Outdoor Recreation Resources Review Commission study report on 
wilderness contains a section on the economic analysis of wilderness areas. 
This is primarily the work of Dr. Irving Hoch, Department of Agricultural 
Economics, University of California. After developing the concept that the 
cost of wilderness use is the value of foregone opportunities, Dr. Hoch 
argues that some wilderness obtained values are of the private good form 
rather than of the collective good form. Personal satisfaction reduced by 
increased congestion and overuse becomes a private good. Since many of 
the wilderness values, such as vicarious pleasure from knowing wilderness 
exists, are collective, a completely determinant solution to wilderness 
allocation is not possible. Hoch stresses, however, that economic analysis 
of wilderness areas can aid in decision making by developing information 
for basing decisions, given some assumptions as to the significance of the 
collective good component.
Using data based primarily on empirical case studies of wilderness areas 
in California, average wilderness land values were developed from which 
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opportunity costs per man-day were generated^ agency allocative decisions 
as to roads, boundaries, etc., were studied, amounts of use were analyzed 
and predictions made for the future, man-days use was related to accessi­
bility, physical characteristics of areas, etc., ORRRC survey data on 
wilderness users was analyzed, and an artificial allocation decision 
procedure was formed (8).
For the man-days future use predictive equations, Forest Service 
data on man-days use were obtained for the 1947-1959 period. The Bob 
Marshall Area was included in the use predictions.
"...It was decided to fit a series of explanatory 
equations to this data. Usually a simple least-squares 
fit of per capita use on per capita income was obtained. 
Results obtained were generally encouraging, considering 
the data limitations. These equations can be used in com­
paring use between types of recreation and between loca­
tions. Further, they can be used as predictive equations. 
The insertion of forecasts of future per capita income 
will yield estimates of future per capita use. These per 
capita estimates can then be multiplied by population 
projections to obtain forecasts of total future use (or 
total projected demand at zero price).
"Estimates obtained will have at least two important 
applications. These are (1) comparing projected use to 
capacity and (2) comparing benefits to costs.
"The prediction procedure outlined was in fact 
followed here using Outdoor Recreation Resources Review 
Commission projections of per capita income and popula­
tion. Use equations were developed for a number of cases 
... including...man—days use for individual wilderness 
areas..." (8, p. 228).
Though the specific equations used were not given, they were of
the form: Y = a + bx. The following procedures were employed in
developing projections:
"1. The ORRRC projections of population and disposable 
income for the United States as a whole were taken as given.
"2. Projections of United States desposable income per 
capita were then obtained, using the previous information.
34The report states: "...Multiplying land value by an assumed 
market rate of interest of 5 percent will yield an estimate of rental 
value. Dividing this by man-days yields opportunity cost per man-day.
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"3. It was noted there might be differential growth in 
disposable income per capita between United States regions. 
...Regional trends were investigated using Department of 
Commerce data, and on this basis United States growth rates 
were modified to fit individual regions of interest... 
Southwest, Mountain and Pacific regions.
"4. With growth rates for per capita income established, 
corresponding estimates of per capita income were obtained.
"5. On the basis of these projected per capita income
values, projected man-days of use per 1,000 persons were ob­
tained from the predictive equations.
"6. Finally these figures were multiplied by growth in 
population to obtain total growth in use..." (8, p. 229-272).
In the United States total wilderness use in the year 1976 is viewed 
as having nearly a fourfold increase over 1959, while use in the year 2000 
is some ten times as great as in 1959. For the Bob Marshall the projected 
total man-days use from 1947 to 2000 was obtained by multiplying forecasts 
of use per capita by population forecasts. As shown in the following 
tabulation, the predicted total man-days use was over eight times larger 













Problems in the projection procedure include the choice of variables 
used, difficulties of measurement, and the assumption of linear relationship 
of plotted data. Some of the use estimating procedures employed by the 
Forest Service, and thus by the wilderness study group, are open to question.
The artificial allocation decision procedure developed by the ORRRC 
economist is suggested for use in primitive area reclassification where 
the subject area may be divided into several zones with possibilities for 
commercial use, developed recreation, and wilderness recreation. The 
returns per capita and total are fiaured fnr jj-xgurea ror e&ch use, assuming the agency­
responsible can estimate the values per unit of activity in each case 
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apparently arbitrarily chosen in the illustration given in the report. 
Assuming wilderness value will decrease with reduction in size, broad 
categories are compared as to total dollar returns, the highest being 
the best alternative.
Admittedly, the method is oversimplified, leaving out time 
considerations and important complementary and competitive relationships 
among potential activities. No indication is given as to the origin of 
the all-important variable wilderness recreation return. Nevertheless, 
this approach may be helpful in showing relative relationships of various 
returns with changes in area size.
Dr. Hoch recommends the consideration of user fees for wilderness 
areas in the form of recreation licenses. Such fees would ration use, 
cover some of the opportunity costs of administering wilderness areas, 
and provide revenues to local counties in lieu of other forest resource 
receipts.
More study is recommended, particularly with regard to the compe­
titive and complementary relationships among types of use and the interest 
groups related to these uses. While suggesting the above approaches, 
the general conclusion of the report is that:
"...For the foreseeable future the only readily accessible 
measure of intangible values is public sentiment weighted 
by administrative judgement. We recognize that it is a 
crude measure at best; but no practical substitute has 
yet been found..." (8, p. 12).
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Appendix 3: OUTFITTERS AND OTHER ACTIVITIES
A*  Outfitters, Guides, and Dude Ranchers
Outfitters and guides generally operate from ranches on the periphery 
of the Wilderness and make wilderness pack trips their major business 
from July through November. Many run commercial cattle ranches during 
the balance of the year. Some manage guest ranches or dude ranches for 
the use of both wilderness and non-wilderness vacationists.
Individual outfitter campsites and pasture for saddle and pack 
stock are leased by the Forest Service under special use permits on a 
one season basis. Outfitters and guides are licensed by the Montana 
State Fish and Game Department, to whom they report annually as to 
parties serviced plus fish and game taken.
In 1960 there were 40 outfitters operating in the Wilderness during 
the fall hunting season, and 11 of these also operated during the summer. 
Results of an inquiry of guide activities in the summer of 1960 indicated 
that fees .charged per day per person for visitors taken into the 
Wilderness ranged from $15.00 to $45.00, with an average figure of $25.00 
per day. The average trip length for guided parties was nine days. For 
40 operators the total estimated income from trips to the Bob Marshall 
was $257,880. An average of four wranglers worked with each party. With 
an estimated fixed investment of $760,000 in the packing business, after 
costs of food, equipment, wages (not including the owner himself), 
maintenance costs, and Forest Service charges, estimated return was 
5.2 percent before taxes. A tabulation of 1960 expenses and income for 
the 40 operations is as follows:
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Total gross income from Bob Marshall operations $257,880
Expenses for Bob Marshall operations:
Food $51,705
Equipment 37,280







Estimated total investment in packing business
related to Bob Marshall Area $760,000
— 5.2% return 1960 (before taxes)39,371760,000
While some operators did rather well, this rough analysis shows 
that if the general cost of capital runs around 7 percent, a 5.2 percent 
return, not including operator's wages and taxes, is not very remunerative. 
Short seasons, poor weather, and reservation cancellations add to this 
problem.
There are a few dude ranches operating near the Wilderness that can 
take advantage of a shorter transportation'situation. This is particularly 
the case with the Klick Dude Ranch, adjoining the Wilderness boundary west 
of Gibson Reservoir on the Sun River. Here guests are able to walk into 
the Wilderness to fish in about ten minutes or make a lone horseback ride- 
into it for a day to view the scenery. The Klicks also rent pasture rights 
from the Forest Service for their stock on wilderness land to the west 
of their property.
Gleason's resort on the North ™ .uie worth fork of the Teton near Ear Mountain 
and the Bruckert Ranch at Bench Mark provide guide service into the Wil­
derness and nearby country. Tom Edwards and Howard Copenhaver (White Tail 
Ranch) provide guide service north of Ovando, as do Joe Murphy and others.
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B. Oil and Gas Companies
In recent years there have been numerous requests by various companies 
for gas and oil leases on national forest land. As a result most of the 
Lewis and Clark National Forest lands to the east of the Wilderness have 
been placed under oil and gas lease. There is at least one possibly 
productive capped gas well at Blackleaf Canyon northeast of the Wilderness.
Requests for leases on the Sun River portion of the Wilderness
Area have been opposed by the Forest Service as against the best interests
of national forest management. This position has been backed by the
Secretary of the Interior. The Forest Service position on this was stated 
by John Sieker, Chief, Division of Recreation and Land Uses of the Forest 
Service, in a memorandum to Region One, USFS, Missoula, in 1955:
"...It (is) our policy to recommend against any oil and 
gas leases in wilderness areas. This policy is based on the 
premise that since the issuance of mineral leases is dis­
cretionary with the Secretary of the Interior, we are free to 
recommend rejection of any lease which we believe would be 
detrimental to the best interests of national forest manage­
ment. The situation is quite different than with mining 
claims, where persons have a statutory right to prospect and 
mine on national forest lands in a wilderness area.
The oil companies also asked that they be allowed to run seis­
mographic surveys in the area using horses for access. The Forest 
Service refused this request. In the 1955 to 1960 period several 
oil company parties made trips into the Wilderness to study the geo­
logy. At least two parties were in the area in 1960.
So far no actual evidence of oil or gas has been found inside the 
Wilderness, and Geological Survey geologists working on the Sun River 
in 1960 expressed doubt as to its occurrence there. Should oil or gas
353ieker, John. Chief, Division of Recreation and Land Uses, U. S. 
Forest Service. Memorandum to Region I, Missoula, Montana. Washington, 
D. C., June 14, 1955.
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indications be found in or near the Wilderness, however, it seems likely 
that strong pressure would be directed toward the Secretary of the Interior 
for lease rights.
C. Water Development Projects
Some local groups in Montana have proposed water developments involving 
the use of small water storage projects on upper river basins such as those 
in the Bob Marshall Wilderness. Since no field studies of these areas 
have been made and no withdrawals have been made by the Federal Power 
Commission, these proposals do not constitute an existing problem. With 
future expanding water development such proposals may become important.
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Appendix 4: USER DATA QUESTIONNAIRES AND TABLES
A. Questionnaires
#1
Distribution of Interview Responses
For Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, Montana — Summer and Fall, I9601
Summer Fall
I. WILDERNESS TRIP INFORMATION
1. How many days ago did you enter this wilder-
ness area on your current trip?
ARRIVED WITHIN LAST DAY OR: TWO 60%
3-4 DAYS AGO 20
5-7 DAYS AGO 17
8 DAYS TO TWO WEEKS AGO 3
OVER TWO WEEKS AGO —
100%
N = (35) 
2. At what location did you enter this area?
(Responses not tabulated)
3. About how long do you plan to
TWO DAYS OR LESS
3-4 DAYS
5-7 DAYS









N = (35) (13)
4a. Are you on your vacation, is this a week-end 










N = (35) (13)
University of California, Wildland Research Center. Wilderness 
and Recreation — A Report on Resources, Values and Problems. Washington,
D. C.£ Govt. Printing Office, 1962. p. 171-191.
*N. T. = Responses not tabulated. .
♦Tables which are starred represent instances in which totals add 
up to more than 100% because the question permitted more than a single 
response.
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(IF "VACATION", ASK:) Summer
4b. Do you consider this the most important
part of your vacation, just a small side
trip of your vacation or what?
MOST IMPORTANT PART 87%






5. When you hear the word 'wilderness', 
what kinds of things come to mind? 
(Responses not tabulated)
6. How many miles will you travel in the back 
country on this trip? (Just your best guess)
0-5 MILES —
6-10 MILES 3% - ,
11-20 MILES 11
21-50 MILES 20 15%
51-100 MILES 55 39
OVER 100 MILES 11 46
100% 100%
N = (35) (13)
7a. Are you here with your wife (husband)? 
With any of your children? With other 










(IF ACCOMPANIED BY CHILDREN, ASK);















Not counting a guide, how many people are Summer Fall
in your entire group, including children? 
RESPONDENT ALONE 3%
TWO 12 8%
THREE TO FIVE 32 39
SIX TO TEN 32 30







8b. How many men and how many women over 18 are 
in your group? Please give separate figures 





TREE TO FIVE 26



















8c. How many children 12 








or under are in your group. 

















. . TWO 6 N.T.
THREE TO FIVE 20
SIX TO TEN —
bdl OVER"TEN —
•• f \ .







' BOAT r — —
PADDLING OR ROWING — —
PROPELLED BY MOTOR —— —
OTHER —
‘ ' ry J 1 105%* 100%
(' •
9b. How are you transporting supplies?
N = (35) (13)
STAYING AT LODGE IN BACKCOUNTRY (NO SUPPLIES) — ——
BACKPACK 6% ——








10a. Here is a card (HAND RESPONDENT CARD "A") 
listing some outdoor activities. I'd like 
you to look the list over and tell me which 







Horseback riding ’ gg
Swimming 54
Boating, rafting, canoeing 31
Skiing















Boating, rafting, canoeing 3
Skiing —
Amateur nature or wildlife study 34
Photography 49
N = (35)
























OUTDOOR CLUB OR CONSERVATION ORGANIZATION 14
CHURCH
YM. YWCA, SCOUTS, ETC. 6
CIVIC OR FRATERNAL ORGANIZATION
PRIVATE CAMP OR SCHOOL o o
OTHER w100% 100%
N = (35) (13)
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Summer Fall
Xj-’512. How’many persons traveling with your group
were hired to hdlp out on this trip (that




THREE.’TO FIVE 11 46
’’ SIX % TEN 9 16
OVERMEN — —
100% 100%
N = (35) (13)
(ASK; IN SIERRAS, QUETICO^-SUPERIOR, AND GREAT SMOKIES): 




•> r .rs \'14. How did you happen to select this particular 
wilderness for your trip rather than some other? 
(Responses not tabulated)
II USER KNOWLEDGE AND INTEREST IN WILDERNESS
15. Do you happen to know what governmental agency 
is in" charge of this area?
U. ST FOREST SERVICE 65%
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE
STATE AGENCY 3
OTH?ER ’ H 3
DON'T KNOW 17
DEPT. OT’ WERTO!? b' 17• • 6








16. As far as you know, what is the official 
policy in this immediate region in regard 
-1 — to permitting the following:
















Not permitted 40 N.T.
Don't know 46
N = (35) 100%
RESERVOIRS: Permitted 11%




BIG GAME HUNTING: Permitted 91%




KILLING PREDATORS: Permitted 63%
















would you prefer a larger 
a smaller area, 
size as it is?
15% 16%
For your purposes 
wilderness area than this one, 
qj- is this one about the right 
LARGER WILDERNESS AREA 
SMALLER WILDERNESS AREA
ABOUT RIGHT AS IS 85 84100% 100%





18. If it were made smaller, would you still 





19. Have you ever heard of the National Wilderness 








20a. Are you in favor of reserving undeveloped 






20b. What are your reasons for feeling this way? 
(Responses not tabulated)
21. As you may know, there are two major plans for 
setting policy for the use of wilderness areas. 
One is to put into federal law the important 
regulations governing such things as grazing, 
resort development, mining, etc., so that they 
cannot easily be changed. Another is to allow 
the appropriate governmental agency such as the 
Forest Service, to decide on what regulations 
are needed.
Which plan do you prefer, or doesn't it make 

































Do you think that natural resources in wilder­
ness areas such as minerals, timber, grazing 
lands or water should be utilized for the pub­








Generally speaking, do you think man should try 
to control and manage the wildlife and vegeta­
tion in a wilderness area, or do you 
nature's forces should be allowed to 













In this area, what would you say should 
general policy toward adding facilities 
recreational use — would you say it should be 
to leave the area completely untouched, or,to 
add primitive improvements which blend with 
the scenery or to eventually build some facili­
ties which provide modern conveniences?
TO LEAVE THE AREA UNTOUCHED, DO NOT ADD ANY
facilities TTTfnrT 66<7°
TO ADD PRIMITIVE IMPROVEMENTS THAT BLEND WITH 
THE SCENERY 34
PROVIDE MODERN CONVENIENCES


















25a. I'm going to give you a list of reasons that people have given for wanting to be in the 
wilderness. As you read each one would you 
tell me whether it is very important, fairly 
important, or not at all important to you. 
TO OBSERVE THE BEAUTY OF NATURE:
Very important
Fairly important









































(5) TO BREATHE FRESH AIR AND DRINK PURE WATER:
Very important
Fairly important












Not at all important
TO HAVE A CHANGE OF PACE, 
DIFFERENT:
Very* 4 important 
Fairly important
















TO LIVE IN A PRIMITIVE WAY BY CAMPING OUT
Very important 28%
Fairly important 63





(9) TO BE ALONE FOR AWHILE:
Very important 
Fairly important















(11) TO EXPLORE’ UNCHARTED AREAS OF THE WILD:
Very important 46%
Fairly important 31
Not at all important _23_
100%
N = (35)













(13) TO GAIN A SENSE OF COMMUNION WITH GOD:
Very important
Fairly important







(14) TO TAKE IT EASY:
Very important 
Fairly important












TO EXPERIENCE THE FEELING OF BEING ABLE 
SURVIVE ON MY OWN IN THE WILD:
Very important
Fairly important








(16) TO GET RID OF TENSIONS: 
Very important 
Fairly important 








TO BE FAR AWAY FROM CROWDS OF PEOPLE:
Verv important 66%
Fairly important 20 N.T
Not at all important 14
100% 
N = (35)










(19) TO RESTORE MY HEALTH:
Very important 
Fairly important










Not at all important



















25b. Of the items listed, which would you say was 























N = (35) (11)































.26. How many weeks each year do 
spend vacationing?
ONE WEEK OR LESS
8 DAYS TO TWO WEEKS 
APPROX. THREE WEEKS 
APPROX. FOUR WEEKS 
MORE THAN FOUR WEEKS
OTHER
FIVE TO SEVEN WEEKS
TWO TO THREE MONTHS
FOUR TO SIX MONTHS













N = (35) (12);
_.27. For the past two years, what have you done
on your vacation? How about last year — 1959? 
How about the year before that — 1958?
1959
CAMPING OR HIKING 37%
OTHER'OUTDOORS 37
U:) no Vacation 6
OTHER 9














28. How old were you when you went on your first 
camping trip?
12 OR UNDER 54«r
13 TO 18 26
19 TO 29 u











29. Do most members of your family enjoy camping?
ypc; 86% 68?O
NO 14 24
NO FAMILY , —L.
100% 100%
N = (35) (13)








N = (35) (13)
31. What was the last grade in
















N = (35) (13)






























gious, or not at all religious? 
VERY RELIGIOUS
FAIRLY RELIGIOUS








34. What are your favorite leisure time activities?
OUTDOOR, NATURE
OUTDOOR, CITY 








































35. Do you live in a house, a duplex or triplex, 






N = (35) (13)
36a. How far is your home from this wilderness area?
50 MILES OR LESS ^]a
51 TO 100 MILES 46 31%
101 TO 250 MILES . H 23*
251 TO 500 MILES
501 TO 1,000 MILES 3 15
OVER 1,000 MILES 31 31
100% 100%
N = (35) (13)
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Fall
36b. What is the approximate population of that city?
Summer
RURAL OR RURAL NON-FARM 67.
URBAN:
10,000 or under 26 467.
10,001 to 24,999 20 23
25,000 to 49,999 17 23
50,000 to 99,999 20 —
100,000 and over 11 8
DON'T KNOW — —
100% 100%
N = (35) (13)
ASK, IF REPLY IS 99,999 OR UNDER:




-qvj . N = <31)
♦ {f tn <£&'i.: ’





town you grew up in?
RURAL OR RURAL NON-FARM 20%
URBAN:
10,000 or under 33
10,001 to 24,999 17
25,000 to 49,999 6
50,000 to 99,999 11
100,000 and over 11
























40a. May I ask (your husband's) (your father's) 





HIGH WHITE COLLAR 29








39 and 40b. What is your occupation? What type of 





HIGH WHITE COLLAR 29


































42. Please look at this card and tell me which 
category comes closest to representing your 
total family income?
43.
A. $5,000 or under 15% 9%
B. $5,001 to $7,999 28 19
C. $8,000 to $9,999 — 9
D. $10,000 to $14,999 24 27
E. $15,000 to $19,999 6 9
F. $20,000 and over 27 27
100% 100%





N = (35) (13)
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#2
Distribution of Post-Camp Questionnaire Responses
For Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, Montana — Summer Only, 1960
1. What was the total length of time you spent in the wilderness
during this last trip?
One day or less —
Overnight or 2 days or less 7%
3-4 days 7 3
5-7 days 55
8 days to two weeks 31
Over two weeks 4
100% 
N = (29)*
2. Which of each of the following comes closest to expressing 
your feelings about the length of time you spent in the 
wilderness?
a. I would like to have spent more time in the wilderness
if it had been possible 72%
b. Looking back on it, I wish I had spent less time in
the wilderness on this trip 4
c. All things considered, I feel I spent about the right
amount of time in the wilderness 24
100%
N = (29)
3. In all, about how many wilderness trips have you taken where 
you camped out?
This was my first trip 21%
2-5 times 34
6-10 times 10
More than 10 times 35
100% 
N = (29)



















6. Here is a list of things some people say detract from their 
enjoyment of the wilderness. Please answer the following 
questions.
a. Which did you notice in the wilderness area you 
visited?
b. Which (if any) did you find annoying?
7. Do you feel that any of these have become such a problem that 
they seriously interfere with the enjoyment of wilderness 
vacations? If YES, which ones?





2. Too few campsites:
Noticed 21%
Found annoying 4%
Reduce enj oyment 14%
N = (29)




R educe en j oyment 10%
N = (29)











6. Motorboats or jeeps in the area:
Noticed
Found annoying 
Reduce enjoyment N = (29)
7. Helicopters or airplanes in the area:
Noticed
Found annoying ~
Reduce enjoyment N = (29)
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N = (29)


















11. None listed: 24%
N = (29)
12. Other complaints not listed (e.g. poor toilet facilities.




8. Did any Of 'the following make your wilderness stay less 
enjoyable?
a. Bad weather
b. Trip too strenuous for some of the party
c. Sickness or injury
d. Other
N = (18)







10. Listed below are suggestions that have been made to improve 
the wilderness area you visited. For each suggestion, please 
indicate whether you consider it a good idea or a poor idea 
or have no opinion.














c. Have telephones available at various locations 






d. Establish camps within the wilderness where meals 
a^d sleeping accommodations can be purchased:

















Do you favor or oppose the use of wilderness areas for the 
following activities? In each case it is assumed that such 
































12. Some people believe that in a wilderness wildlife and 
vegetation should be controlled and managed; others 
believe that nature should be left to take its own 
course. For each suggestion listed below, indicate 
whether you think it is a good idea, a poor idea or 
have no opinion.




























d. Increase hunting of big game where it is thought 











e. Cut trees in heavily forested areas to create 

















13. As mentioned in the interview, there are two major plans 
for setting policy for the use of wilderness areas. One 
is to put into federal law the important regulations govern­
ing such things as grazing, resort development, mining, 
etc., so that they cannot easily be changed. Another is 
to allow the appropriate governmental agency, such as the 
Forest Service, to decide on what regulations are needed.
13a. Which plan do you prefer, or doesn's it made any difference
to you?
Agency regulation 49%
. Federal law 41


































14. If it were necessary to charge a yearly license fee in 
order to preserve wilderness areas for recreation use, 
what would be the maximum price you would be willing to
pay?








15a. Not including any equpment you might have purchsed, 
about how much did this wilderness trip cost you 
and your family from the time you left home until 
you returned? Please include all travel expense^ 
except non-wilderness side trips. (Just your
best guess).












Cost per person per day:






15b. —Continued—Cost per person:









16. How interested would you say you have been in keeping 











As an individual, or as a member of an organized group0 
have you ever written to a member of Congress or to a 
public agency expressing your views about the management 
of vzildern.ess areas?
Yes, on my own. 10%
Yes, as a member of an organization 24%
No, not at all 76%
N = (29)
18. ,,By and large, do you consider yourself a Republican,, a 








19. As you think back on it, how would you rate your recent 
wi-j^iernpss ..trip?
Very enjoyable







20. What kind of vacation do you intend to take next year? 











Hunting Season Post-Questionnaire Supplement Sheet 
Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, Montana, 1960
1. Of the four following reasons often given for going 
hunting, which were most important to you on this trip?
a.
b.




c. The hunting experience, including camping and 
backcountry travel 37
d. A combination of these 56
111%*
IF "d", "A COMBINATION,.."
2. Which of the first three was most important and which 
was least important?









3. If you knew of a place where you could get good hunting from 
the road, would you hunt there or would you still prefer 
to hunt in backcountry?




2) Retreat from civilization or change of pace 26
3) Safety from other hunters 20
4) Scenery & wild-life (nature) 20
5) Backcountry travel and camping 7
6) Hunting challenge 13
No comment 7
100%
Do you think it is likely there are comparable good






5. Considering the winter and summer range conditions as they 
are in the region you hunted, would you favor a larger game 
herd, a smaller one, or is the population about right as it 


















6. If a smaller population of big game in the area you hunted 
would produce larger and better specimens but fewer total 








Chi Square Test of Independence of Fishing as the Major Activity 
Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, 1960
Square test of independence from Lj., J. C. R. Introduction to








1 5.00 33.333 24.083
2 65.00 33.333 30.084
3 30..00 33.333 0.333
Total 100.00
O 30
100.00 X2 = 54.500
“—ET.. o '




Chi Square Test of Independence1 Comparing Number of Activities in 
Three Residence Groups, Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, 1960
'J-Chi Square test of independence from Li, J. C. R. introduction 












.1 3.67 3 11.666 6.438
2 3.90 20 11.666 5.594
3 3.92 12 11.666 0.010
Total 35 34.998 X = 12.402
5%X2 with 2 degrees of freedom 5.991
^X2 = S (f~h)Z
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Table 18
Chi Square Test of Independence of Differences of Length of Stay Groups 
and Yearly License Fees
Bob Marshall Wilderness Area, 1960
Group 2 — Length of stay five to seven days. 








1 $1.17 3 10 4.9
2 3.28 16 10 3.6
3 4.73 11 10 0.1
Total 30 30 X 2 = 8.6
with 2 degrees of freedom 5.991
Group 1 — Length of stay one to four days.
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Table 23
Development of Lumber Selling Price per MBF (log scale) 
Western White Pine, South Fork Flathead River Hypothetical Sale, 1960
^U. S. Forest Service. Appraisal cost guidelines for appraising 
sawtimber on Flathead National Forest timber sales. (Calendar year 
I960). Kalispell, Flathead National Forest, 1960. p. 2.
• ^u. S. Forest Service. Timber management. In: Forest Service 




1960 Calendar Year Price
Supreme 0.2 $296.64 $ .59
Choice and Better 1.8 272.92 4.91
Quality D Select 4.9 179.22 8.78
Miscellaneous Select 0.9 136,70 1.23
#1, 2, 3 Shop 0.5 106.13 .83
Colonial #1 Comm. 7.2 156.08 11.24
Sterling #2 Comm. 38.9 124.20 48.31
Standard #3 Comm. 29.9 80.68 24.12
Utility #4 & 5 Comm. 15.7 56.58 8.88
Totals 100.0 $108.89
Selling price L. T. $108.89 $101.38
Less Commission and Plus overrun factor xl. 15
Sales xO.931
$101.38 Selling price log
scale (L. S.) $116.59
No. 249)
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